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ABSTRACT 
The Central and Southern Domains of the Koras Group, situated on the Doornberg 
Lineament, are the structurally preserved remnants of a once more widespread 
late-syntectonic cover sequence. Detailed examination of the field 
relationships, lithology and petrography together with new geochemical data 
(30 analyses) has resulted in the proposal of a new geological succession 
consisting mainly of two cycles of bimodal basaltic-rhyolitic volcanics \~ith 
interbedded, immature conglomerates and 1 ithic greywackes. These two cycles, 
named the Boomri vi er and Leeudraa i Formati ons, are overl a in by the immature, 
polymictic orthoconglomerates and red arkosic sandstones of the Kalkpunt 
Formation. The first volcanic cycle commenced with the Lambrechtsdrif 
basaltic andesites and was followed, after a short hiatus, by the 
Swartkopsleegte rhyodacites. The second cycle comprises the Rouxville basalts 
and basaltic andesites and the S~lartkop and Kenilworth rhyolites. Field 
evidence suggests that eruption of the rhyolitic and basaltic volcanics in the 
second cycle was contemporaneous. 
Geochemically, the volcanics can t'>e classified as an "average-K" to high-K, 
tholeiitic, subalkal ine association which exhibits general similarities to 
other Southern African bimodal associations e.g., the tholeiitic lavas of the 
Wilgenhoutsdrif Group. The Koras Group is petrologically similar to the 
Sinclair Sequence which is presently considered to be its coeval equivalent, 
but the dominantly calc-alkaline character of the Sinclair rocks distinguishes 
them from the dominantly tholeiitic Koras lavas. 
In a short literature review, the four main hypotheses for the petrogenesis of 
bimodal associations: liquid immiscibility, crystal fractionation, two-stage 
partial melting and separate magma sources, are described and the most 
feasible explanation for the origin of the Kora.s lavas is thought to be a 
"separate magma source" hypothesis in which two cycles of mantle-derived 
basalts and crustal-derived rhyolites were produced in a zone of high heat 
flow and erupted in an area of crustal weakness. The middle- or 
1 ate-Proterozoi c Koras Group was formed duri ng unstabl e tectoni c conditions, 
in a depositional setting that was probably controlled by late folding of the 
underlying pre-Koras -sequences as well as the major strike-slip movement and 
subordinate dip-slip faulting in the Doornberg Lineament. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Regional Setting 
The Koras Group is a sequence of volcanic and sedimentary rocks and associated 
intrusives of late Proterozoic age that are located in the northern Cape 
Province. Upington is the main town in the Northern Cape and is situated on 
the banks of the Orange River. The mil d1y deformed, unmetamorphosed Koras 
Group derives its name from the farm Karas which lies to the north of the 
Orange River and is about 40 kilometres east of Upington (Fig. 1.1). The 
names of the farm and the village Karos on the opposite bank of the Orange are 
spelt differently due to a historical misnomer. 
The Group is distributed in an arcuate belt approximately 130 kilometres long 
and up to 35 kilometres wide. The regional outcr~p area is divided into three 
domains as illustrated in Figure 1.1. Outliers and associated intrusive rocks 
are sporadically exposed throughout this area. The large Central Domain is 
roughly triangular in shape with Karos at its centre. The Southern Domain is 
a long, thin strip, the most southerly tip of \~hich is about 20 kilometres 
west of Grob1ershoop. These two domains are geographically separate outcrop 
areas t~at have been found in thi s study to be the structurally preserved 
remnants af a once more widespread Koras Group. The Northern Domain is 50 
kil ometres north of Upi nqton and was not included withi n the study area. 
1.2. Previous Geological Work 
The 1 ava s, conglomerates and sandstones of the Kora s Group were fi rst 
descrihed by Rogers (1908, p. 52-58) during a reconnaissance investigation 
along the north hank of the Orange River. Tllis work was extended by Rogers 
and Du Toit (1910, p. 73-A8) who investigated the Koras Group on the south 
side of the Orange River and suhdivided it into sediments, b ~ <;ic lavas, and 
acid and intermediate lavas. Subsequently Le Roex (1943) mapped an area ~Ihich 
included part of the Northern Domain of the Koras Group while part of the 
Central Ilomain was mapped for the Geological Survey by D.J. Simpson in 1944. 
Simpson wrote no report and left only an unpuhlished map. 
The first complete mapping of the Koras Group was done by M.C. du Toit (1965) 
who su~divided the group into six stratigraphic units. Later the exposures 
north of the Upington - Olifantsho~k road were mapped by Moen (1974) who also 
rei nvesti gated most of the a rea studi ed by 011 Toi t (1965). A. Kroner proposed 
a lithostratigraphic subdivision of the Koras succession based largely on the 
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work of Ou Toit (1955) and Moen (1974) and t~is ' I~ S adopted by Grobler et al. 
(1977) . Moen (1980) amended the strati graphy and proposed the 1 ithostrat i -
graphic subdivision accepted by the South African Committee for Stratigraphy 
(1980, hereafter referred to as SACS). Comparisons of the stratigraphic 
columns anri nomenclature as proposed by the numerous authors, a historical 
review and a summary of the previous geological work are also presented in 
SACS (1 q80) • 
Apart from these major contri buti ons to the geology of the Koras Group a 
1 imited amount of research on the Group has been carri ed out by members of the 
Precambrian Research Unit of the University of Cape Town and this information 
is available in their annual reports (Vajner, 1974; Stowe, 1979). 
Previous geochemical work has been carried out by Grobler et al. (1977) who 
indicate that the Koras Group is a calc-alkaline (shoshonite) association 
emplaced in a newly stabilized orogenic region. Other geochemical work 
includes that of Geringer and Botha (1976), Moen (in prep.) and Frick et al . 
(in prep . ). Numerous age determinations have neen calculated and these 
indicate an age of between 1000 Ma and 1200 Ma for the Koras Group (see Table 
8. 1, p.1l8). 
The Kora s Group, in the study area, unconformably overl i es the Sultanaoord 
Group of the Koranna 1 and Se~uence, the Groh 1 ershoop Formati on of the 
01 ifantshoek Sequence, the Wil genhoutsdrif Group and granite gnei ss that is 
generally rp.garded as intrusive. These pre-Karas, early to middle Proterozoic 
sequences have recently been studied by Moen (1980), Van Zyl (1981) and Stowe 
(1980, 19811. 
1.3. Physiography and Vegetation 
From a point three kilometres south~lest of Karos the western margin of the 
Koras Group is marked by the resistant quartzites of the Sultanaoord Group 
which huild steep-sided hills and ridges. This band of quartzites, sometimes 
called the Kaaien Hill s, is up to six kilometres wide and extends in a 
south-easterly direction to a point just east of Kleinbegin. The Koras 
porphyries and basalts build low rounded hills in the lOW-lying ground 
occupied hy the Group. The Central and Southern Domains are separated by a 
cluster of quartzite hills and ridges that outline an elliptical area, the 
structure of which is that of an interference fold and is referred to as the 
Grootdri nk dome. The c~ntre of thi s dOl'1e is about fi ve k i 1 ometres wes t of 
G ... ootdrink. 
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The Orange River is the main river in the area. Flowing in a north-westerly 
direction it passes to the east of the Southern Domain. It then turns west 
and crosses the southern part of the Cen tra 1 Domain. A 11 other streams and 
rivers are ephemeral with steep gradients and beds of boulders and sand and 
flow directly into the Orange River. 
The poor exposure of the Koras Group rocks south of the Orange Ri ver can be 
attributed to this ephemeral river action which has built up large deposits 
covering parts of the low lying areas occupied by the Koras Group. In 
addition, large talus slopes are developed below quartzite hi 11s and these 
talus deposits obscure the relationship of the Koras Group to the underlying 
sequences. The Koras rocks have not produced good soils under the semi-desert 
climatic conditions and usually give rise to a rubble-strewn veld through 
which large in situ rocks protrude. 
North of the Orange River 
covered by longitudinal 
north-westerly direction. 
the topography is generally flat and almost entirely 
Kal ahari Group sand dunes that trend ina 
In this area the drainage pattern is poorly defined 
and drainage channels are best described as "vleis" which often terminate in 
pans. The exposures of quartz-feldspar porphyry and amygdaloidal basalt form 
low hills and koppies which protrude through the sand or are merely piles of 
rubble lying on the red sand with occasional rocks that appear to be in situ. 
The flora reflects semi-desert conditions and most plants have xerophytic 
adaptations. Dense vegetation is localised along the Orange River. However, 
away from the Orange River, the boulder and rubble-strewn veld is sparsely 
covered with ubiquitous "driedoring" (Rhigozum trichotomum) and amongst other 
thorn trees the "swarthaak" (Acacia detinens) and "kameeldoring" (Acacia 
erioloba) are common particularly in dry river and stream beds. Aloes are 
common and occur singly or in clusters and "kraals" together with numerous 
other succulent species. 
In the area around Karos "driedoring" (Rhigozum trichotomum) is more common on 
rubb 1 e-strewn basalt and porphyry exposures and les s common on the 
calcrete-covered areas. This relationship is well-developed at the contact of 
basaltic andesite (Lambrechtsdrif Member) on the Wilgenhoutsdrif Group just to 
the west of Karos. This contact is poorly exposed, the exposures of basaltic 
andesite gradually giving way to more calcrete-rich veld . The change is 
accompan i ed by the di sappearance of "dri edori ng" and increase in "perdebos" 
(Monechma sp.) and "sk il padbos" (Zygophy11 um rili crocarpum) • 
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1.4. Aim of the Present Study 
In an earlier investigation (Sanderson, 1979) the stratigraphic sequence 
proposed by Du Toi t (1965), and used "Ii th mi nor amendments by 1 ater workers, 
"las found to be controversial and it appeared that the sequence proposed hy 
Rogers and Du Toit (1910, p. 74) was probably correct. Therefore the main 
obj ecti ve of thi s study was to remap and exami ne the Koras Group in more 
detail and elucidate the stratigraphy of the group. To avoid duplication of 
the detailed work by Moen (in prep.) on the ~Iorthern Domain, it was decided 
that this study should concentrate on the Central and Southern Domains. In 
addition the new exposures of Koras rocks that had come to light (Moen 1974, 
1980) were re-examined and interpreted in terms of the new geological 
succession proposed here. 
The aim of the geochemical work is to support the stratigraphic study if 
possible, and to gain more insight into the geochemical nature of the lavas of 
the Koras Grotlp. 
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2. GEOLOGICAL SUCCESSION 
2.1. Subdivision of the Koras Group 
The geological succession of the Koras Group is complicated by the .presence of 
unconformities which do not, however, warrant the subdivision of the Group 
into two or more groups. This was first noted by Rogers (1908, p. 53): 
"Though there are two or more unconformities within this series, the members 
of it seem to be so closely related that it would at present introduce 
unnecessary complication to divide the group up into formal sub-divisions." 
Later, A.L. du Toit (1954, p. 5) exposed the problem and provided the key to 
understanding the geological succession of the Koras Group: 
"The Koras Series is a fine illustration that formations composed largely of 
conglomeratic beds or of volcanic material are liable to great and sudden 
vari ation from point to pOint not only in the nature of their materials, but 
also in the thickness of the individual rock groups." 
The Koras Group in the study area consists of nine alternating sedimentary and 
volca.nic units whose lithologies and proposed 1.ithostratigraphic names are 
presented in Table 2.1. The extent and occurrence of the members in the three 
domains is illustrated diagrammatically in Table 2.2. This table demonstrates 
that various members are missing from the geological succession in the 
different domains so that in no one domain is the full succession developed. 
In addition, certain members are better developed in some areas than in others . 
The members of the Group make up three formations whose distribution is 
illustrated in Figure 2.1. In the Central Domain a distinct unconformity 
separates the Koras Group into upper and lower parts. The Boomrivier 
Formation is unconformably overlain by the Leeudraai and Kalkpunt Formations . 
The unconformity traverses the area from Leeudraa i in the eas t, where it 
terminates against Wilgenhoutsdrif Group schists, to Kameelpoort in the west, 
where it joins the major unconformity separating the Koras Group from the 
Sultanaoord Group. This stratigraphic break probably represents a period of 
eros i on or non-depos i t i on wh il e depos it i on of the Eze lfontei n Member took 
place in the Southern Domain. 
2.2. Nomenclature 
Names used for formations and members are those defined by SACS (1980) except 
where the stratigraphic changes have made it necessary to use other names as 
proposed below. 
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Table 2.1. Geological Succession of the Koras Group 
ROCK TYPE MEMBER FORMATION 
Red sandstone, conglomerate Kal kpunt 
Coarse-grained quartz-feldspar porphyry, Swartkop 
ignimbrite, minor volcaniclastic rocks. (Upper Porphyry) 
(Rhyolite). 
Medium-grained quartz-feldspar porphyry, 
glassy quartz porphyry. Kenilworth 
Amygdaloidal basaltic lava, minor Rouxville Leeudraai 
interbedded sandstone and volcanic (Upper Basic 
breccia. (Basalt to Basaltic Andesite). Volcanics) 
Cong 1 omera te, sandstone. Ezel fontei n 
Fine-grained quartz-feldspar porphyry, Swartkopsleegte 
minor interbedded sandstone. ( Rhyodac i te) • (Lower Porphyry) 
Conglomerate, micaceous sandstone, shale. Karos Boomrivier 
Greenish-grey basaltic lavas, minor Lambrechtsdri f 
interbedded sandstone, volcaniclastic (Lower Basic 
and pyroclastic rocks. (Basaltic Andesite). Volcanics) 
Conglomerate, quartzite. Basal Sedimentary 
Member 
The basaltic rocks occur in two members, the upper basic volcanic member being 
named after the farm Rouxville in the western corner of the Central Domain 
where a 500m sequence of amygdaloidal basaltic lavas is exposed. 
The Lambrechtsdrif Member compri ses the lower basi c volcani crocks, as it is 
upon these rocks that the village of Lambrechtsdrif stands. The lithological 
characteristics of the two basaltic members are compared in Table 2.3. These 
lithological differences can be used to determine the stratigraphic position 
of outliers and other exposures of basic rocks where structural evidence is 
lacking. 
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Tabl e 2.2. A Compari son of the Geological Columns of the three Domains of the Koras 
Group 
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Figure 2.1 Generalized geological map illustrating the 
distribution of the three formations of the 
Koras Group. 
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Table 2.3. Lithological Comparison of the Lambrechtsdrif 
Member Lavas and the Rouxville Member Lavas 
Lambrechtsdri f Rouxville 
Member Lavas Member Lavas 
Basaltic Andesites Basalts to Basaltic andesites 
Colour Greenish-grey or grey; Bl ack, dark grey or 
rarely dark grey. purplish-brown; rarely 
grey. (Where not 
epidotized.) 
Texture i Usually aphanitic; 1 ess Usually aphanitic; 
( Hand commonly doleritic. rarely porphyritic. 
specimen) 
Amygdales Usually absent; where Commonly present in 
present they are sparse abundance; sometimes in 
and white consisting of layers; amygdale fillings 
quartz and calcite. are epidote, quartz or 
calcite. 
Al terati on Thin irregular veins of Often bright green in 
quartz and calcite are appearance due to epido-
common while epidoti- tization. 
zati on is rare 
The sedimenta r'y member that overl i es the Lambrechtsdrif Member in the Central 
Domain is named the Karos Member because the rocks are exposed around Karos 
Vi 11 age on the fa rm Karos and on Karos Nedersetti ng (see map 2A). The 
Ezelfontein Formation in the Southern Domain is downgraded to member status. 
The term Avondale Formation (SACS, 1980) which comprises the lower 
quartz-fel dspar porphyries is repl aced by Swartkopsl eegte Member for the 
following reasons:-
1) The porphyri es on the farm Avondal e are not part of the lower porphyry 
unit but are interpreted, on the basis of lithology, to be part of the 
upper porphyry unit. 
2) Swartkopsleegte is the name given to the valley between the Swartkop line 
of hills and the Kaaien Hills (Sultanaoord Group) and this valley is 
underlain by lower porphyry rocks. The name is al so given to the stream 
that flows through the valley and is printed on the 1 :50000 topographical 
map (2821 BC) . 
3) No other town or farm names are available for the area south of the Orange 
River where the strati graphi c positi on of the lower porphyry member has 
been clearly determined. 
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In the area north of the Kalkpunt basin (Central Domain). Moen's (1980) lower 
porphyry p~ase is interpreted as a t~i rd major porphyry member and is named 
after the farm Kenilworth. The coarse upper phase (Moen. 1980) is correlated 
on the basis of lithology with the quartz-feldspar porphyries underlying the 
Swartkop 1 ine of hill s and named the Swartkop t4ember. a name proposed by Moen 
(197~,). Care should be taken to avoid confusion between th e Swa rtkop t~ember 
(upper porphyry) and the Swartkopsleegte Member (lower porphyry). 
The name Boomrivier Formation is proposed for the lower basic volcanics and 
lower porphyries and also includes the Karos Member and the Basal Sedimentary 
Member. The term Leeudraai Formation is retained for the upper porphyries but 
now also includes the upper basiC volcanics as it is on Leeudraai that the 
interbedded relationship of porphyry and basalt is clearly exposed (Fig 4.3.1. 
pAl). In the Southern Domain the Leeudraai Formation includes the 
Eze lfontei n f1ember (Table 2.1). The Ka 1 kpunt conglomerates a nd red sandstones 
retain formation status. 
2.3. Comparison with Previous Work 
The first 
Rogers and 
simpl ified. 
strilti graphi c sequence proposed for the 
Du Toit (1910. see Table 2.4.). 
agrees with that of the present study. 
Koras rocks was that of 
This sequence. although 
Rogers and Du Toit (op. 
cit.) recognised the presence of amygdaloidal basic lavas between the two 
porphyry units as \;211 ilS the existence of hasic lava below all the 
porphyries. The distribution of their lower basic lavas in the Central Domain 
is similar to that of the Lambrechtsdrif Member in this study. Their map is 
simplified as the porphyries and the intervening amygdaloidal lava are mapped 
as one unit termed "acid and intermediate lava" . In addition. the interbedded 
nature of porphyry and amygdaloidal basic lava at Leeudraai (see Figure 
4.3.1.) was first noted by Rogers (1908. p. 54) who wrote as follows: 
"On Leeudraai this porphyry occurs in layers several feet thick 
with the amygdaloidal lava. dipping northwest14ards under 
conglomera tes. " 
interbedded 
the Al bany 
HO~/ever it does a jJ ~ear that they (Rogers and Du Toit. 1910. p. 75-77) Here 
unsure of the succession and some confusion exi sted because they described 
certain features which could not be located by Du Toit (1965. p. 33) or during 
the present study. Thi s may be a result of base map i naccuraci es and/or 
changes of filrm houndaries and trigonometric reference points. 
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Du Toit (1%5) divided the "Karas Formation" into six "groups" (Table 2.4.) 
and this subdivision has been used with minor amendments by all later workers 
and forms the basis of the stratigraphic nomenclature proposed by SACS (1980). 
In sllmmary, the following stratigraphie changes have been made by the present 
author: 
1) The hasaltic rocks have been separated into two members. 
2) Sedimentary rocks in the Central Domain that were part of the Ezelfontein 
Formation (SACS, 1980) now make up the Karos Member. 
3) Quartz-feldspar porphyries on Avondale and other farms in the northern 
part of the Central Domain are now part of the Leeudraai Formation. 
Table 2.4. A Comparison of the Str atigraphie Columns for the Koras Group proposed by various authors. 
Roger sand Du Toit 
( 1910 ) 
Sediments 
Lavas 
.Bas i c lavas ( 
Sediments 
Du Toit (1965) 
GROUPS: 
Upper Sedimentary 
Basaltic Andesite 
Middle Sedimentary 
Basal Sedimentary 
SACS (1980) Present Author 
FORMATIONS: MEMBERS: 
Kalkpunt 
Leeudraai Swartkop 
Kenilwor th 
Lambrechtsdrif Rouxville 
Ezel fontei n 
Avondale 
Christiana Karos 
Lambrechtsdrif 
Basal Sedimentary 
FORMATIONS: 
Kalkount 
Leeudraai 
.... 
Boomrivier 
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3. PRE-KORAS SEQUENCES HJ HIE STUDY AREA 
3. 1. Historical Background 
The oldest rocks underlying the area have traditionally been referred to as 
the "Kheis Series, System or Group". Considerable controversy exists over the 
stratigraphic relationships of the "Kheis Group" and researchers from the 
Precambrian Research Unit, the Geological Survey, Upington and the University 
of Bloemfontein hold differing views on the stratigraphie and structural 
relationships between the pre-Koras sequences in this area. However, the 
detail s of the controversy are not the subject of thi s chapter anrl only the 
locality, present status, lithology and approximate age of the pre-Koras 
sequences in the sturly a!"ea is presented. 
Rogers and Du Toi t (1910) proposed the foll owi ng threefold di vi si on of the 
Kheis Series :-
Wilgenhoutsdrif Beds 
Kheis Series Kaaien Beds 
Marydale Beds 
Vajner (1974) revised the classification and nomenclature of the "Kheis Group" 
in terms of the lithostratigraphic code :-
Khei s Group 
Wilgenhoutsdrif Formation 
Kaaien Formation 
Groblershoop Formation 
Marydale Formation 
The term Groblershoop Formation was introduced for part of the former Kaaien 
Formation. Malherhe (1978) reported that the Grohlershoop Formation follows 
conformahly on the Matsap Formation and thus for the first time incorporated 
rocks of the former Kheis Group into the Ol ifantshoek Sequence. 
Although Smit (1'177) largely upheld Vajners (op. cit.) subdivision, Moen 
(1976, 1980) introduced a number of new subdivisions and names, most important 
of which is the Sultanaoord Group l~hich incorporates rock~ of the former 
Kaaien Formation. Moen (1980) advanced evidence to show that the terms 
"Kheis" and "Kaaien" should be abolished. In addition the Hilgenhoutsdrif 
Formation has heen upgraded t o Group status (SACS, 1980). 
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The pre-Koras sequences have been subjected to three major phases of fo1 di ng 
represented by the F1 , F2 and F3 folds (Botha et a1., 1977; Stowe, 1979; t~oen, 1980). A fourth weak fold phase (F4 ) is recognized by Stowe (1979). 
Although there is disagreement over the existence, location and orientation of 
certain structural elements, there is, in qenera1, a good ·correspondence 
hetwp.en the phases of rleformation as proposed by various authors. 
3.2. Su1tanaoord Group, Koranna1and Sequence 
These quartzites, quartz-sericite schists and phyllites build the hills and 
ridges a10n'! the western margin of the Central an d Southern Domains as \~ell as 
the hills of the Grootdrink Dome. In the Rooikoppies-Rouxvi11e area the 
Sultanaoord Group is unconformably overlain by the basaltic lavas of the 
Rouxvi 11 e Member whil e Lambrechtsdrif Member basalts overl y the Su1 tanaoord 
GrollI' arouorl the Groot dri nk Dome. Accordi ng to t.\oen ('980) the overall 
structure of the Karos-Kleinbegin segment (Kaaien Hills) is in broad terms 
that of an antiform terminating in a northwest-plunging antiform near Karos. 
The Sultanaoord Group in the Rooi koppi es-Rouxvi 11 e area also exhi bits comp1 ex 
folding and the Wilgenhoutsdrif Group is faulted down against these rocks. 
U-Pb ages of 2100 Ma and 2400 Ma were reported (Nico1aysen, in SACS, 1980) on 
detri ta 1 zi rcons from a banded quartzi te gnei ss of the Dagbreek F armati on 
which is part af the Su1tanaoord Group. This indicates a probable maximum age 
for the formation (SACS, 1980). 
3. 3. Grob1ershoop Formation, 01ifantshoek Seguence 
The Southern Domain of the Koras Group is faulted against the Groh1ersnoop 
F ormati on in the south-western pa rt of the study a rea. Although there is a 
component of rii p-s1 i p faulti ng on the faults in thi s a rea, a consi derab 1 e 
amount of strike-slip (wrench) faulting has occurred. The Grob1ershoop 
quartzites, 
subjected to 
seri ci ti c quartzites and quartz-seri cite schi sts have been 
low-grade metamorphism and the polyphase deformation has produced 
complex fold structures such as the Ka1kwerf synform. 
A minimum age for the Grob1ershoop Formation is given by an intrusive granite 
dated at 126B .::. 25 Ma (Burger and Walraven, 1976, p. 325) while a minimum 
(40Ar 3'lAr) age of 1780 Ma (Burger and Coertze 1')74, p. 136), was 
obtained on an interbedded meta1ava. 
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3.4. Wilgenhoutsdrif Group 
Moen (1980) has revised, subdivided and renamed the Wilgenhoutsdrif succession 
and suggested that it lies unconfonnably on both the Groblershoop Fonnation 
and the Sultanaoord Grol.lp:-
"The Wilgenhoutsdrif Group occurs between these two rock groups and overlies 
both while similar purple quartzite (Grootdrink/Kameelpoort quartzite) is 
developed on each contact. This relationship can be interpreted as a nonnal 
sedimentary unconfonnity or alternati vel y the purpl e quartzi tes may represent 
silicification zones i1long defonned and metamorphosed thrust planes of F1 
age. " 
The Wi 1 genhoutsdri f Group can be di vi ded into two parts. The lower part 
(Zonderhuis Formation) with the prominent and distinctive Grootdrink/ 
Kameelpoort quartzite at its base comprises pelitic and psammitic schists with 
minor carbonate rocks, greenstone, ferruginous chert and serpentinite (Moen, 
1980). In the predominantly volcanic upper part (Leerkrans Fonnationl. Moen 
(1980) has identified two and possibly three, cycles of volcanicity which 
start with felsic lava, then basic lava and end with epic1astic sedimentation. 
Rocks of the Wilgenhoutsdrif Group occur m~i nly in two large areas separated 
by the overlying Koras Group. These areas are around the villages of 
Leerkrans in the west and Grootdrink in the east. Other exposures occur on 
Kaffirswilrt at the eastern, faulted margin of the Kalkpunt basin and on Jebeko 
in the northern corner of the study area. 
Cornell (1975) obtai ned a Rb-Sr age of 1148 + 48 Ma on basic lava from the 
Wilgenhoutsdrif Group and argued that this figure closely approximates the age 
of extrusion. A U-Ph age of 1336 Ma has been detennined on acid lava (Burger, 
i n SAC S, 1 980) . 
3.5. Granite-Gneiss 
Grani te-gnei ss 
and in the 
Ka 1 kwerfputs. 
in the study area outcrops in the Central Domain on Rooikoppies 
Southern Domai n on Ezelfontei n, Buchuberg Settl ement and 
Smit (1977, p. 228 - 238) regards these gneisses as granitic 
intrusions that formed during the earliest (Fl ) major phase of folding. 
This is supported by Moen (1980, p. 204) who also views these granites as 
syntectonic (Fl ) intrusions. The gneiss at Rooikoppies has been interpreted 
as paragneiss by Von Backstrom (1964), but Moen (1980, p. 199) states that 
the igneous origin is quite clear and these granites are probahly also 
syntectonic (Fl ) intrusives. According to Stowe (1981) all the gneisses in 
the study are3 are syntectonic (F2 ) intrusives and are part of the 
Straussburg suite (Stowe, 1981, p. 1). 
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4. FIELD RELATIONSHIPS, LITHOLOGY AND PETROGRAPHY 
4.1. Introduction 
In the follO\~ing sections t'le field exposures and appearance in hand specimen 
and thin section of the Koras rocks in the study area are described. Some of 
the fi el d exposures have been referred to di rectly and thi s has been done by 
means of a grid system on the maps provided e.g., (2A: H-ll) indicates 
position H-ll on map 2A. In adrlition, hand specimen and thin section sample 
numbers are included where necessary to facilitate re-examination and further 
study. 
Desert varnish similar to that described by Von Backstrom (1964, p. 11) is 
common on the weathered rock faces in the Koras Group throughout the study 
area. This shiny black surface feature is particularly frequent on the basic 
volcanic rocks and in the pitted surfaces of the quartz-feldspar porphyries as 
well as some conglomerates. Sanrlstones and shales are rarely covered with 
de sert varnish. According to Von Backstrom (1964) desert varnish consists of 
a high proportion of manganese and ferric oxides which could be derived from 
the original rock and left as a residue on the rock face during weathering. 
This is also the view of Tricart and Cailleux (1964, in Cooke and ~Jarren, 
1973). According to Cooke and Warren (1973) numerous workers favour the idea 
that precipitation of desert varnish is helped hy organic agencies which 
produce organic complexes that are very stable. However, Cooke and Warren 
(op. cit.) suggest that "it seems more likely that the source of much of the 
material is in weathered soil and debris surrounding the varnished surfaces 
and that the pecul i ar consti tuti on of the varni sh must be attri buted to 
fractionation processes that occur during the movement of solutions to the 
rock surfaces". More recently, Elvidge and Moore (1979), who describe desert 
varni sh composed of ill ite-montmori 11 onite (70%) and ferromanganese oxi des 
(30%), believe that the materials for varnish formation are windblown and 
accreted to the rock surface. In their view much of the Fe and Mn enters the 
varni sh as "soil formed ferromanganese coats on wi ndhl o~m clay parti c 1 es" 
while some other materials common in desert soils e.g., sulphur, also 
accompany the major components intI) the varnish. The disagreement about the 
origin and formation of desert varnish as well as the disagreement about the 
envi ronmental associ ati ons of desert varni sh (Cooke and Warren, 1973) means 
that analyses of Koras varnish are required for an interpretation of its 
ori~in and geomorphological significance. 
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4.2. Boomrivier Formation 
4.2.1. The Basal Sedimentary t~ember 
4.2.1A. Distribution and General Features 
Basal sedimentary rocks are only locally developed in the Central and 
Southern Domains hut a thick (15DOm) sequence outcrops in the Northern 
Domain on the farm Christiana (G. Moen, pers. comm.). The locally 
developed deposits in the study area are typically interformational 
immature orthoconglomerates. Sandstones and ~uartzites are also known and 
have steep dips (65-800 ) testifying to the folding that affected Koras 
rocks. The conglomerates are heterogeneous and compositionally reflect 
the nearest possible source e.g., on Ezelfontein Noord where conglomerates 
are exposed ~djacent to granite-gneiss, the pebbles are almost entirely of 
granite-gneiss. At beacon 78, just west of an exposure of the Grootdrink 
quartzite, the pebbles and angular fragments making up this conglome!:ate 
are composed mainly of quartzite. 
Basal sedimentary deposits are developed at the contact of pre-Koras rocks 
anrl Koras lavas and are often obscured and hidden by younger talus fans. 
However, a careful search of stream cuttings in the younger talus fans of 
the quartzite ridges that border the Koras Group has revealed that 
exposures of conglomerate mark an unconformabl e sedimentary contact for 
the base of the Koras where previously a fault had been inferred e.g., the 
south-western margin of the Southern Ilomain. In general, these 
hete rogeneous sedimentary rocks which vary in thickness and extent can be 
interpreted as ancient talus fans and weathered rubble that fill 
depressions and hollows on the pre-Koras landscape. 
4.2.1B. Central Domain 
The !)asal conglomerate exposed on Koras (2A: H-14) consists mainly of 
poorly sorted quartzite fragments (up to several tens of cms in diameter) 
that are angular to rounded. The conglomerate overlies phyllite and 
schist of the Wilgenhoutsdrif Group and is overlain by khaki-coloured 
shale ant:! micaceous sandstone which is in turn overlain by greenish-grey 
basic lava of the Lambrechtsdrif Memher. Moen (1980, p. 224) considered 
the possibility that these conglomerates belonged in the Christiana 
Formation but he included them in his Ezelfontein Formation. Du Toit 
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(1965, p. 39) regarrled thi s exposure and those at beacon 78 in the 
Southern Domain "as troughs in the soft Wilgenhoutsdrif Series (now Group) 
which must have formed the floor of the Koras basi n". 
Two other rather poor exposures of conglomerate occur to the north of the 
Kalkpunt basin (2A: H-7 and P-l, P-2). The rubble consists mainly of 
poorly sorted quartzite. No Koras pebbles could be seen and on this basis 
the exposures are interpreted here as part of the Basal Sedimentary Member. 
4.2.1C. Southern Domain 
The Southern Domain contains a slightly more varied collection of basal 
sedimentary rocks, the best known being those at Ezelfontein Noord (2B: 
S-28, $-29). These two exposures are of conglomerate which is composed of 
pebbles and large angular blocks (less than lcm to tens of cms in 
di ameter) of abundant grani te gnei ss and suhordi nate quartzi te and 
schist. The fraqments are rounded to irregular in shape and no bedding is 
visible. In the Ezelfonteinrivier the rocks are sheared and fractured. 
Minor amounts of aphanitic greenish-grey basic lava occur within t he 
conglomerates at the dome-shaped northernmost exposure and appear to be 
interbedded with the conglomerate, indicating that eruption of 
Lambrechtsdrif lava commenced r!uring deposition. Du Toit (1965) 
interpreter! these rocks as sedimentary layers interbedded within his 
Basalti c-a ndesite Group and Lower Quartz-porphyry Group. 
On Buchuberg Settl ement sporadi c exposures of pebbl e-beari ng qua rtzite 
occur along the contact between the Lambrechtsdrif Member and the 
underl yi ng Wi 1 genhoutsdrif Group (2B: U- 31, U-32). Thi s contact has 
previously been interpreted as a major fault (Du Toit, 1965; Grobler et 
al., 1977; Moen, 1980) hut is believed to be an unconformable sedimentary 
contact by the present author (see map 2B). Mi nor faul ti ng may have 
occurred as vein quartz is present at one local ity. These greyish-green 
to light hrown, fine-grained, poorly-bedded quartzites are well-indurated 
and at places are fractured and traversed by numerous white quartz veins. 
Near the Kalkwerfsloot they are interbedded with Lambrechtsdrif lavas. In 
a thin section (ES-18), the quartzite is composed mainly of quartz (9Cl't) 
with mi nor amounts of fel dspar and epi dote as well as deformed chlorite 
and muscovite flakes. Quartz grains have undulose extincti on and range in 
size from 0,1 ml'1 to 0,4mm wit~ an average size of 0,2 mm. Quartz grain 
boundari es are often sutured wi th a bl astopsal1ll1iti c texture and 
occasional mortar structure. These textures indicate that the rock has 
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undergone a high degree of induration, possibly at low grades of 
metamorphism. 
Numerous exposures of conglomerate and sandstone occur along the central 
part of the western fl ank of the Koras Group (2B: R-32, R-33, S-34, 
T-37). They are reddish-brown to khaki-coloured deposits and the pebbles 
in the conglomerates are well-rounded and composed of quartzite and 
schist. In one instance (T-37) an oligomictic conglomerate of schist 
fragments with the schistosity of the fragments orientated in all 
direct ions was observed. The presence of these rock s supports the view 
that this contact of the Koras Group is not a fault (Ou To it , 1965; 
Grobler et al., 1977) but rather an unconformable sedimentary contact. It 
has been suggested (J. Marsh, pers. comm.) that these conglomerates might 
be clastic wedges along faults that were active during Koras times and 
have subsequently been rejuvenated. 
In the extreme south (2B;U-41, 42, 43) low hills and mounds of 
predominantly white to purplish quartzite rubble as well as quartz-
sericite schi st are regarded by Moen (1980, p. 227) as conglomerates of 
the Koras Group (Ezelfontein Formation). The fragments are generall y 
angu 1 ar, somet imes rounded and from one cm to severa 1 tens of cms in 
diameter. No pebbles or fragments of Koras rocks were seen amongst the 
rubb 1 e pi 1 e and therefore the materi a 1 coul d represent conglomerates of 
the Basal Sedimentary Member, or possibly younger talus fan material. 
A quartzite boulder conglomerate builds the hill on which beacon 78 stands 
(2B: V-30). Familiar darkly-weathered exposures of aphanitic greenish-
grey basic lava occur below the hill on its western side and are outliers 
of the Lambrechtsdr i f Member. The conglomerate is interpreted as a 
deposit of the Basal Sed i mentary Member underlying the basic lava (see map 
2B, section Bl-B2). Thi s is in agreement with Du Toit (1965, p. 39) and 
Moen (pers. comm.), who regards the rock as a talus fan deposit of Koras 
age. 
A rather unusua lout 1 i er of darkly-weatheri ng immature conglomerate is 
exposed ne xt to the Orange river (2B: V- 27). It consi s ts of fragments of 
Wilgenhoutsdrif Group rocks as well as vein quartz, quartzite and gneiss, 
that are closely packed and completely variable in size (less than 5cm up 
to several tens of cm). Rogers and Ou Toit (1910, p. 53) interpreted 
these rocks as volcanic breccias and gritty tuffs accompanying lavas. of 
the Wilgenhoutsdrif Group although they considered the possibility that 
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the rocks were part of the Koras Group because of their undeformed state. 
Du Toit (1965, p. 23) interpreted the exposure as a volcanic neck of the 
Koras Group. The ~uthor is in agreement wi tfl Moen (1980, p. 227) who 
indicates that the rocks represent an outlier of Koras conglomerate. 
However, it is interpreted here as part of the Basal Sedimentary t1ember 
and not the Ezelfontein Member on the basis that no pebbles of Koras rocks 
could be lietecterl in the conglomerate \~hich overlies the Wilgenhoutsdrif 
Group. 
4.2.2 . Lambrechtsdrif Member 
4.2.2A. Distribution 
Lambrechtsdrif lavas outcrop in the Southern and Central Domains and Moen 
(in prep.) reports correlatives of these lavas in the Northern Domain. In 
the Central I)omain there are exposures around Karas and near Witkop on 
Karas Nedersetti ng whil e the 1 a rgest mass is in the Rooi draa i-
Lambrechtsdrif-Leeudraa i area. An outl i er underl i es the vi 11 age of 
Grootdrink and another is located on the opposite (east) bank of t il"! 
Orange river on the farm Grootdrink . 
In the Southern Domai n on the west si de 
fault, Lambrechtsdrif lavas outcrop in 
of the Leeudraa i -Ka 1 kwerfputs 
the north-eastern part of 
Ezelfontein Noord. This Member appears to thin out and is not developed 
further south. However, on the east si de of the north-trendi ng 
Leeudraai-Kalkwerfputs fault there is a large sliver-shaped mass of 
Lambrechtsdrif 1 ava whose western margi n adjoi ns the fault. The northern 
part of the eastern margin of this sliver overlies sporadically exposed 
basal sedimentary Quartzites and the Wilgenhoutsdrif Group unconformably. 
The southern part of the eastern margi n is faul ted agai nst the 
Groblershoop Formation. 
4 . 2.28. Outliers 
The position in the geological succession of the outliers described below 
cannot he determi ned from structural cons i derati ons alone and they are 
the refore interpreted as part of the Lambrechtsdrif Member on the basis of 
lithology. Further proof will have to be obtained from geochemical 
studies. The large mass of hasic lava underlying Grootrlrink village is 
poorly exposed and the rocks are badlY fractured and weathered 
although fresh samples can be obtai ne d from road cuttings. This outlier, 
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which was first examined by Ou Toit (1965, p. 52), overlies the 
Wilgenhoutsdrif Group and has heen carefully mapped by Moen (1980). 
The outl i er of aphani ti c bas i clava on the east bank of the Orange River 
opposite Grootdrink village builds two or three low, rounded hills that 
are partly coverer! hy sand. In the east the outlier gives way to a 
ca 1 crete-cemented gra ve 1 whil e the western and southern extremi ti es are 
completely covered by sand dunes . To the north-east, however, the outlier 
is bounded hy an area underlain hy sand and soil with pebbles of handed 
ironstone and quartzite. In thi s area the base of the out1 ier is exposed 
in a stream that flows westwards into the Orange River. Basic lava can be 
seen exposed next to an immature polymictic conglomerate which over1 ies 
schi stose Qua rtzites and porphyri es of the Wi 1 genhoutsdrif Group. The 
conglomerate consists of pebh1es of schist, quartz porphyry, granite, 
qua rtzi te and vei n qua rtz and is sl i ghtly green due to epi doti zati on. 
Near the eastern margin of the outlier a metre-wide exposure of 
khaki-coloured sandstone was found ina stream. These sandstones dip 
westwards at 470 , thus apparently underlying the outlier. The 
conglomerates and sandstones as well as the aphanitic appearance of t he 
basic rocks testify to the probable extrusive character of the outcrop 
which has previously been interpreted as a large intrusive (Rogers, 1908, 
p. 53). Other outliers occur just south-west of beacon 78 (28: V-3~) and 
overlie basal sedimentary conglomerates and the Wilgenhoutsdrif Group. 
4.2.2C. General Lithology 
Throughout most of the area of its outcrop the volcanic rocks of the 
Lambrechtsdri f Member have a uni form, aphani ti c, greeni sh-grey appearance 
on fresh surfaces, while weathered surfaces are smooth and dark brown to 
shiny black. In places the rocks have sparsely distributed quartz and 
calcite amygdales which are white and circular in cross section and range 
in size from lmm to lOmm. In large exposures and road cuttings joints and 
irregular fractures can be observed in these rocks. Thin veins of quartz 
and calcite fill the fractures. Exposures throughout the outcrop area are 
fairly good and fresh samples can be obtained quite easily. 
In some places fine-grained, doleritic rocks were found and it could not 
be rietermi ned \~hether these dol erites \~ere :-
1) comagmatic intrusives; 
2) the more slowly cooled parts of thicker lava flows; or 
3) younger intrusives. 
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In the area west of Wilgenhoutsrlrif (2A: S-22) the Lambrechtsdrif Member 
is distinctly doleritic and is intimately associated with the quartzites 
(Hil genholJtsdrif Group). Thi s may well he an i rregul ar dyke-l i ke 
i ntrusi ve. The exposures of dol erite are i rregul arly interspersed with 
those of quartzite and schist and although no exposed contacts could be 
found, the exposures of dolerite and quartzite occur sufficiently close to 
give the impression that the dolerite has intruded the quartzite and 
schi st. 
Volcanic breccias and tuffs (Figs. 4.2.1, 4.2.2) are sporadically exposed 
throughout the outcrop area e.g., good exposures of volcanic breccia a r e 
present in the streambed 300 m downstream from the Ezelfontein Suid 
farmhouse. The breccias are usually made up of angular fragments although 
some rounded and irregular fragments that could be volcanic bombs are also 
present. Much of the material in the brecci a s probably represents the 
broken up parts of lava flows, possibly as a result of autobrecciation. 
Brecci ated andesite (cemented with calcite) and dolerite are exposed in 
pl aces along the contact of the Lambrechtsdrif Member on the 
Wilgenhoutsdrif Group in the area south of Karos village. Quartz veins in 
the phyllites are common along this contact. Although there is no major 
fault along the contact zone, fault movement along minor faults has 
probably occurred in places as indicated on map 1. 
In the field very little bedding or other features representing bedding 
were found within the member. In the area west of Karos Village some thin 
sandstones occur interbedded wi th the 1 avas, provi di ng some evi dence of 
the orientation of bedding. Howeve r , over most of its outcrop the 
orientation of this member must be interpolated, if possible, from the 
overlying and underlying sequences, but this has been done with care 
because lava flows are not always amenable to simple stratigraphic 
interpretation. 
Numerous lineaments are visible on aerial photographs of the 
Lambrechtsdrif Member at Rooidraai and Ezelfontein Suid. These lineaments 
trend north-south and are about 50-75 m apart. Although the exact origin 
of the 1 i neaments coul d not be determi ned in the fi e 1 d, the 1 i neaments 
represent low-lying easily weathered zones and these could be caused by 
weaker rocks wi thi n the 1 avas suc h as vol cani c brecci as or they may be 
structural features such as faults or fracture zones. 
F i gu re 4.2. 1 
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Volcanic bombs in medium- to coarse-grained 
brecci a of the Lambrechtsdri f Member (Locality: 
U-35) 
tuffaceous 
map 2B : 
The failure to determine volcanic bedding and related features such as the 
thickne~s an extent of the lava flows and the relative spatial occurrence 
of breccias means that very little can be said of the volcanic environment 
in which the basaltic rocks of the Lambrechtsdrif Member were fonned. 
However. it seems that the vol canic acti vi ty probably consi sted mai nly 
of rel ati vely qui etly extruded. possi bly thi ck. basal ti c to andesiti c. 
undifferenti ated 1 ava flows that are represented by the greeni sh-grey. 
aphani ti c. hyal opi 1 itic and generally non-amygdal oi dal rocks that can be 
seen today. This interpretation is also supported by the apparently minor 
proportions of breccias and tuffs within the member. 
In the Karos area thin layers (up to 1 metre) of dolomite are sporadically 
exposed along the contact of the basic lava (Lambrechtsdrif Member) on 
Wi1genhoutsdrif phyllite and greenschist (l: A14-KK. A12-JJ). A 
discontinuous band of dolomite was also located within the lavas 
(1: A7-EE). Although these carbonate rocks are associated with the 
Lamhrechtsdrif Member at Karas no exposures at other localities within the 
Koras Group are known. 
Figure 4.2.2. 
Figure 4.2.3 
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Volcanic breccia of the Lambrechtsdrif Member (Locality: VB 
on map 1 : A 15 : KK) 
D.2Smm 
Typical hyalopilitic texture of the basic lavas of the 
Lambrechtsdrif Member. Thi s sampl e (CS-7) is composed of 
acicular, hollow plagioclase laths set in a brown glass 
(crossed nicols). 
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4.2.20. Petrography 
The greenish-grey aphanitic lavas that make up the greater part of the 
Lambrechtsdrif t~ember are hypocrystalline (40-50% devitrified glass) to 
holocrystalline (no clearly .visible glass). An increase in grain size 
accompanies this range in crystallinity. Hyalopilitic texture (Fig. 
4.2.3) is the common fabric of these rocks with lesser amounts of sparsely 
porphyritic types, the phenocrysts being plagioclase and pyroxene (usually 
augite hut orthopyroxene has al so been identified) set in an intersertal 
or i ntergranul a r groundmas s. 
Plagioclase occurs as twinned, often saussuritized laths and acicular 
crystals that are frequently hollow (Fig. 4.2.3) and in the hyalopilitic 
rocks have a 1 ength of about 1/2mm or 1 ess. An attempt was made to 
determine the composition of the plagioclase using the microlite method 
(Heinrich, 1965, p. 362). However, this could not be done very 
successfully due to the hollow, often altered nature of the plagioclase 
laths, although the composition of some laths is in the calcic andesine -
sodic labradorite range. Augite is typically finely granular (less t han 
0,3mm in diameter) or acicular (1/2mm in length) in the hyalopilitic rocks 
while the less common, slightly larger, subhedral grains are subophitic to 
ophitic. Other mafic mineral s incl ude rare orthopyroxene while a 
chloritized microphenocryst (probably a pyroxene) is occasionally present 
and in hand specimen appears as small (1/2mm) black specks. The proportion 
of the light to dark brown, weakly birefringent glass is variable (0-50%) 
and the weak birefringence is probably the result of devitrification 
although some alteration to epidote and chlorite has also occurred. In 
the gl assy rocks opaque mi neral s are absent or are present as margarites 
and scopul ites in the gl ass. Opaque euhedra are al so present in some 
rocks. t~inor amounts of microcrystalline quartz are commonly present in 
the groundmass and indicate that the rocks are slightly oversaturated with 
silica. 
In conclusion, plagioclase is the dominant mineral with subequal to lesser 
amounts of augite and varying proportions of glass. This mineralogy, 
together with the texture and rock colour suggest that the lavas are 
petrographically best described as andesites or possibly basaltic 
andesites. The textures of the rocks ind ic ate that the lavas cooled 
rapidly on extrusion with little or no pre-extrusive (porphyritic stage) 
crystallization. 
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4.2 . 3. Karos Member 
4.2.3A. Distribution 
The conglomerates, sandstones and shales that make up this member are 
exposed in the Central Domain in the area arounrl Karos (see Map 1) and on 
Ka ros Nedersetti ng in the area east of Lambrechtsdrif (see t~ap 2A). These 
sedimentary rocks were previously regarded as part of the Lower and Middle 
Sedimentary Groups (Du Toit, 1965) i.e., the Christiana and Ezelfontein 
Formations (Grobler et al., 1977). Moen (1980, p. 229) noted that certain 
basalts were present below the sandstones and conglomerates at Karos and 
regarded all of these rocks as part of the Ezelfontein Formation which he 
said contained basic lava at its base. Moen (op. cit., p. 224) indicated 
that the Christiana Formation was probably not developed in this area. 
A detailed examination of the geology around Karos (Map 1) shows that the 
conglomerates and sandstones are all part of one unit, the newly proposed 
Ka ro s r~embe r. In contrast with the previous work, the Karos Member 
overlies basic lava (Lambrechtsdrif Member) and 
volcanics (Swartkops1eegte Member) in this area. 
under1 i es porphyri t i_ 
This is in agreement 
with Rogers and Du Toit (1910, p. 74) who indicate on their map that the 
basic lava underlies the porphyry. Similarly, in the area just east of 
Lambrechtsdrif the sandstones and shales (Karos Member) overlie the basic 
1 ava (Lamhrechtsdrif Member) and under1 i e the quartz-fe1 dspar porphyri es 
(Swartkops1eegte r~ember). 
4.2.3B. Conglomerates 
The poorly bedded, polymictic conglomerates lire localized to the Karos 
village area (map 1) and they do not appear to have any distinct 
re 1 ati onshi p to t he sandstones and shales e. g., always under1yi ng or 
overlying them. They are interspersed with the sandstones and shales at 
irregular intervals and do not grade into the sandstones in any special 
way. Tile exposures of conglomerate often have a dark appearance due to 
desert varnish. They are composed of pebbles (usually 2-20 cms in 
diameter) of quartzite, granite, milky vein quartz, schist and gneiss set 
in a sa ndy matrix. As noted by Moen (1980, p. 229) pebbles of undeformed 
basic lava that are almost certainly derived from the Lambrechtsdrif 
t1ember can he seen in the conglomerates at some localities. 
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Karos t~ember conglomerate is exposed in the main (tarred) road cutting 
opposite the Karos shops. On the south side of the road the conglomerates 
can be seen overlying shales and sandstones and these overlie some 
weathered pebbles of undeformed basic lava. In addition there are 
sandstone beds and a small fault in the conglor.Jerate. These sandstone 
1 ayers are simil ar to those in the Kal kpunt conglomerates but are not a 
common feature of the Karos t~ember conglomerates. 
4.2.3C. Sandstones and Shales 
The greeni sh-brolm and khaki -coloured sandstones, siltstones and shal es 
are commonly fractured and have a weak bedding cleavage defined by 
fi ne-grai ned mi caceous mi neral s. The sandstones a re usually di sti nctly 
micaceous with pink to grey feldspars, dark mafic minerals and rock 
fragments visible in hand specimen. Bedding is defined by alternating 
fi ne and coarse sand 1 ayers or by gravel and grit 1 ayers wi thi n the 
sandstones. Occasi onally, alternati n9 sandstone and shal e 1 ayers can be 
seen. 
The sandstones and shales in the area east of Lambrechtsdrif are only 
poorly exposed in river and stream beds. These exposures are conrnonly 
associated with calcrete which occurs as thin layers and irregular 
deposits on the bedding planes of the sandstones and shales. One exposure 
of the Karos Member/Lambrechtsdrif Member contact showed shale overlying 
weathered and fractured basic 1 ava and di ppi ng to the west at 800 (2A: 
Q-2l ) • 
The sandstones are composed of Quartz grains, feldspar grains (microcline, 
perthite, plagioclase), muscovite flakes and metamorphic and volcanic rock 
fragments. This terrigenous material is set in a very fine-grained 
matrix. The grains are poorly sorted and rounded with a variable size (up 
to 1,5mm in diameter), and are therefore immature rocks that can be 
classified compositionally as lithic greywackes (Dott, 1964). 
The exposures of pebble-bearing sandstone on Karos Ne dersetting (2A: P-2l) 
are of well-indurated rocks that could easily be called Quartzites. They 
are composed of Quartz, fel dspar and rock fragments and the matri x has 
recrystallized to epidote, chlorite and clinozoisite (KA-700 , KA-71ll. 
Thes e poorly bedded rocks were mapped as a separate lithological unit 
during earl ie r i nvestigations (Sanderson, 1979, 1980). However, due to 
thei r pos iti on between the Lambrechtsdrif and Swartkopsl eegte t4embers they 
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Figure 4.2.4. Streambank exposure of interbedded sandstone and shale of t he 
Karos Member. View is approximately downdip. (Locality: map 
2A : P-22) 
can be interpreted as part of the Karos Member. Thei r hi gh degree of 
induration and recrystallized miltrix may be a result of contact 
metamorp~ism by the overlying quartz-feldspar porphyries. 
A small exposure of sandstone occurs in the Boomrivier near the Rooidraai 
farmhouse (2A: Q-23). The sandstone is overl ai n by a Quaternary 
conglomerate that is cemented by calcrete. Calcrete is also present along 
the bedding planes of the sandstone as fist-sized lumps that transgress 
the bedding. The sandstone has a greenish to khaki-coloured appearance 
and is slightly micaceous, the flakes of muscovite being visible as 
pinpricks to lmm-sized shiny specks. 
4.2.30. Depositional Environment 
It is very difficult to reconstruct the basin of the Karos t~ember mainly 
because of the folding and later faulting that have affected these rocks. 
The conglomerate c; and sandstones va ry in thi ckness and extent and in 
pl aces the Swartkopsl eegte porphyry oversteps them and di rectly overl i es 
the Lambrechtsdrif Member. The conglomerates and lithic greywackes are 
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immature rocks that were pro hably rleposi ted as poorly developed all uvi al 
fans in a rugged post-eruptive volcanic region, possibly also during 
unstable tectonic conditions. The presence of shales indicates that quiet 
conditions of sedimentation also prevailed at some times and places during 
the neposition. The khaki-brown to greenish appearance of the Karas 
Member rocks contras ts markedly with the red beds in the Kalkpunt 
Formati on. Thi sis interpreted to indicate rapi d buri al under reducing 
conditions. The composition of the conglomerates and sandstones indicates 
that the source area consisted of upl if ted areas of basement metamorphic 
rocks, although some volcanic material was derived from the underlying 
Lambrechtsdri f t1ember. 
4.2.4. Swartkopsleegte Member (Lower Quartz-Feldspar Porphyry) 
4.2.4A. Distrihution 
The fine-grained Quartz-feldspar porphyries of the Swartkopsleegte Member 
are exposed in the Southern Domain and the southern part of the Central 
Domain. According to G. Moen (pers. comm.), they are absent from t hp 
Northern Domain. The quartz-feldspar porphyries to the north of the 
Upington-Olifantshoek road are interpreted by t~oen (1980, p. 225) as part 
of his Avondale Formation. However the porphyries in this area are 
interpreted by the present author as part of the Leeudraai Formation on 
the basis of lithology (section 4.3.3A). 
A small outlier of quartz-feldspar porphyry on Buchuberg Settlement 
(2B: T-28) is regarded by G. Moen (pers. comm.) as part of the Koras 
Group . The outl ier is interpreted I)ere as part of the Swartkopsleegte 
Memtler on the basis of lithology, although the porphyry here is slightly 
coarser gra i nen than the more typica 1 Swartkopsl eegte porphyri es. 
Fine-grained, dark-brown and light-brown sandstones up to several metres 
thick occur at the base of the volcanics in this outlier which overlies 
Wilgenhoutsdrif Group schists. 
4.2.4B . Li thology and Petrography 
The Swartkopsleegte Member consists mainly of quartz- fel dspar porphyry 
which has 1 ight reddish brown to shiny black weathered surfaces that 
exhibit a pockmarked or pitted appearance due to the removal of quartz and 
feldspar crystals. On fresh surfaces, grey , glassy quartz (up to 2mm), 
pink to pale-grey feldspar (0,5 - 3mm) and sparse mafic minerals (up to 
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2mm) are set in an aphanitic groundmass that varies in colour from 
reddish-brown to greenish-grey. (In the field this change in groundmass 
colour was found to be a gradational feature and was not mapped.) 
Occasional large rounded feldspars, quartz and quartzite fragments (up to 
4cm) are present. 
The equidimensional quartz crystals are rounded and corroded with 
embayments and holes, are often fractured and have trails of dusty 
inclusions . Mantles of spherulitic quartz surround the crystals of quartz 
and are in optical continuity with them. The quartz grain boundaries are 
well-defined to fuzzy and have been described by Du Toit (1965, p. 42) as 
"lacy reaction rims". Quartz has undulose extinction indicating some 
crystal strain and at ext i nction positions, larger crystals exhibit 
lamellae that are interpreted as strain lamellae. 
Feldspar generally occurs as rounded and corroded crystals with embayments 
and inclusions of apatite. They are equidimensional to tabular in outline 
and a few exhibit subhedral to euhedral shapes. In plane-polarized light, 
the feldspars are translucent and light-brown due to saussuritization 
which makes identificat ion difficult and is often so severe that only the 
crystal outline remains. Simple, multiple and pericline-twinning is 
present in the fe l dspars which consist mainly of alkali feldspar and 
01 igoclase. 
Mafic minerals are present in minor proportions and are usually completely 
altered to chlorite, epidote and opaque minerals. A partially chloritized 
augite is present in one of the analysed rocks (CS-13). Opaque minerals 
vary from tiny euhedra (less than O,lmm) up to larger (lmm), partly 
corroded, grains that are set in the groundmass or associated with the 
mafic minerals . A common associate with the opaques is a bright 
redd ish-orange a lterat i on product be 1 i eved to be a 1 ate-s tage Ti -b i ot ite 
(I.M. Reynolds, pers. comm.). The Ti-biotite is also present as tiny 
(less than O,05mm) diamond-shaped to acicular crystals in the groundmass. 
Small (less than O,5mm) euhedra of apatite, sphene and rare zircon are 
associated with opaques in the grou,ndmass and are present as inclusion s in 
feldspar, opaque minerals and the chloritized mafic minerals. 
The minerals described above occur as 
groundmass and as parts of polymineralic 
fragments but coul d, in some cases, 
arrangements of phenocrysts. The presence 
discrete phases set in the 
aggregates that resemble rock 
represent glomeroporphyritic 
of quartzite particles and the 
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appearance of some of the polymineral ic fragments indicate that at least 
part of the crystalline material in the se porphyries is xenolithic in 
origin. 
The groundmass in the porphyries consists of patches of microcrystalline 
quartz and feldspar as well as slightly darker areas of devitrified 
glass. The microcrystalline patches consist of a mosaic of quartz (up to 
lmm) con t aining numerous microlites of feldspar. As noted by Grobler et 
al. (1977) the local green colour of the groundmass is caused by the 
presence of chlorite and epidote alteration products. 
The proportions of crystals to groundmass is variable but the groundmass 
commonly accounts for 50-75% of the rock. t10dal proportions are difficult 
to determine accurately due 
alterati on of the fe1 dspars. 
to the mi crocrystal 1 i ne groundmass and the 
Proportions of quartz, alkal i feldspar and 
plagioclase are estimated to be roughly subequa1 with mafic phases making 
up 10-15 % of the rocks. This estimate is in agreement with that of 
Grobler et al. (1977) although they indicate that plagioclase is in 
greater abundance than alkali feldspar but also that there are variat i ons 
in modal proportions within the member. The porphyries can be classified 
mineralogically as rhyolites to dacites (Streckeisen, 1979). 
The porphyritic texture of these oversaturated l avas can be interpreted in 
terms of a two stage cooling history. During the first stage, quartz, 
fel rlspar and mafic minerals crystallized at depth and this stage was 
terminated by parti al resorpti on of the phenocrysts duri ng the extrusi ve 
(rapid chilling) stage. The presence of xenoliths anrl xenocrysts in the 
porphyries can be interpreted in several ways as follows:-
1) Xenocrystal material may be relict, unmelted phases that are derived 
from the site of production of .. e magma. This possibility would 
suggest that . the magmas are der i ved from a crustal granitic source. 
2) The xenol iths and xenocrysts may be derived from the wall rocks 
during the pa ssage of the magma from its site of production to its 
site of extrusion . 
3) Xenolithic material may represent surface debris that was 
incorporated into the lavas during extrusion. 
The retrograde chlorite and epidote alteration may have occurred at the 
time of extrusion by the prevailing heat and hydrous fluids in the 
volcanic environment or it could represent the onset of low grades of 
metamorphism during later burial. 
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The Swartkopsleegte porphyry is amygdaloidal in places and in the Karos 
area (1: A16-KK, A14-HH), a dark amygdaloidal feldspar porphyry is present 
at the base of the member. It consists of euhedral crystal s of pink 
feldspar with green and \~hite amygdales that are set in a dark-grey 
aphanitic groundmass. A similar quartz free, more mafic porphyry is 
present along the basal contact to the west of Karos (1: A1B-JJ). 
Minor amounts of sandstone are interbedded with the porphyries. In the 
Karos area (map 1) there are some poorly bedded pebbly sandstones which 
consist 
matrix. 
at 400 
of quartzite and granite pebbles set in a quartz and feldspar 
At Ezelfontein Suid (2B: R-2B) a thin band of sandstone, dipping 
to the south-west, marks the contact of porphyry on the 
underlying basic lava. 
As with the Lambrechtsdrif Member there is very little data that could aid 
in reconstructing the volcanic environment in which the Swartkopsleegte 
Member was formed. The 'luartz-fel dspar porphyri es are interpreted to 
represent mainly lava flows which were interbedded with minor proportions 
of clastic sediments. 
4.2.4C. Structural Banding Igneous Flow Structure or Incipient Tectonic 
Foliation? 
A form of "structural banding" is a common feature throughout the 
Swartkopsleegte Member and is also manifest as sets of closely spaced 
parallel fractures (Figs. 4.2.5 to 4.2.9). On weatherer! surfaces the 
banding appears as light and dark weathered parallel lines or bands with a 
regular and planar habit (Fig.4.2.5) or irregular habit (Fig.4.2.9). The 
banding is accentuated by a concentration of desert varnish in the grooves 
on the weathered rock surfaces while the desert varnish is not as abundant 
on the ridges between grooves. The regular planar banding varies in width 
from a few mill imetres to a few centimetres and there appears to be a 
complete variation from the regula r planar type to the irregular type. In 
places the structural banding or parallel fractures are weakly curved 
giving the appearance that they have been weakly folded. The orientation 
of the regular planar type is enti rely variable from sub-horizontal to 
sub- vertical and there appears to be no obvious trend in the orientation 
of the banding throughout the outcrop area. 
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On fresh surfaces the banding is manifest as light and dark layers and the 
dark 1 ayers can be traced to the grooves in the weathered surfaces. In 
thin section the slightly darker zones or bands have numerous linear to 
irregular or zigzagged fractures and are altered when compared to the 
rel ati ve ly fresh 1 i ghter zones. Some movement along these mi crofractures 
and microfaults has taken place as indicated by the displaced parts of 
halved crystals. On an even finer scale, the fractures can be seen to be 
cl early clefi ned cracks or are fuzzy mi crozones marked by opaques and 
chl ori teo It seems that the darker bands \~hi ch produce grooves on 
weathered surfaces are therefore more easily weathered pl anar weaknesses 
within the rocks. 
The structural banding in the Swartkopsleegte Member has previously been 
regarded as flow structure (Du Toit, 1965, p. 421, flow bedding (Grobler 
et. al., 1977, p. 1691 or flow banding (Moen, 1980, p. 2251. During a 
previous investigation (Sanderson, 19791 the textural banding was also 
interpreted as a volcanic flow structure. However, the thin section 
studies of the regular planar banding which reveal microfractures , 
microfaults and retrograde alteration along parallel planar zones at 
regular intervals indicate that the bands are structurally produced 
features. It is suggested here that the regular planar banding is an 
incipient tectonic foliation or form of fracture cleavage that was 
produced duri ng fol di ng of the Koras Group (see chapter 51. The more 
irregular structures may also have been produced by this mechanism 
although some of them, at least, appear to be primary volcanic flow 
structures (see Fig. 4.2.91. 
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Fi gure 4.2.5. Subhor i zonta 1 structural bandi ng on a weathere d rock surface of 
fine-grained quartz-feldspar porphyry (Swarticopsl eegte Mbr) 
which is also manifest as a set of parallel fractures (Local ity: 
map 2A : M-1B). 
Fi gure 4. 2. 6. Structural banding manifest as a set of i nclined cl osely spaced 
parallel fractures in fine-grained Q-F. porphy ry of the 
Swarticopsleegte Mbr. (Locality: map 2A: L-16 ) 
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Figure 4.2.7. Weathered rock surface showing subvertical structural banding of 
fine-grained quartz-feldspar porphyry of the Swartkopsleegte 
Mbr. (Local i ty map 2A : M-l7l 
altered zone 
lmm 
Figure 4.2.8. Photomicrograph of altered zone or structural band and a 
microfault in quartz-feldspar porphyry (Swartkopsleegte Mbr, 
sample KA-799, plane-polarized light). 
Fig 4.2 .9. 
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Primary igneous flow structure cut by structural banding 
interpreted as incipient tectonic foliation produced during 
Koras folding (Locality: map 2A : M-17). 
Interpretation of Figure 4.2.9.: 
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4.3. Leeudraai Formation 
4.3.1 . Ezelfontein Member 
4.3.1A. Distribution 
The Ezelfontein Member outcrops in the Southern Domain on Ezelfontein 
Noord, Ezelfontein Suid and Kalkwerfputs (Map 2B). The conglomerates and 
sandstones that make up this member are generally poorly exposed. Many of 
the exposures are surrounded by pebbles, 'cobbles and other rubble that are 
residual after weathering and removal of the matrix of the conglomerate. 
The moderate bedding dips (300 _550 ) in this member define open fold 
structures which were mapped by Du Toit (1965, p. 50) who explained: 
"Deformation of this group, like that for the two underlying groups took 
place by forces acting from the north-east, buckling the rocks into nearly 
NW-SE t~~nding folds." 
Du Toit (1965, Plate 1, Fig. 9) inferred a southeast-plunging syncline on 
Eze1fontein Suid and the data 'obtained in this study are in agreement with 
this structure (see Map 3). 
4.3.1B. Conglomerates and Sandstones 
The massive and poorly bedded conglomerates, the pebbly sandstones and the 
sands tones are genera 11y simi 1 ar to those of the Karos Member. However, 
the distinctive feature of the Eze1fontein conglomerate is the ubiquitous 
presence of pebbles of fine-grained quartz-feldspar porphyry derived from 
the Swartkops1eegte Member. These pebbles are often in such. abundance 
that the conglomerate is oligomictic. Other pebble types include 
quartzite and milky vein quartz and less commonly, granite, gneiss and 
schist. In a few localities quartzite is the dominant pebble type. The 
pebb 1 es are subangu1 ar to well-rounded and range ins i ze from 1 ess than 
1cm to more than 30cm in diameter. ' The matrix of the conglomerates 
usually consists of a fine-grained, light-brown to reddish-brown, arkosic 
sandstone. However, exposures of oligomictic quartz-feldspar porphyry 
conglomerate are set in a dark, sandy matrix that looks very similar to 
the porphyry pebbles. In some areas, sandstone layers similar to those in 
the Ka 1kpunt conglomerate are interbedded with the conglomerate. Th i s 
sedimentary feature is more common here than in the older Karos Member 
conglomerates, and may indicate a more developed alluvial fan setting. 
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The sandstones are well-indurated and some of the finer-grained types have 
a weak bedding cleavage defined by fine-grained muscovite. The sandstones 
are composed of quartz, feldspar, metamorphic rock fragments, muscovite, 
chlorite and epidote set in an aphanitic matrix. These clastic 
terri genous rocks are poorly sorted and grai ns are poorly rounded. They 
are therefore mineralogically and texturally immature and can be 
classified as lithic greywackes (Dott, 1964). 
Sporadic exposures of basaltic lava occur within the Eze1fontein Member at 
Ezelfontein Suid and suggest that the lavas and sedimentary rocks are 
interbedded. Thus at Eze1fontein Suid there is probably a gradual 
transition from the sedimentary Ezelfontein ~'ember to the Rouxville Basalt 
Member indicati ng that sedimentati on and vol cani sm were contemporaneous 
during the transition. 
4.3.1C. Problematical Exposure of Quartz-Feldspar Porphyry at Eze1fontein 
Suid (Map 2B: S-32) 
The exposure consists of boulders of fine-grained quartz-feldspar porphyry 
that can be equated wi th the Swa rtkops1 eegte porphyri es on the bas is of 
1 itho10gy. The ori gin of thi s patch of porphyry which appears to be 
interbedded with the basic lava and conglomerates is obscure and could not 
be determi ned in the fi e1 d due to the poor exposures. Several 
explanations are possib1e:-
1) The succession, porphyry-cong10merate-basic lava is duplicated by 
east-west faulting as suggested by Du Toit (1965). 
2) A late lava flow of Swartkops1eegte porphyry was erupted and 
interbedded with the conglomerates and basic lava. 
3) The porphyry is part of the Swartkop 11ember which does occur 
interbedded with basic lava at Leeudraai farm. 
4) 
5) 
The exposure represents an 
The exposure represents 
porphyry. 
i ntrusi ve porphyry. 
an oligomictic boulder conglomerate of 
The iluthor is of the opinion that explanation 5) is correct because 
01 i gomictic porphyry conglomerates are not uncommon in the Ezelfontei n 
Formation and such a conglomerate is exposed along strike in the river bed 
to the west of the problematical exposure. 
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4.3.10. Depositional Environment 
As for the Karos t~emher, the possible extent of the Ezel fontein repository 
cannot be determined because of the folding and faulting that has affected 
these rocks and has resulted in their limited present day distribution. 
However an environment similar to that for the Karos Member is envisaged 
for the Ezelfontei n Memher. The Eze lfontei n conglomerates and sandstones 
were probably deposited as talus and alluvial fan deposits on a rugged 
volcanic landscape during continuing tectonic instability. A major 
contrihution to the material in the conglomerates was made by the 
Swartkops1 eegte Quartz Porphyry Member whil e a part of the source area 
almost certainly included the metamorphic basement sequences. 
4.3.2. Rouxvi11e Member 
4.3.2A. Distribution 
The Rouxvi 11 e Member is the most wi despread of all the members in the 
Koras Group. It has a significant outcrop area throughout the Central and 
Southern I)oma ins and accordi ng to Moen (i n prep.) , Rouxvi 11 e t~ember 
correlatives are also present in the Northern Domain. In the Central 
Domain on Karos Nedersetting a 300 m thick sequence of Rouxville basic 
1 avas unconformab 1y over1 i es lower Koras Group rock s. In the 
Rouxvi11e-Rooikoppies area, the lavas unconformably overlie and are 
faulted against the Sultanaoord Group. Rouxville lavas together with 
volcanic breccias and minor interbedded sedimentary rocks are also exposed 
in the extreme north of the Central Domain and poor exposures are present 
near the new main road at Kaffirswart and near the village of 
Wil genhoutsdri f. I n the Southern Doma in the Rouxvi 11 e Member outcrops 
sporadically from Ezelfontein Noord in the north to Sandlaagte in the 
south. 
An interesting feature of this member is its association \~ith the 
quartz-feldspar porphyries of the Swartkop Member at the margins of the 
Ka1kpunt hasin. On the south side of the basin at Karos Nedersetting the 
basic lava underlies the porphyries. At the north side of the basin the 
bulk of the basic lava apparently overlies the porphyries although minor 
e X i , ~ sures at Duikerrand and Koras give the impression that the lavas are 
interbedded. The solution to the problem is provided at Leeudraai where 
the basic lava and quartz-feldspar porphyry are interbedded (Fig 4.3.1) 
and were first described by Rogers (1908, p. 54). 
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4.3.2R. Lithology and Petrography 
Over most of the outcrop area the Rouxville lavas form fairly good 
exposures but in general, these do not provide very clear sections of the 
lava flows, breccias and interbedded sedimentary rocks. However at 
Ezelfontein 5uid (2B : 5-32), flow-differentiated lavas are exposed in a 
stream bed (Figs. 4.3.2, 4.3.3). These differentiated flows consist of a 
layered amygdaloidal flow top (0.5 - O.6m thick) separated with a marked 
break from a less amygdaloidal basal part with quartz-filled vugs and 
cavities. The basal parts of these roughly 2m - thick flows are about 
1 ,5m thick. 
The vol cani c rocks of the Rouxvi 11 e Member are generally amygda 1 oi da 1 to 
highly amygdaloidal rocks with an aphanitic groundmass. In places the 
1 avas are porphyritic or gl omeroporphyri tic with phenocrysts of white to 
pale green plagioclase and dark mafic minerals. Amygdaloidal porphyritic 
types are also known, particularly at Karos Nedersetting (2A : R-20). 
Quartz, epidote and calcite fill the amygdales which are frequently 
concentrated in layers 2-4 cms apart. Where the rocks are not epidotized 
the aphanitic groundmass is black to dark purplish-brown. Occasionally 
the rocks are grey with sparse amygdales and in these instances the lavas 
resemble those of the Lambrechtsdrif Member. Epidotization is ubiquitous 
and is often so complete that some rocks are entirely bright green. The 
lithological features of the basic volcanic rocks of the Rouxville and 
Lambrechtsdrif Members are compared in Tabl e 2.3. The bas i c volcani c 
rocks of these two members can be distinguished by the combination of the 
lithological criteria of rock colour, amygdales and alteration. 
In thin section the groundmass texture of Rouxvi11e lavas is commonly 
hyalopilitic although it varies to slightly coarser intersertal and 
i ntergranul ar textures. However, the rock s are usually hypocrysta 11 i ne 
with variable proportions (up to 70 %) of a dark brown to opaque 
(devitrifi ed?) gl ass. 5eri ate, subhedra 1 to euhedral pl agi ocl ase 1 aths 
(up to 5 mm in length) are commonly saussuritized making identification 
almost impossible in some cases. However the composition of unaltered 
plagioclase laths was found to be lahradorite in most rocks although some 
rocks contained small laths with the composition of calcic andesine . 
Larger (2-5mml plagioclase crystals are usually partly corroded and 
exhibit glomeroporphyritic textures while small lath ~ (less than 2 mm) are 
usually dispersed throughout the groundmass with o~~dsional directive 
textures and are sometimes hollow (Fig. 4.3.4). 
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Figure 4.3.2. Differentiated lava flows consisting of a layered amygdaloidal 
flow top and a less amygdaloidal basal part. The lava flows are 
about 2m thick and the view is almost downdip (Locality : map 2B 
: 5-32). 
Layered amygdaloidal 
flow top 
Basal part of the 
lava flow 
Figure 4.3.3. Downdip close-up view of a differentiated lava flow in Fig. 
4.3.2. 
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The common mafic mineral is granular to elongate, anhedral to subhedral 
augi te (usually 1 ess than 1 mm in 1 ength) whi ch is sometimes subophiti c 
and partly chloritized. Mafic phenocrysts (augite ?) that are up to 4 mm 
in length are present in CS-24 and are completely altered to chlorite and 
opaque phases. Accessory opaque mi nera 1 s vary from 1 a rger euhedra (up to 
1 mm) to skeletal arborescent crystals in the dark brown glass. Brown to 
reddish-brown Ti-biotite is generally associated with the opaques and 
sometimes with augite. Other accessory mineral s incl ude quartz, apatite 
and K-feldspar in the interstitial glassy mesostasis . Epidote and 
chlorite are present in the groundmass and the amygdales. 
The dominance of labradorite means that the lavas can he cl as sified as 
basalts although the presence of some andesine might indicate that some of 
the rocks are andesites. In addition, the presence of minor amounts of 
quartz in the groundmass suggests that the rocks are slightly 
oversaturaten with silica. The seriate nature of the plagioclase is 
interpreted to i n<Ji cate conti nuous nucl eation and crystall i zati on possibly 
just before and just after extrusion. The larger glomeroporphyritic 
plagioclase crystals may have crystallized just before the extrusion of 
the magma and come together to form clusters during the extrusive event. 
The Rouxville Member also has minor proportions of conglomerates and 
sandstones that are interbedded with the volcanic rocks. To the west of 
the farm house on Ezelfontein Noord the interbedded conglomerates and 
pebbly sandstones are massive and poorly bedded polymictic rocks that are 
poorly exposed. In places there are monomictic conglomerates that are 
composed of rounded pebbles of Rouxville lava. In the Central Domain on 
Karos Nedersetting (2A R-20) , well-bedded sandstones occur at the 
unconformab 1 e basal contact of the Rouxvill e t~ember on the Lambrechtsdrif 
Hember, and di p at moderate angl es to the north. 
interbedded with the lavas on the opposite bank 
Some red sandstones are 
of the Orange Ri ver at 
Leeudraai while at Rouxville the interbedded sedimentary rocks are also 
fine-grained reddish-brown sandstones, not dissimilar to the Kalkpunt 
sandstones. 
4.3.2C. Associated Volcanic Breccias 
Volcanic breccias are sporadically exposed throughout the outcrop area and 
commonly consist of blocky to angular and irregular-shaped fragments with 
an aphaniti c 1 ight brown to reddish-brown matrix. At places within 
the lavas this aphanitic matrix material is also present in irregular 
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fractures and in rounded to irregular cavities that resemble amygdales. In 
thin section the matrix consists of very fine-grained quartz fragments 
with epidote as ~/ell as finer microcrystall ine material. In one thin 
section (AVD-ll) the matrix is irregularly interspersed with highly 
epidotized lava fragments and gives the impression that the breccia formed 
by reilction of a 1 ava with a muddy sediment. 
Some volcanic breccias (Figs. 4.3.5, 4.3.6) are partially or completely 
cemented by milky quartz with some cavities and vugs between the lava 
fragments. In these breccias the amygdales consist of milky qua r tz and 
the lavas are occasionally partly epidotized. This type of breccia 
probably represents a within-flow breccia, the fragments of which are the 
broken up parts of lava floHS. 
4.3.2D. The Volcanic Environment 
~~ild folding and faulting of the Rouxville Member together \~ith post-Karas 
erosion has resulted in widely distributed, disjointed outcrops and this 
limits allY attempts to reconstruct the volcanic environment . The lavas 
were clearly poured out over a large area which includes the outcrops that 
can be seen today and prohably covered most of the underlying members of 
the Koras Group together \~ith parts of the adjoining dreas. The lava 
extrusions are envisaged as forming relatively thin flows, some of which 
are differentiated. The highly amygdaloidal nature of the lavas indicates 
a substantial gas content in the magmas and probably resulted in 
consi derabl e amounts of expl osi ve acti vity Vii th the accompanyi ng 
fragmentati on or autob)'ecci ati on of some 1 ava fl OViS. A mi nor amount of 
sedimentation continued throughout the volcanic event as evidenced by the 
interbedded conglomerates and sandstones. 
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O,25mm 
Figure 4.3.4. Hollow plagioclase laths that are box-shaped in cross-section, 
together with acicular plagioclase and opaque minerals in the 
hyalopilitic groundmass of Rouxville basalt (sample CS-24, 
crossed nicols). 
Figure 4.3 . 5. Small within-flow breccia (Rouxville Mbr) cemented with milky 
quartz . (Locality: map 2B : S-32) 
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Figure 4.3.6. Volcanic breccia near the base of the Rouxville Member at Karos 
Nedersetting. (map 2A : R-20). 
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4.3.3. Quartz-Feldspar Porphyries of the Leeudraai Formation 
4.3.3A. Distribution and Exposure 
The coarse-grained, xenolith-bearing, quartz-feldspar porphyries of this 
formation outcrop in the Central Domain and are exposed on Koras, 
Avondale, Adeisestad, Kenilworth and Geelkoppan with some rather poor 
exposures on Jebeko and Kaffirswart. The best exposures are those on 
Karos Nedersetting and Leeudraai where the coarse-grained, xenolith-
bearing porphyry builds a line of hill s which includes Swartkop (see map 
2A). Moen (in prep.) reports correlatives of these rocks in the Northern 
Domain where coarse-grained porphyries are overlain by red sandstones of 
the Kalkpunt Formation. Apart from two dykes, no 1 ithologically similar 
rocks are present in the Southern Domain. 
The porphyri es exposed in the Koras-Avondal e-Geel koppan area \~ere fi rst 
mapped and described by Moen (1974, 1980), who regarded them as part of 
his Avondale Formation. Moen (1980) noted that the porphyries were mainly 
of two types (an upper and a lower type), with minor exposures of a third 
glassy type near the old farmhouse on Geelkoppan (G.P. at 2A : M-3). He 
corre 1 ated the lower type wi th the lower porphyry member south of the 
Orange River and regarded the upper type as a coarse-grained phase 
stratigraphically at the top of his Avondale (lower porphyry) Formation. 
However, he notes that the Swartkop Member on Karos Nedersetting (upper 
porphyry) cannot be distinguished from the coarse phase (upper type) of 
the Avondale Formation in the north (Moen, 1980, p.233). 
This similarity was also noted by Rogers (1909, p. 54) and Du Toit (1965, 
p. 58), and the present author correlates the upper coarse-grained phase 
of Moen (1980) with the porphyry underlying the Swartkop line of hills, on 
the basis of lithology (section 4.3.3E). The lower porphyry of Moen 
(1980) in the north is regarded as a third major porphyry type distinct 
from the Swartkopsleegte porphyries or the coarse-grained xenolith-
beari ng porphyry of the Swartkop Member. Thi s thi rd major porphyry type 
has been mapped as a separate unit (medium-grained quartz-feldspar 
porphyry of map 2A i.e., Keni l worth Member), and is tentatively regarded 
as forming the basal part of the Leeudraai Formation in this area . 
The lithological characteristi cs of the porphyries which are distingui s hp.rl 
by their types of xenoliths and general grain size are de scribed in the 
sections that follow. Further evidence for the correlation of the 
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porphyries must be ohtained from geochemical studies al though the 
xenolith-bearing porphyries may not be amenable to geochemical correlation 
because chemical variation will reflect, in part, the extent of 
incorporation of xenolithic material and the variation of xenolith types. 
4.3.3B. Structure of the Swartkop Member Underlying the Swartkop Line of 
Hi 11 s 
A few geologists have considered the possibility that the Swartkop Member 
on Karos Nedersetting and Leeudraai which builds the Swartkop line of 
hills is an intrusive sheet or sill (Rogers and Du Toit, 1910, p. 84; 
Moen, 1980, p. 234). S.J. Malherbe of the Geological Survey, Upington 
(pers. comm.) interprets the feature as a sill that intruded Koras rocks 
at the edge of the Kal kpunt basin during the time of deposition of the 
conglomerates in the basin. However, these porphyries are interpreted 
here as a sequence of volcanic lava and ignimbrite flows on the basis of 
the following data: 
1) Pebbles of coarse-grained quartz- feldspar porphyry that can be 
matched with the Swartkop porphyry are present in the immediately 
overlying conglomerates. 
2) A 1 th ough the con tac ts 
s"dimentary contacts. 
are poorl y exposed, they appear to be 
The upper (northern) contact of the porphyry 
is a sedimentary contact marked by volcaniclastic sedimentary rocks 
composed of the underlying porphyry (2A : R-19). 
3) t~inor interbedded sandstones occur within the porphyries and are 
concordant with the sequence (2A : Q-19, T-20). 
4) Rocks that are ignimbrites are interbedded with the porphyries (2A 
P-19, T-20). 
5) The porphyry is interbedded with basic lava (Rouxville Mbr) on 
Leeudraai. 
6) Porphyries that can be matched with those under discussion (Rogers, 
1908, p. 54; Du Toit, 1965, p. 58; Moen, 1980, p. 233; present 
author) underly conglomerates at the northern margin of the Kal kpunt 
basin and are also interbedded with the amygdaloidal basic lavas of 
the Rouxville Member. 
7) Petrography. The rocks contain a devitr ified gla s ~y to 
microcrystalline groundmass throughout the exposure and this supports 
the view th dt these rocks \~ere fonned under subaeri al extrusive 
conditions. 
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4.3.3C. Basal Glassy Quartz Porphyry (Kenilworth Member) 
These porphyries are exposed on Geel koppan (G.P. on 2A : M-3) and are 
interpreted as the basal part of the Leeudraai Formation. They have an 
overall reddish-brown to dark maroon, siliceous, glassy to almost 
chertl ike appearance and some are also streaky to mottled with diffuse 
light and dark coloured streaks and patches. They are sparsely 
porphyritic with rounded quartz and rounded to suhhedral feldspar crystals 
that make up only 10 % 0r less of the rocks. They are generally brittle 
rocks with a subconchoidal fracture and brown weathered surfaces. 
In thin section (AVD - 13, 15, 16) the groundmass is made up of a 
microcrystall ine mosaic of irregularly-shaped quartz and feldspar (0.1 -
0.3 mm in diameter) with tiny inclusions of feldspar laths, opaques and 
quartz. 
fi 11 ed 
Irregul ar fractures are di strihuted throughout the rock and are 
with opaque material, epidote and microcrystalline quartz. 
Displaced parts of fractured crystals indicate that minor movement has 
taken place along some of these fractures. 
Quartz crystal s are generally corroded and rounded wi th embayments and 
holes although a few are subhedral with hexagonal outlines (Fig. 4.3.7). 
They are usually fractured with the characteristic spindly, spherul itic 
haloes or mantles which are optically continuous. They have undulose 
extinction and exhibit strain lamellae. Alkali feldspar is the main 
fel dspar type present and occurs as rounded to subhedral, fractured and 
altered crystals, that are in much less abundance than the quartz 
crystal s, making up no more than a few percent of the rock. Some have a 
perthitic appearance and a few exhibit the typical crosshatch-twinned 
appearance of microcl ine. One or two crystal s of mafic mineral s altered 
to chlorite, epidote and opaque phases are present. Opaque minerals are 
present as corroded euhedra and cumulites in the 
resorbed polymineralic aggregates that could be 
repre sent glomeroporphyritic texture are also present. 
groundmass. A few 
rock fragments or 
These silica-oversaturated rocks are regarded as volcanic in origin and 
can be classified according to Streckeisen (1979) as rhyolites. The 
porphyritic texture can be interpreted in terms of the traditional 
two-stage cool ing history where the phenocrysts form 
stage, possibly at depth, and the remainder of the magma 
upon extrusion to form the groundmass. Al ternatively 
represent relict phases that remained unmelted during 
duri ng the fi rst 
is cooled rapidly 
the crystals may 
the production of 
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the ma~ma or are xenoliths and these possibilities are suggested by the 
presence of microc1ine, perthitic feldspars and some of the po1yminera1ic 
aggregates. 
4.3 . 3D. Xenolith-bearing, Medium-grained, Quartz-Feldspar Porphyries 
(Ke nilworth Member) 
These porphyries are exposed at the northernmost parts of the farms Koras 
and Avondale and along the adjoining southeastern boundary of Kenilworth. 
They have been mapped as a separate uni t termed "medi um-gra i ned 
quartz-feldspar porphyry" (map 2A), and together with the basal glassy 
porphyry, are interpreted as the lower part of the Leeudraai Formation in 
this area. 
The characteri sti c 1 itho1 ogica1 feature of thi s porphyry is the presence 
of rounded xenoliths (2mm-lcm in diameter) that are composed of roughly 
subequa1 amounts of fine- to medium-grained light grey feldspar and dark 
mafic minerals. These xenoliths resemble a basic igneous rock such as a 
gabbro or diorite. In thin section the xeno1 iths are composed of hi ghly 
altered 7"ldspar, ch10ritized and epidotized mafic minerals and opaque 
grains. The xenoliths, together with quartz and feldspar crystals are set 
in a groundmass that is partially epidotized in places and consists of a 
microcrystall ine mosaic of quartz and feldspar with inclusions of tiny 
feldspar laths, quartz, opaques and accessory apatite . The groundmass is 
similar to that of the basal glassy porphyry (section 4. 3.3C). 
The rounded and embayed quartz crystals (1-5 mm in diameter) exhibit all 
the features typical of other quartz-fe1 dspar porphyries in the Koras 
Group : corrosion, optically continuous spheru1itic mantles, irregular 
fractures, undu10se extinction and strain lamellae. Feldspars (1-6 rrrn in 
diameter) are corroded and rounded and due to their high degree of 
alteration their composition could not be determined. 
These silica-oversaturated, porphyritic volcanic rocks are classified as 
rhyolite s (Streckeisen 1979). The orig i n of the xenoliths is speculative, 
but their evenly distributed, ubiquitous presence throughout the exposures 
of the porphyry leaves the impression that they represent relict, unme1ted 
phases f r om the site of production of the magmas. 
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4.3.3E. Xenolith-bearing, Coars e-grained Quartz-feldspar Porphyry 
(Swartkop Member) 
Thi s porphyry is characteri zed by the ubi quitous presence of parti ally 
resorbed, rounded fragments of pink feldspar (up to 2cm in diameter) which 
are interpreted as xenoliths. Rounded crystals of quartz and creamy-white 
feldspars are set, with the xenoliths, in an aphanitic reddish-brown 
groundmass. These rocks underl ie the Swartkop 1 ine of hill s on Karos 
Nedersetting and Leeudraai and also form a northeast-trending series of 
exposures from Koras in the east to Jebeko in the west (map 2A). 
The basal contact of the coarse-grained porphyry on Karos Nedersetting is 
marked by porphyri es that exhi bi t i rregul ar flow structures on weathered 
surfaces. These flow structures are also exposed within the sequence. At 
Leeudraai the basal contact is exposed at the end of the Karos dam wall 
and is marked by volcanic breccias and some fine-grained sandstones. 
Apart from very sl i ght vari ati ons in the groundmass colour and the grai n 
size there is very 1 ittl e change in the appearance of thi s porphyry 
throughout the outcrop area The aphanitic reddish-brown to brown 
groundmass commonly makes up about 50-60% of the rocks and usually 
consists of a microcrystalline mosaic of quartz with tiny feldspar laths, 
llp aque minerals and some devitrified brown glass. In some rocks the 
groundmass consists entirely of a devitrified cryptocrystalline to 
microcrystalline pale brown glass ' with numerou s opaque crystallites. 
Quartz crystal s are rounded to well-rounded and corroded wi th embayments 
and holes (Fig. 4.3 . 8.). They are sometimes fractured and have 
occasional trains of c1usty inclusions. They vary in size from less than 
lmm up to 511111. The larger quartz crystals have undulose extinction and 
exhibit strain lamellae (Fig. 4.3.9). Feldspars are subhedral to rounded 
and corroded, are sometimes fractured and are translucent and pale brown 
in plane polarized light due to alteration. Albite, carlsbad and 
pericline twin types are present. Some grains were found to be oligoclase 
in composition \~hile many of the feldspars have a perthitic appearance. 
It is suggested that perthite and oligoclase are present in approximately 
equal proporti ons . 
Mafic mi nerals, completely altered to epidote, chlorite and opaques are 
present in minor proportions (less than 10 %) as discrete phases in the 
groundmass or together with quartz and feldspar as resorbed polymineralic 
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aggregates (Fig. 4.3.11). The origin of these polymineralic aggregates 
is, as with other Koras porphyries, unclear because they appear to be 
relict or xenolithic rock fragments, but could in some cases, represent 
resorbed gl omeroporphyrit i c aggregates. Opaque grai ns, apati te and rare 
zi rcon occur as accessory phases in the groundmass or are part of the 
polymineralic particles. 
The fel dspar ovoi ds that characteri ze these porphyri es are 1 arge, altered 
perthitic feldspars with inclusions of plagioclase and quartz and rarely, 
of epidote and opaque grains (Fig. 4.3.10). The ovoids which commonly 
consist of one perthite crystal, but may consist of two or three perthite 
grains, are corroded and rounded with embayments, holes and corrosion 
tubes. The included feldspars are generally less altered and often in 
optical continuity with one another. The corrosion embayments are filled 
with devitrified glass, microcrystalline quartz, or granophyric 
quart ~-fel dspar intergrowths. Although much of the crystal material in 
these silica-oversaturated volcanic rocks is clearly relict or xenolithic 
in orlgln, their mineralogy suggests that they can be tentatively 
classified as rhyolites (5treckei sen, 1979). 
Amygdaloidal quartz-feldspar porphyries are exposed on the Orange river 
bank just upstream from the Karos dam at Leeudraai (2A : 5-20). At one 
place they outline a tight synclinal fold, several metres in height and 
wavelength, that is interpreted as a volcanic flow fold. These 
amygdaloidal lavas can also he seen in a ditch running next to the 
secondary (dirt) road at Karos Nedersetting (2A : R-20). The amygdales 
are 3-5 cm in diameter and are composed of concentrically-banded 
chalcedony with quartz crystals filling the cores completely or leaving 
small vugs and cavities. 
4.3.3F. Rhyolite Ignimbrites (Ion map 2A) 
Rocks interpreted as i gnimbri tes are exposed withi n the coarse-grai ned 
quartz-feldspar porphyries at 5wartkop (2A : P-19), Leeudraai (2A : T-20) 
and Avondale (2A : M-A). Although they are interpreted as ignimbrites by 
the fragmental and streaky textures seen in thin section and some hand 
specimens, they can be easily recognized by their distinctive brick-red 
colour whi ch is qui te di fferent to the usual reddi sh-brown appearance of 
the coarse-grai ned quartz-fel dspar porphyri es. In additi on the rounded 
fel dspar inte r growths that characteri ze the coarse-gra i ned porphyry are 
sparse or absent from the ignimbrites. 
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1mm 
Fi gure 4.3.7. Partially corroded, subhedra1 quartz phenocrysts set in the 
microcrysta11 i ne groundmass of the basal gl assy porphyry 
(Kenilworth Member, sample AVD-16, plane-polarised light). 
1mm 
Figure 4.3.8. Embayed and corroded quartz set in a devitrified glassy to 
microcrystalline groundmass. (Swartkop Member, sample KA-501, 
crossed nico1s). 
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lmm 
Figure 4.3.9 . Strain lamellae and fractures in corroded quartz which is set 
in a microcrystalline groundmass (Swartkop Member, sample 
AVD-8, crossed nicols, quartz grain at near extinction 
positi on). 
'l 
{. 
lmm 
• • 
~ 
Figure 4.3 .1 0. Photomicrograph of part of a rounded, partially resorbed 
perthite-01igoc1ase intergrowth in coarse~ grained 
quartz-feldspar porphyry of the Swartkop Member (sample KA-23, 
crossed nico1s). These feldspar ovoids are up to 2cm in 
diameter and characterize the porphyries of the Swartkop Member. 
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Figure 4.3.11. Polymineralic aggregate composed mainly of feldspar, 
opaque minerals. 
(glomeroporphyritic 
These 
aggregates?) 
resorbed rock 
are common in 
1mm 
quartz and 
fragments 
all the 
quartz- feldspar porphyries of the Koras Group, particularly 
those of the Leeudraai Formation. (Swartkop Member, sample 
KA-429, crossed nicols). 
1mm 
Figure 4.3.12. Flow texture made up of welded glass particles in rhyolite 
ignimbrite of the Swartkop Member (KA-565) Rounded quartz, 
feldspar and opaque minerals are also present. Individual 
particles are microcrystalline with a dark cryptocrystalline 
rim (plane polarized light). 
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The Swartkop ignimbrites (CS-27) are porphyritic with broken and rounded 
crystals of quartz and feldspar (generally 1-5 mm in diameter) that are 
set in a mottled to streaky, brick-red to orange-red groundmass of welded 
fragments. The mottles and streaky patches vary from less than 1 mm to 
several cms in diameter . The rocks are hard and compact with an uneven to 
subconchoi dal fracture. On Avondal e (2A M-8) streaky i gnimbri tes 
(AVD-ll are present within an exposure of coarse-grained quartz-fel dspar 
porphyry that forms a low rounded hill partly covered by Kalahari sand. 
These ignimbrites are porphyri tic and have a purpl ish- brown to brick-red 
patchy and streaky appearance . They are similar to the Swartkop 
ignimbrites and are associated with breccias and other finer-grained 
fragmental rocks some of which are cemented with quartz. 
In thin section (CS-22, KA-565, Fig. 4.3.12) the aphanitic groundmass 
exhibits a swirl ing or convoluted flow texture. The groundmass consists 
of orange-red to brown patches and irregular fragments of partially 
devitrified glass. Some of the particles have a cryptocrystalline rim 
with a mi crocrystall i ne, someti mes spherul iti c core. The boundari es of 
the parti c les which appear to be welded together, are marked by lines of 
dusty opaque material. 
Crystal s of quartz, 
to those in the 
feldspar and mafic minerals have a similar appearance 
coarse-grai ned quartz-fel dspar porphyri es (secti on 
4.3.3E). However, the ignimbrites have a greater proportion of broken 
crystal material. Accessory phases include apatite, opaques and 
reddish-brown Ti-biotite. These are usually associated with polymineralic 
particles that are similar to those described in section 4.3.3E. 
The rocks are interpreted as ignimbrites on the basis of their welded, 
particulate, flow texture. Their mineralogical composition indicates they 
are oversaturated with silica and can be called rhyolite ignimbrites . 
4.3.3G. Minor Interbedded Sedimentary Rocks 
Mi nor proporti ons of generally vol canicl astic sedimentary rocks (S on map 
2A) are associ ated wi th the qua rtz-fe 1 dspar porphyri es of the Leeudraa i 
Formation. Near the main (tarred) road on Karos Nedersetting (2A : Q-19) 
there is an exposure of red sandstones which resembl e the red sandstones 
in the Kalkpunt Formation. The rocks are well bedded, fine-grained 
sandstones with muscovite which is present as sparse shiny specks on fresh 
surfaces . 
1 
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A poorly sorted and rounded volcaniclastic deposit (Fig. 4.3.13) occurs at 
the top of the Leeudraai Formation on Karas Nedersetting (2A : R-19). Du 
Toit (1965, p. 59) interpreted the rocks as agglomerates, while Moen 
(1980, p. 233) regarded the feature as an occurrence of volcanic breccias 
and tuffs. The rocks consist of subrounded to angular fragments of 
porphyry with a matrix of finer-grained and aphanitic material or are 
cemented with calcite. The rocks grade into the overlying Kalkpunt 
conglomerates and are interbedded with thin layers (less than 0.5 m) of 
muristone (tuffs ?) whi ch di p to the north at about 400 • An occurrence 
of similar volcaniclastic rocks is exposed at the southeastern corner of 
Geelkoppan although much of this material is cemented with quartz as well 
as calcite. Moen (1980, p. 226) suggests that some of these rocks may 
represent "wel ded pyroclastic deposits or autobreccias caused by the 
breaking up of a highly viscous flow". 
F" 
_, gure 4.3.13. Volcaniclastic sedimentary rocks dipping to the left (north) 
at Karos Nedersetting. (For scale , locate geopick at centre 
left. Locality: S on map 2A : R-20) 
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4.4. Ka1kpunt Formation 
4.4.1. The Ka1kpunt Aasin 
The Ka1kpunt Formation consists of a basal conglomerate which grades 
laterally into a fine-grained red sandstone. The conglomerate is exposed 
at the margins of the Ka1kp unt basin, the eastern edge of which is faulted 
aga i nst schi sts and quartzi tes of the Wi 1 genhoutsdrif Group. The 
conglomerates overlie the interbedded lavas of the S\~artkop and Rouxville 
Members conformably except in the area around Karos and Hoogland (map 2A) 
where they overlie lower Koras Group and Wi1genhoutsdrif Group rocks 
unconformably. 
On Karos Nedersetting and Leeudraai the conglomerates are exposed in river 
and stream beds. The matrix of the conglomerate is easily weathered and 
removed so that over hills a polymictic debris of rounded pebbles from the 
underlying conglomerate is produced. Similarly, exposures of conglomerate 
at the northern margin of the basin are poor and consist of low hills of 
quartzite pebbles lying strewn amongst red dune sand with smaller amounts 
of other pebbles such as ironstone, chert and milky vein quartz. In the 
central part of the basin exposures of sandstone occur sporadically 
between the longitudinal sand dunes. 
Vario us estimates of the thickness of the Ka1kpunt Formation have been 
made. Du Toit (1965) indicated a thickness of 11,300 ft (3440 m) for the 
formation and a thickness of 1500 ft (450 m) for the conglomerate. Moen 
(1980, p. 235) estimated the thickness of the conglomerate to be more than 
1000 m and the thickness of the exposed section of the basin to be more 
than 3000m. However, the author feels that these values are overestimates 
and that a maximum thickness for the exposed section of the basin is 
170Om. This value is hased on the geological sections accompanying map 
2A. In a previ ous study (Sanderson, 1979) the thi ckness of the 
conglomerate at Swartkop was estimated to be about 600 m. 
4.4.2. Ka1kpunt Conglomerates 
The conglomerate is hard, well-indurated, generally dark reddish-brown and 
has a knobbly appearance because the matrix is easily weathered and 
removed (Fig. 4.4.1). Compositionally the conglomerate is pC'l ymictic, the 
most abundant pebble type being quartzite (a variety of dark and light 
types) and fi ne-grai ned quartz-fe1 dspar porphyry (Swartkops1 eegte t~br). 
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Pebbles of all the other Koras lavas as well as granite (usually a pink 
muscovite-bearing type in the Swartkop area), banded iron formation, 
sericite quartzite, schist, gneiss, phyllite, greenstone, conglomerate and 
sandstone are present. The pebbles are poorly sorted yet they are often 
well-rounded wi th moderate to good spheri ci ty. They range ins i ze from 
less than 1 cm to more than 40 em but are usually 3-25 cm in diameter. 
Although the conglomerate is immature, it is well-packed, grain 
supported with less than 15 % matrix and can be called a polymictic 
orthoconglomerate. Minor variations of the conglomerate include 
oligomictic quartz-feldspar porphyry (Swartkopsleegte Mbr) conglomerate 
which occurs notably at Hoogland as well as a few other local ities. On 
Karos Nedersetting close to the lower contact, there is a good exposure of 
conglomerate that has no matrix but is cemented by quartz (2A : R-19). 
At the larger exposures the conglomerates give the appearance of being 
laid down in layers or beds that are 1/2 to 1 m in thickness and limited 
in extent to several metres. In addition, there are short, discontinuous, 
bedded sandstone layers and lenses that are similar but more distinct. In 
the Swartkopsleegterivier near Swartkop location (2A : P-19), an ancient 
channel roughly 2 m deep by 2 m \~ide is present within the conglomerate 
and is filled with conglomerate. 
Sandstones that are interbedded with the conglomerate are well-indurated 
and purplish with bedding marked by alternating coarse and fine sand or 
darker and lighter coloured layers. These sandstones are composed of a 
variety of ~rain types. Most quartz is metamorphic (composite grains with 
undulose extinction) while microcline, perthite and a little plagioclase 
(variable in composition, but commonly oligoclase) are the feldspar types 
present. Rock fragments are mai nly metamorphi c (e. g., epi dote-chl orite-
quartz schi st) but some basic volcanic rock fragments are al so present. 
Opaque minerals occur as discrete grains and also as an alteration product 
of other minerals. Some chlorite is present. The matrix consists of very 
fine-grained material which is reddish-brown due to the presence of 
hematite or other iron oxides and this gives the rocks its purplish to 
reddish colour. In some cases calcite cement is present. The grains of 
these immature sandstones are poorly sorted and rounded with poor 
sphericity. They vary in size from 0.05 mm to 1 mm, the larger grains 
being quartz or metamorphic rock fragments. The rocks have 50-60 % 
quartz, approximately subequal amounts of feldspar and rock fragments, and 
therefore can be classified as lithic arkoses or feldspathic litharenites 
(Folk, 1968, in Olatt et al., 1972, p.3ll). 
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Figure 4.4.1. Exposure of Kalkpunt conglomerate in the Swartkopsleegterivier. 
(Locality: map 2A : P-18) 
figure 4.4.2. Interbedded sandstone layers within the Kalkpunt conglomerate. 
(Locality: map 2A : P-19) 
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4. 4 . 3. Kalkpunt Sandstones 
The sandstones that underlie the central and greater part of the Kalkpunt 
basin are red, generally fine - grained (0.05 to 0.5 mm in diameter), almost 
aphanitic rocks and are mainly composed of very fine-grained quartz 
(75-80%). Feldspar, some metamorphic rock fragments, muscovite, epidote 
and opaque minerals are suborninate. The grains tend to be closely packed 
so that only a small amount of a very fine-grained matrix is present. 
Reddish-brown iron staining, which gives the rock its red colour occurs 
along grain boundaries and is probably hematite with other iron oxides. 
The sorting and sphericity of the grains is moderate, roundness is poor 
and the grains are well packed with four to six grain contacts. These 
submature sannstones can be class ifi ed as subarkoses or sub-l i thareni tes 
(Folk, 1968, in Blatt et al., 1972, p.311). 
The sandstones are well-bedded and display cross-bedding and ripple marks 
and contain mud chip conglomerates. In addition, graded bedding, planar 
cross-bedding and trough fill ing have been noted by Du Toit (1965) and 
Moen (1980), while Grobler et al. (1977, p. 169) report that shales occur 
locally toward the top of the succession. Planar crossbeds probably 
account for some of the anomalously high dip val ues in the sandstones. 
Although the exposures are very poor, 1 imited current di recti on studies 
have been carried out south of the long axis of the basin by Du Toit 
(1965) and Grobler et al. (1977, Fig.2). 
4.4.4. Depositional Environment 
The conglomerates of the Kal kpunt Formation were probably deposited as 
alluvial fans at the margins of the Kalkpunt basin that could have had a 
significantly greater distribution than the basin that can be seen today. 
The coarse clast-supported conglomerates indicate energetic transport by 
water. The poorly bedded to massive nature of the conglomerates and the 
rapidly increasing number of horizontally laminated sandstone beds support 
the view that the conglomerates were deposited in all uvial fans that 
possibly overl apped to form a coarse sheet at the margi n of the Kal kpunt 
basin . Such conglomerates are usually laid down by sheet flood mechanisms 
and stream channel s whi ch are often diffi cult to di sti ngui sh (Rust, 
1979) . 
Some of the short, discontinuous, horizontally bedded sandstone layers and 
lenses could re~ resent sand-bars that formed during relatively quieter 
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periods of deposition in which a braided stream system I'/ith channels 
containing coarser material predominated. The sandstones within the basin 
are distal deposits whose red colouration may in~icate a semi-arid 
palaeoclimate. 
Coarse alluvial deposits are good indicators of sharp terrestrial rel ief 
caused by tectonic activity (Rust, 1979), and the thickness of the 
conglomerates points to a tectonically influenced setting. It is moote~ 
here that folding made up a significant part of this tectonic activity so 
that the basin was continually deepened by horizontal NE-SW directed 
forces during deposition. This is supported by the steep dips of 
interbedded sandstones in the conglomerates from Hoogland in the west to 
Leeudraai in the east. 
As suggested by Grobler et al. (1977) faulting may have played a 
significant role in the deposition of the Kalkpunt conglomerate. However, 
these faults could be well outside the limits of the present distribution 
of the Kalkpunt Formation as shown in Fig. 4.4.3. This view is 
supported by the conformable way in which the basal conglomerates overlie 
the interbe~ded lavas of the Swartkop and Rouxville Members. 
\ 
+ 
-t---~\ 
Figure 4.4.3. Possible relationship between major faults and the Kalkpunt 
basin. 
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The polymictic nature of the conglomerates suggests that there was a 
considerable variability of rock types in the source area. From the field 
and thin section studies one can conclude that metamorphic basement was 
eroded in the source area duri ng the depos i ti on of the Ka 1 kpunt 
conglomerates and sandstones. Some basic and acid volcanic rocks of the 
Koras Group and probably the Wilgenhoutsdrif Group were also present in 
the source area. The banded ironstone pebbles are probably derived from 
the Griquatown Group. In addition, a proportion of the pebbles and 
cobbles was derived from older conglomerates and contributes considerably 
to the high degree of rounding of the pebbles. The presence of boulders 
of pre-exi sti ng conglomerates wi thin the Kal kpunt conglomerates supports 
this view. This recycling feature was also noted by Grobler et al. (1977, 
p.l73). The source area rocks described above almost certainly occurred 
in regions of high relief because fans form adjacent to such regions which 
are rapidly denuded to provide the sediment which builds the fans (Rust, 
1979 ). 
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5. STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 
5.1 Minor Folds in the Karos Member 
In the Karos area (map 1) upright minor folds are common in the sandstones and 
shales (Figs. 5.1.1, 5.1.2). The folds are disharmonic and folding varies in 
intensity depending on lithology. The fine-grained sandstones and shales have 
close chevron folds while folds in the coarser sandstones are close to open. 
To determine the axis of folding, 50 bedding measurements were taken at 
sub-areas where folds were well exposed. The structural data are attached to 
Map 1 and the sub-areas in \~hich measurements were taken are represented by 
the fold axis arrows on map 1. The structural data indicate that the 
sandstones and shales are folded about south-east trending fold axes that 
plunge at angles between 32 0 anr1 450 except at sub-area F where the fold 
axis is roughly horizontal. 
Minor folds were also seen in the sandstones and shales of the area to the 
east of Lambrechtsdrif (e.g., Sanderson, 1979, plate 3). HOI~ever, these are 
not commonly seen due to the poor exposure and therefore no fold axis 
determinations with structural data were made here. 
5.2 Major r " l d Structures 
The structure of the 1 ower Koras Group around Karos vill age (map 1) is that of 
a large-scal e synclinorium (wavelength ~ 2.5 kms) plunging to the southeast as 
shown on map 3 and Figure 5.3. This view is based on the geology shown on map 
1 and the structural data from the minor folds in this area. The wavelength 
of the folds making up the synclinoruim is estimated to be 500-700 metres. It 
should be noted however that minor faults within the Koras Group are almost 
certainly present in this area because some brittle failure probably 
accompanied the folding but the exact position of minor faults is 
speculative. In addition the synclinorium is partially obscured by the 
unconformable way i n which the Swartkopsleegte Member overlies the Karos and 
Lambrechtsdrif Members. In some areas (map 1) the Swartkopsl eegte porphyri es 
overl ap the Karos sedimentary rocks and di rectly overl i e the Lambrechtsdri f 
basic volcanics. The structure of the lower Koras Group at Karos Nedersetting 
(r~ap 2A) is that of a large-scale syncline (wavelength + 3 kms) plunging to 
the northwest (see map 3 and Fig. 5 . 3). 
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Figure 5.1.1 
Minor folds in micaceous 
sandstone and shale of the 
Karos Member . (Locality 
structural subarea D on map 
1) • 
Figure 5.1 2 
Minor folds in the Karos 
Member. (Locality: 
structural subarea D on 
map 1) . 
Figure 5.1 .3 
Fault breccia of the 
Leeudraai-Kalkwerfputs 
fault on Leeudraai 
farm (Locality : map 
2A : T-19). 
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To account for the fold structures described above two phases of folding are 
proposed. These are labelled F1K and F2K to avoid confusion with the Fl 
to · F4 fold phases in the pre-Koras sequences. The F1K fold phase can be 
interpreted to be a result of compressional forces acting from the southwest 
and northeast as noted by Du Toit (1965, p. 35, p. 85). During the F2K fold 
phase large-scale open folding about NE-trending axes has refolded the F1K 
fold axes and probably accounts for the curved outcrop of the Leeudraai 
Formation in the Central Domain. In the Southern Domain the F1K fold phase 
is represented by a single syncline plunging to the southeast. 
The extent to which the Koras fold phases have affected the Kalkpunt basin is 
uncertain. The curved, roughly elliptical structural basin with its 
basin-edge conglomerates and inward-fining sequence is clearly depositional. 
However, the steep dips (50 - 700 ) at the basin margins suggest that some 
infolding has taken place, probably during deposition, as suggested by Grobler 
et al. (1977, p. 173). In the Karos area, the folded lower Koras Group is 
unconformably overlain by the Kalkpunt Formation (see map 3). This suggests 
that in this area the lower Koras Group had been folded and had undergone some 
erosion before the onset of deposition of the Kalkpunt Formation. In other 
words the unconformity is a result of lower Koras Group folding, uplift and 
partial erosion, followed by Kalkpunt deposition. 
5.3. Faults 
The Koras Group is situated on a zone of major fractures, known as the 
Doringberg Lineament, which separates the southwest marginal part of the 
Kaapvaal craton from the multiply-deformed sequences of the Namaqualand 
Metamorphic Complex. The lineament comprises major shear faults e.g., the 
Dori ngberg and Brakbos f au lts as we 11 as other fau lts for whi ch 1 oca 1 names 
have been introduced. According to Vajner (1974), the separation and offset 
of the geological features on both sides of the individual faults indicate 
right lateral (dextral), strike-slip and oblique-slip movement, and the total 
displacement in the 1 ineament could amount to more than 50 kilometres. The 
Doringberg Lineament and the position of the Koras Group are well illustrated 
on ERTS imagery (Fig. 5.2). 
In the study area there are numerous faults which can be recognized in the 
field by fault breccias and mylonites as well as quartz-porphyry dykes that 
have intruded the fault planes. The faults are also commonly associated with 
exposures of vein quartz. At places where the Koras Group is ~aulted against 
rocks of the underlying (pre-Koras) sequences, vein quartz is usually intruded 
N 
o 10 
FigurE' 5.2 
r \ 
\,.\ 
20kms 
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ERTS image ill ustrati ng majo structural features and the 
dis tribution of the Central and Southern Domains of the Koras 
Group. (courtesy of NASA and of the N.P.R.L., C.S.I.R.) 
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into the phyllitic or schistose rocks. This feature is well-demonstrated 
along the Karos fault at Ezelfontei n Noord where the Koras Group is faulted 
down against the Sultanaoord Group. Numerous veins and irregular masses of 
milky quartz (up to several metres in diameter) are intruded into quartz-
sericite schists of the Su1tanaoord Group. 
The siliceous fault fillings and breccias (Fig. 5.1.3) in the Leeudraai-
Ka1k1~erfputs fault at Leeudraai farm (see Fig. 4.3.1, p.41), form good linear 
features on air photographs . These reddish to white quartzitic rocks are 
irregularly traversed hy milky quartz veins (lmm to 2cm in width) emphasizing 
the brecciated appearance (Fig. 5.1.3). Finer veins usually occur between the 
larger ones and in some places there are irregular cavities which are a few 
mi11imet r es to several centimetres in diameter. Small quartz crystals can be 
seen in some cavities. 
The Leeudraai-Ka1kwerfputs fault is a major dextral stri~e-s1ip fault with an 
estimated strike-s1 i p movement of about 20 kil ometres. Thi s interpretati on is 
hased on the following evidence: 
1. On the east side of the fault the Lambrechtsdrif t1ember over1 i es basal 
members of the 14il genhoutsdrif Group (phyll i te, qua rtzite and schi st 
unit; Moen, 1980). On the west side of the fault this relationship 
occurs to the north in the area just east of Rooidraai (map 2A : S-23,24). 
2. In the northern half of Ezelfontein Noord (map:>B R-28) the 
Lambrechtsdrif Member overlies the Su1tanaoord Group and the granite-
gneiss, and then pinches out (map 2B : S-29) so that further south, the 
fine-grained quartz-feldsp ar porphyries (Swartkops1eegte Member) directly 
overlie granite-gneiss (map 28 S, T-31). The presence of the 
sl i ver-shaped mass of the Lambrechtsdri f Member, on the east si de of the 
Leeudraai-Ka1kwerfputs fault where it overlies the 14i1genhoutsdrif Group, 
cannot be explained by major dip-slip faulting because a matching sequence 
(Lamb. "1br. on W.Gp.) does not occur on the west side of the Leeudraai-
Ka1kwerfputs fault. 
Thus the large sliver-shaped mass of the Lambrechtsdrif Member in the Southern 
Doma in is bel i eved to have been moved south along the fault from the Central 
Domain. The S\~artkop Member at Leeudraai farm (map 2A : T-20) bends into the 
Leeudraai -Ka1 k\~erfputs fau1 t and thi sis interpreted as fau1 t drag caused by 
the 20-ki10metre wrench fault movement along this major fault. The direction 
of dip-slip movement is problematical because there appears to be down throw to 
the east at some localities and downthrow to the west at others. 
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The Karos fault is another major fault which has affected the Koras Group and 
consi derabl e di p-sl ip movement has taken pl ace wi th dO\~nthrow on the eastern 
side. This is particularly well shown at Ezelfontein lJoord (map 28 : R-30) 
where an almost complete section of the Koras Group in this area is 
downfaulted against Sultanaoord Group schists. The nature of the terminations 
at Karos and Ezelfontein Suid are unclear. A horizontal dextral displacement 
of approximately 10 kilometres has been suggested by Stowe (1980, Table 3) but 
no evidence could be found to corroborate this estimate. 
The Brakbos fault, which is one of the largest faults in the Ooringberg 
lineament is a major dextral strike-slip fault and has a component of dip-slip 
faulting with downthrow in the east (Vajner, 1974; Pretorius, 1974). In the 
study area the Brakbos faul tis covered by sand as it extends towards the 
Kalkpunt Formation which it does not appear to have affected to any major 
extent. Some faulting of the Kalkpunt Formation may hav e taken place but due 
to the sand cover, any interpretation is speculative . Stowe (1981) has 
estimated the horizontal displacement of the Brakbos fault to be 15 
kilometres. According to Moen (1980, p. 173) "its displacement is calculated 
at about 2000m at Leerkrans, yet it does not affect the Koras Group". 
The Oagbreek fault is a major dextral strike-slip fault and has a horizontal 
displacement of 16,4 kilometres, as estimated by C. van Zyl (in Stowe, 1981). 
In addition a significant component of dip-slip faulting \~ith a downthrow on 
the east can be inferred in the ROllxvi 11 e area where the Rouxvi 11 e Member is 
downfaulted against the Sultanaoord Group. 
From the above is is clear that in this part of the ~oornberg Lineament there 
has been major dextral strike-slip movement together with a steplike 
arrangement of dip-slip faulting, the western blocks being up thrown relative 
to those on the east. The progressive stepping-up of the terrane on the 
southwestern sides of successive faults in the Ooornberg Lineament was proposed 
by Pretorius (1974), who suggests that the Namaqua Metamorphic Complex has been 
considerably elevated relative to the Kaapvaal Craton . 
The orientation of the fault planes could not be determined but various 
suggestions have been made by other authors: 
1. Grobler et al. (1977, p. 174) and Botha et a1. (1977, p.105) consider that 
the faults w· .' mainly normal faults and controlled Koras deposition in a 
series of grabens with intervening horsts. 
2. Stowe (1980, p.32. Fig. 9) suggests th~t the faults are reverse faults . 
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3. t~oen (1980, p. 174) is of the opinion that "the widespread mylonitization, 
strong deformation and spora~ic occurrence of crush conglomerate along 
certain faults particularly the Brakbos, may indicate high-angle reverse 
faulting rather than normal block faulting in at least some cases. The 
reverse faul ts may have acted as a stress-release mechanism after the F2 
event, and may also be related to the widespread intrusion of 1ate- to 
post-F2 granites as well as the extrusion of the Koras lavas." 
5.4. Regional Structural Setting. 
The Koras Group has traditionally been regarded as an undeformed post-tectonic 
sequence whose deposition and preservation are the result of rifting and block 
faulting. However it is suqgested here that folding, as well as faulting, has 
played a significant role in the preservation of the Central and Southern 
Domains of the Koras Group. According to Grob1er et al. (1977) the Koras 
rocks were deposited in "graben-like repositories in a newly stabilized 
orogenic region shortly after the cessation of the last period of folding." 
In this view the synclinal structures first noted by Du Toit (1965) are 
"interpreted as basins formed by a combination of sediment transport from 
different directions into graben-like repositories and continued movement 
along the normal faults defining the grabens" (Grob1er et al., 1977, p. 173). 
A clue to the regional structural setting of the Koras Group was provided by 
the late Or V. Vajner (1974, p. 17) who suggested the possibility that the 
Koras Group had been folded during the la s t (F4 ) phase of folding of his 
Kheis Group: 
"The Koras tectonism is characterized by a generally mild deformation of 
primary 1 ayering along west-northwesterly and northwesterly axes. The 
deformation pulses probably accompanied and partly followed the accumulation 
of individual members of the Koras sequence as demonstrated by several 
unconformities within the succession. The magnitude and importance of these 
unconformities is not yet fully understood. Similarities in trend and 
geometry between the F4 structures in the pre-Koras basement and the 
WNW-trending macroscopic foldS in the Karas indicates the influence of the 
Khei s basement architecture upon the deformati on of its Koras sedimentary 
cover. " 
In an attempt to relate the deformation in the Koras Group to that in the 
pre-Koras sequences, the major structural elements in the pre-Koras sequences 
as determined by "'Ioen (1980, p. 157) and StOl~e (1979, p. 28) are shown in 
Figure 5.3, together with the structural trends and f01d directions in the 
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Koras Group. This structural map shows that the lower Koras F1K and F2K 
fold directions are roughly parallel to the F2 and F3 fold directions in 
the underlying sequences . This could be interpreted to mean that the Lower 
Koras Group was deformed during the Namaqua tectogenesis. In this view the 
onset of deposition of the Koras Group occurred just prior to or shortly after 
the F2 phase of folding commenced and deposition in this syntectonic cover 
sequence continued during the Namaqua Event. Lower Koras Group rocks were 
moderately folded by the F2 deformation as can be seen in the Karos Member. 
Middle Koras rocks are less affected as shown by the open sync1 ine in the 
Eze1fontein t'lember. Finally the Ka1kpunt basin with a long dimension that 
trends northwest may reflect deformation that occurred during the F4 phase. 
The major dextral faulting associated with the F4 " phase was probably 
instrumental in producing uplifted areas of source rocks for the Ka1kpunt 
basin in a manner suggested in Figure 4.4.3. 
Alternatively it has been suggested that the stress field operative during the 
Namaqua Event continued for some time so that late, residual stresses of the 
Namaqua Event are represented by the Koras Group folds. In this interpretation 
the late F4 event with associated dextral wrench faulting is responsible for 
the Koras fold structures as suggested by Vajner (1974, p. 17). 
A consideration of the age of the folding events provides some, if 
inconclusive, evidence on the relationships of the various fold phases. Botha 
et a1. (1977) estimated an age of 1200-900 Ma for their F1 - F3 folding 
events. Similar age estimates for the Namaqua fold phases have been 
considered by Moen (1980) although Moen (op. cit.) estimates an age of 1300 Ma 
for the F1 event. According to Stowe (1981) the Namaqua Event, overprinted 
as F2, F3 and F4 folds took place across the south of the Kaapvaa1 
Craton and the Kheis Tectonic Province during the period 1400 - 1000 Ma. The 
current 1y proposed age of the Koras Group: 1200 Ma, Botha et a 1. (1980); 
1100 Ma, Stowe (1980); 1000 Ma, Moen (1980) suggests that the Koras Group was 
formed during the Namaqua Event and that it is therefore a syntectonic, albeit 
late syntectonic, cover sequence. However, Botha et a1. (1977) consider that 
an age of 900 Ma is more appropriate if the Koras Group is to postdate their 
last (F3) phase of folding in "Kheis" rocks. In addition other discrepancies 
exist, for example, Joubert (19B1, p. 688) writes: 
"Rather surprisingly these (Koras) rocks, of which an acid lava was dated at 
1280 ! 50 Ma, in places lie on granite similar to others dated at ! 1200 Ma." 
Clearly then, the age determinations in the area are contradictory and require 
some detailed attention and explanation. Any discussion of the ages of 
various fold phases is still speculative although broad time periods are 
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emerging. I'"urther discussion of ages obtained from rocks of the Koras Group 
is continued in section 8.1. 
During the late stages of the Namaqua Event, the area under consideration was 
traversed by numerous faults and fault zones (Stowe, 1981). These faults have 
affected Koras rocks significantly so that they were definitely operative on a 
major scale during post-Koras times. Botha et al. (1977) believe that the 
faults were active before, during and after Koras deposition. Two sets of 
faults, which represent two ages of faulting, postdate the F2 folding event 
of the pre-Koras sequences (Botha et al., 1977; Moen, 1980). The earliest 
set of faults is northwest striking and includes the major faults described in 
section 5.3 . These are dextral wrench faults with components of downthrow to 
the east. The second set di spl aces the fi rst set and has an easterly to 
northeasterly strike (Botha et al., 1977; Moen, 1980); some of these have 
sinistral displacements (Stowe, 1981). 
In conclusion it is postulated that the Koras Group was deposited and folded 
during the 1 ate stages of the Namaqua Event although the deposition of the 
Kalkpunt red beds, at the top of the Koras succession, probably occurred 
towards the end of the major period of northwest-trending, strike-slip 
faulting. This synorogenic, albeit late synorogenic, deposition created 
unconformities within the sequence as suggested by Vajner (1974, p. 17) . The 
late large- scale faults which dissect the area have resulted in considerable 
up 1 ift in the west and maj or dextral wrench movement along the Doornberg 
lineament. Thus the Central and Southern Domains of the Koras Group are the 
infolded and downfaulted erosional rel icts of a once more widespread late-
syntectonic cover sequence . 
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6. GEOCHEMISTRY OF THE LAVAS 
6.1. Introduction 
Major anrl trace element analyses for thirty volcanic rocks of the Koras Group 
are presented. In addition, two amygdaloidal basalts (CS-25,26) of the 
Rouxville Member in the Central Domain were analysed twice, i.e., with and 
without the amygrlales, so that the effect of the amygdales on the analyses 
could be examined. Localities and short petrographic descriptions of the 
analysed samples, sample preparation procedures and analytical techniques are 
presented in appendices 1 to 3. The analytical results are listed in appendix 
4 but unless specified otherwise the major element data used are anhydrous 
values normalized to 100% (appendix 5). All Fe was determined as Fe203 
and in the norm calculation (appendix 5) the formula of Irvine and Baragar 
(1971) was used to determine the Fe203/FeO valups which are listed in 
column A of Table L, appendix 7. 
% Fe203 = %Ti02 + 1.5 (Irvine and Baragar, 1971, p.526). 
In keeping with the previous work in this department e.g., Pemberton (1978), 
Mitchell (1980), norms calculated using Fe203/ceO = 0.2 are also provided 
(appendix 6). 
The symbol s used to represent the Koras 1 avas are the same for all the 
graphical plots and are presented in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1. Symbols Used to Represent the Kora s Lavas 
So 1 i d symbols 
Ho 11 ow symbols 
+ 
a 
.0 
eo 
® 
Central Domain 
Southern Doma in 
Swartkop Member 
ROlJxville Member (amygdale-free analyses) 
Analyses CS-25A, CS-26A (amygdales not extracted) 
Swartkopsleegte Member 
Lambrech tsdrif Member 
Analysis CS-10 
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6.2. Classification 
The classification scheme of Irvine and Baragar (1971) as well as some other 
diagrams have been used to classify the basaltic lavas and quartz-feldspar 
porphyries of the Karas Group. Irvine and Baragar's (op.cit.) classification 
scheme is essenti ally non-geneti c and is based on analyses of rock s that are 
Precambrian or Cenozoic in age and are from several dozen different localities 
or environments. 
Two di agrams are lIsed to 
volcanics (Figs. 6.1a, 6.1b), 
distinguish between alkaline and subalkaline 
and both plots indicate clearly that the Koras 
lavas represent a subalkaline association. Subalkaline rocks are fut'ther 
classified as tholeiitic or calc-alkaline on the cOlllllonly used AFM-diagram 
(Fig. 6.2a) and the A1 203 normative plagioclase plot (Fig. 6.2b). 
Jensen's (1976) cation plot (Fig. 6.2c), Miyashiro's (1974) diagrams (Figs. 
6.2d,e) and Green's (1973) diagram (Fig. 6.11, p.108) ha 'lealso been used for 
the tholeiitic/calc-alkaline distinction. The results s uggest that the Koras 
lavas are best classified as a tholeiitic associa tion and indicate a slight 
"iron-enrichment trend" in the Rouxville basalts (triangular symbols, Figs. 
6.2a,c). It should be noted, hOI-lever, that the Lambrechtsdrif lavas are 
clearly transitional tholeiitic/calc-alkaline rocks with minor compositional 
va riation, but their low A1 203-contents (average = 14.85%, 5.0. = 0.20; 
see Fig. 6.2b), and slightly high FeO and Ti02 concentrations (Figs. 6.2c,e) 
supports the general classification as tholeiitic. 
Following Irvine and Baragar (1971), further classification I"/ithin a suite or 
association of volcanic rocks is made using a 
plagioclase diagram as shown in Figure 6.3a. 
Cox et al. (1979, p.14), and Streckeisen and 
normative colour index-normative 
The classification diagrams of 
Le Maitre (1979) are also used. 
The results from the three chemical classification diagrams as ~Iell as the 
modal classification (Streckeisen, 1979) and names suggested by the present 
author are l i sted in Table 6.2. The Lambrechtsdrif lavas, which have a close 
qrouping, are clearly transitional rocks between basalt and andesite and are 
best described as basaltic andesites. The Swartkopsleegte quartz-feldspar 
porphyries I"lhich also exhibit a close grouping, are transitional rocks between 
dacite and rhyolite and the name rhyodacite is proposed following the 
suggestion of Streckeisen (1979) and Streckeisen and Le Maitre (1979) that the 
term "rhyodacite" is not ap plied to any specific field within classification 
diagrams but should be used for transitional rocks between dacite and 
rhyolite. The Rouxville lavas do not exhibit the close grouping typical of 
th e ;" ;her members and are best described as basalts to basaltic andesites 
\~hil p the SlIartkop quartz-feldspar porphyries can be classified as rhyolites. 
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supports the view that the Koras Group represents a tholeiitic 
a 5~()ciation. 
Finally, Irvine and Baragar (1971) suggest approximate guidelines for 
distinguishing between K-rich, "average" and K-poor lavas (Fig. 6.4). 
This plot c learly emphasizes the generally K-rich character of the Koras lavas 
although the tholeiitic basaltic andesites of the Rouxville Member (CS-2S, 26) 
are tla-rich. Thus on the basis of the analytical results of this study 
(thirty analyses), the Koras lavas are classified as an "average-K" to K-rich, 
tholeii t ic, subalkaline association con s isting of bimodal basaltic-rhyolitic 
volcanics. 
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the 
all 
andesites l~hi1e Rouxville lavas are basalts to andesites (see 
Fig. 6.3b). 
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Table 6.2. Classification of the Koras Lavas 
LN1BRECHTSDRI F SWARTKOPSLEEGTE ROUXVILLE S\~ARTKOP 
MH1BER MEMBER MEMBER MEMBER 
Modal classification basalts to dacites to basalts to rhyol ites 
(Streckei sen, 1979) andesites rhyo 1 i tes andesites 
See chapter 4. 
Irvine and Baragar basalts andesites/ basalts to dac i tes 
(1971), Fig. 6.3a. dacites tholeiitic 
andesites 
Cox et al. (1979), basaltic andesites dacites to basalts to rhyol ites 
Fig. 6.3b. to andesites rhyol ites basaltic 
andesites 
Streckeisen and andesites rhyol i tes basalts to rhyol ites 
Le Maitre (1979), andesites 
Fig. Ii. 3c . 
Present author, on basaltic andesites rhyodaci tes basalts to rhyo1 i tes 
the basis of the basaltic 
above results. andesites 
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6.3. Major and Trace Element Variation 
Major element variation diagrams (Figs. 6.5a-d) and trace element variation 
diagrams (Figs. 6.6a-g) are presented for the Koras lavas, and together with 
the classification plots these diagrams illustrate several important features. 
The basa Hi c andes ites of the Lambrechtsdrif Member (CS-l to 9, hollow and 
solid circular symbols) exhibit a close grouping on all diagrams as one would 
expect from an inspection of the analyses. Thus the average of the nine 
samples (appendix 4) provides a geochemical "fingerprint" for the member. 
The Swartkopsleegte rhyodacites also exhibit a close grouping on all 
diagrams. Samples from the Central Domain (solid squares) and the Southern 
Domain (hollow squares) are generally similar in major and trace element 
chemistry with the exception of CaD and Na 2D. Central I)omain samples have 
slightly lower CaD and slightly higher Na2D when compared to their Southern 
Domain correlatives. Thi s has resulted in their separation into two groups on 
diagrams that use normative plagioclase as an abscissa, e .g ., Figs. 6.2b, 6.31\. 
Although the Fe2D3 - ~gD plot (Fig. n.5h) for the Rouxville lavas is 
somewhat scattered, the basalts t o hasaltic andesites of this member exhibit a 
wei'lk "iron- enrichment trend" (Figs. 6.2a,c) which is accompanied by increasing 
contents of Si , Ti, Na and P, and decreasing amounts of Mg, Al and Ca. The 
more basic endmembers of the "trend" are from the Southern Domain while the 
Central Domain samples are more evolved rocks within the Rouxville Member e.g. 
CS-25, 26 have 53-55% Si02 with low t~gD (1,4-2,8%), and high Fe, Na, Ti and 
P contents. However, further samples are required to establish that there is 
a definite, continuous rlifferentiation trend within the member, to outline the 
possi bl e trenli cl early and to support further the 1 ithostrati graphic 
corre l ation of the Rouxville Member between the domains. Trace element 
patterns also indicate the possibility of a differentiation trend in the 
Rouxville Member and , in general these are a reflection of the major element 
variation. Rb has a similar oattern to K, Sr mimics Ca weakly, while Zr, Y, 
Nb, La , ~Ii, Ce exhibit the typical behaviour of incompatible elements anrl are 
similar in their behaviour to P205. Cr, Co and Ni decrease in 
concentration with decreasing MgD and V, Cu and Zn exhibit fairly constant to 
slightly erratic hehaviour. 
The basic rocks of the ~ouxville Member can be distinguished from those in the 
Lambrechtsdrif Member by their higher Ti, Fe, P, Y, Ni, ln, La, Nd, and Ce 
contents and lower Cu concent rations. 
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The S\~artkop t1ember samples (CS-27-30) exhibit a close grouping and this 
suggests very limited chemical variation within these lavas on Karos 
t~edersetti ng. 
Amygdale-inclusive analyses (CS-2SA, 26A). The amygdales in CS-2SA consist 
mainly of quartz and calcite and those in CS-26A are almost entirely of 
quartz. As one would expect the resultant effect is one of dilution of most 
components of the analyses with the exception of those components that make up 
the amygdales. Thus Si02 increases in both samples while CaO increases in 
CS-2SA. The decrease in CaO and increase in K20 in CS-2IiA, relative to 
CS-26, may be a result of minor secondary alteration or possibly minor 
heterogenei ty 'l n the sample materi al. A 11 other maj or elements decrease in 
concentration. Rb mimics K, while Sr exhibits an inverse relationship with 
Ca. The limited data precludes any interpretation of this Ca-Sr relationship 
except to say that CS-26A may have undergone sl ight secondary alteration. All 
other trace elements decrease in concentration. The results reaffirm the work 
of Pemberton (1978, p.13) and emphasize the need to remove amygdales during 
sample preparation, although for general purposes, a small amount of amygdale 
contamination can be tolerated. 
Analysis CS-10. On the major and trace element variation diagrams and the 
classification plots, sample CS-10 does not fall within the close group of 
nine sample points of the Lambrechtsdrif Member. CS-10 has chemical 
characteristics that are similar to those of the Rouxville Member Lavas e.g., 
high P20S and Ti0 2, and on most variation diagrams falls wi thi n the 
"trend" exhibited by the Rouxville Member. It is therefore suggested that the 
sample was probably collected from a small dyke or fissure intrusion of the 
Rouxville Member, in the Lambrechtsdrif Member, which was not identified in 
the field due to the poor exposure in the area. Mineralogically, sample CS-10 
also differs from the more typical Lambrechtsdrif lavas in having phenocrysts 
of orthopyroxene compared to the usual aphanitic plagioclase-augite 
assemblages . Petrographic comparison with the Rouxville lavas is difficult 
because of the commonly amygdalo idal, aphanitic to porphyritic nature of these 
lavas and the presence of altered mafic phenocrysts (pyroxene?) in some 
samples e.g., KA-720. 
Interelement Ratios. Selected interelement ratios are presented in Appendix 7 
and Fig.6.7. Together with the variation diagrams these ratios show that the 
lava members of the Koras Group are geochemically distinct units and it is 
suggested that they are not related by any simple fractionation process. 
However, a detailed geochemical investigation of the inter-member 
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relationships of the Koras lavas is beyond the scope of this study and would 
require mo rn whole rock analyses, as well as mineral analyses. In addition, 
such an investigation would be subject to the following limitations : 
1. The Rouxville lavas have been shown to be flow-differentiated (Fig. 4.3.2) 
anrl some within-flow sampling would be required to determine the effects 
of flow-differentiation on chemical composition. Pemberton (1978, p.8) 
suggests, from work on Karoo basalts, that samples shoul d be co 11 ected 
from as near the base of the flow as possible. (Concerning further 
analytical work on the ba su;tic lavas of the Rouxville Member, it will be 
essential to ensure that non-epidotized samples are used an d that, as far 
as possible, all amygdales are removed). 
2. The Koras quartz-fel dspar porphyri es contai n numerous crustal xenol iths 
which suggests that: 
(a) the porphyries are crustal melts, and the xenoliths represent relict, 
unmelted phases, or 
(b) the porphyries are contaminated with crustal material and as such it 
will be very difficult to determine their uncontaminated composition. 
However the most dominant feature of the Koras Lavas is their bimodal 
basaltic-rhyolitic composition and their petrogenes i s is thus discussed in 
chapter 8 in the light of hypotheses for the origin of bimorlal 
associations. 
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6.4 Comparison with Previous Work 
On the basis of the stratigraphic succession of Du Toit (1965) and the work of 
Smit (1977), Grobler et al. (1977) proposed that the Koras lavas represent a 
shoshonitic, calc-alkaline association, and were emplaced in a newly 
stabilized oroqenic region shortly after the cessation of the last period of 
Namaqua folding. Although Grobler et al. (1977) and the present study are in 
agreement that the Koras 1 avas are an "average-K" to hi gh-K, subal kal i ne 
association (see Figs. 6.4, 6.8), the present study differs in that the Koras 
lavas are classified here as a tholeiitic association. In addition, the 
structural data of thi s study based on a newly proposed strati graphic 
succession suggests that the Koras Group represents the erosional relicts of a 
1 ate-syntectonic cover sequence that fonned duri ng the 1 ate stages of the 
Namaqua Event. Comparison of the geochemical work of Grobler et al. (1977) 
and the present study indicates that similarities exist, however, there are 
di fferences on the i nterpretati on of 
plots. This problem can only be 
geochemical work based on the newly 
the analytical data and the graphical 
resolved by further, more detailed, 
proposed stratigraphic succession. In 
this regard, papers that are in preparation (Frick et al., in prep., and Moen, 
in prep.) should be most illuminating. 
!"urther consi derati on of the poss i b 1 e shoshoni ti c affi ni ti es of the Kora s 
lavas is desirable because: 
1. The Koras lavas appear to be generally K-rich rocks. 
2. Some Koras samples plot in the shoshonite field on Mackenzie and 
Chappell's (1972) potash vs. silica diagram (see Fig. 6.8). 
3. Shoshonitic rocks are characteristic of specific tectonic environments. 
In a recent review, ~10rrison (1980) describes the characteristics (see Table 
6.3) and tectonic setting of the shoshonite rock association. 
Table 6.3 Chemical characteristics of the shoshonite association (from 
t10rrison 1980, p.98) 
( 1 ) 
( 2) 
(3 ) 
(4) 
( 5 ) 
(6 ) 
(7) 
(8 ) 
(9 ) 
8asalts near-saturated in silica (i.e. rarely have nonnative Ne or Q) 
Low iron enrichment (flat trend on AFM) 
High total alkalies (N .l iO + K20 greater than 5%) 
Hi gh K20/Na20 (greater than 0.6 at 50% Si02, greater than 1. a at 55% 
$ i 02 
Steep positive slope on K20 versus $i02 at low $i02 (less than 0.5 
at 45-57% $i02, but zero or negative at greater than 57% Si02) 
Enrichment in P, Rb, Sr, Ra, Pb, light rare earth elements (in accord with 
potassium enrichment) 
Low Ti02 (less than 1.3%) 
iligh but variable A1203 (14-19%) 
High FeZ03/FeO (greater than 0.5) 
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Comparison of the chemical characteristics of the Koras lavas \'lith those 
proposed by Morrison (1980, p.98) for the shoshonite association (Table 6.3) 
shows the foll O\~i ng: 
1. The basaltic rocks of the Koras Group are all distinctly quartz-normative: 
Lambrechtsdri f t1ember, average Q ; 9.88, S. D. ; 2.04 
Rouxville Member, av~rage Q ; 5,93 , S. O. ; 2,71 
2. The Lambrechtsdrif Member exhibits a close grouping and no Fe-enrichment 
or calc-alkaline trend is discernable, however, the Rouxville Member 
exhibits a weak "Fe-enrichment trend". 
3. Total alkali content in the Koras basaltic 1 avas is generally less than 5% 
(see Fig. 6.la). 
4. K20/Na20 values : 
Lambrechtsdrif Mbr. Rouxville Mbr. 
Sampl e S;02 K20/~a20 Sample Si02 K2O/Na 2O 
CS-l 54.80 1.02 CS-19 48.90 0.57 
CS-2 54.52 0.57 CS-20 50.28 0.33 
CS-3 54.04 0.50 CS- 2l 52.80 0.30 
CS-4 54.98 0.88 CS-22 51.07 0. 58 
CS-5 56.51 0.36 CS-23 51.04 0.92 
CS-6 55.70 0.51 CS-24 53.90 1.25 
CS-7 55.92 0.33 CS-25 54.89 0.22 
CS-8 54.99 0. 55 CS-26 52.89 0.01 
CS-9 55.41 0.36 (CS-1O) 51 .98 0.90 
In general it can be seen that the Koras basaltic 1 avas do not exhibit the 
high K20/Na20 values characteristic of the shoshonite rock association. 
5. The Koras lavas represent a bimodal basaltic-rhyolitic association so that 
discussion of slopes on a potash vs. silica diagram (Fig 6.8) with the 
limited data from this study is speculative. 
6. Compared to the averages for shoshonitic rocks (Morri son, 1980, p. 1 02) 
Lambrechtsdrif basaltic andesites have low P, Sr and similar Rb, La, Ce, 
Nd contents; Rouxville hasalts have low Rb, Sr, similar P ant1 high La , 
Ce, Nd concentrations. 
7. Although the Lambrechtsdri f basaltic andesites have low Ti02 contents 
(average; 1. 10, S.D. ; 0.05), the Rou xville basalts to basaltic andesites 
are typified by high Ti02 (qreater than 1.15%; see Fig. 6.5a; average; 
2.14, S.D. ; 0.37). 
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8. The Koras basaltic lavas generally have low A1 Z03 contents (:,15%; see 
Fig. 6.5a), which results in their classification as tholeiitic rocks on 
Fig. Ii.Zb. 
Lambrechtsdrif Member average A1 Z03 = 14.85%, S.D. = O.ZO 
Rouxville ~~ember average A1 203 = 14,69%, 5.0. = 0.84. 
9. All Fe was determinerl as Fe203. 
The name shoshonite is used for a rock association that has been defined on 
the basis of major element chemistry and as such the Koras lavas do not, in 
general, exhibit the chemical characteristics of shoshonitic lavas. In 
addition, the shoshonite association has chemical features in common with both 
the calc-alkaline and alkali-olivine basalt associations but diagrams used in 
section 6.2 suggest that the Koras lavas are best classified as a tholeiitic 
association. 
Shoshonitic hasalts and hasaltic andesites typically have abundant phenocrysts 
of olivine (Morrison, 1980, p.103). No olivine has been identified in the 
Koras basaltic lavas and their oversaturated character suggests that it would 
be unlikely to occur. In addition, phenocrysts of clinopyroxene and 
pl agi ocl ase (1 abradorite) are common in shoshonitic basaltic 1 avas and are 
also present in some Koras basalts but these phenocrysts are common in most 
basalt associations and are not diagnostic. Further mineralogical comparison 
is difficult because the Koras basaltic lavas are generally non-porphyritic, 
aphanitic, glassy rocks. 
According to Morrison (1980, p.103) "there is a consistent relationship in 
time and space between the various rock associations in young orogenic areas 
and the shoshonite association represents a specific tectonic regime". 
Shoshonitic rocks in evolved orogenic settings e.g., the Andes, tend to be the 
youngest volcanic suite and occur above the deeper part of the subduction 
zone. However , evi dence for a subducti on zone in the regi on duri ng Koras 
times is speculative and the Koras lavas are believed to represent a 
conti nenta 1 1 ate-orogeni c cover sequence. It is suggested that the Koras 
lavas do not represent a shoshonitic association. 
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6.5. Comparison with the Sinclair Sequence 
Th r Sinclair Sequence of southern s.W.A./Namibia (Fig. 6.9) consists of 
interbedded volcanic, volcaniclastic and clastic rocks which are intruded by 
granite, syenite, basic to intermediate bodies and felsic and basic dykes. On 
the basis of lithological similarity and similar age limits, this sequence 
has been correlated with the Koras Group by Truter (1949, p.lx), lJu Toit 
(1965, p.98) and Grobler et al. (1977, p.174), and is presently considered to 
be the coeval equivalent of the Koras Group by SACS (1980). However, 
considerable work on the Sinclair Sequence and the 
done before any detailed correlation can be made. 
p.l), mapping and geochemical study of the Sinclair 
Koras Group remains to be 
According to Miller (1980, 
Sequence have been carried 
Ollt nn a reconnaissance basis only. In addition, the characteristics and 
mutual relationships between each volcanic and plutonic event need to be 
investigated in rletail in order to quantify the source regions and earth 
processes that produced the Si ncl ai r Sequence. As with the Koras Group, 
detailed geochronological work is required to date the whole Sinclair event 
and to trace the geochronological history across the contact between Sinclair 
and Namaqua rocks (Miller, 1980). 
The Sinclair Sequence consists of three evolutionary cycles of deposition 
(Fig. 6.10), each cycle consisting of basic lava, rhyol itic lava and immature 
sedimentary rocks, and in this respect, it is quite similar to the Koras Group 
whic h comprises two cycles of bimodal basaltic-rhyolitic lavas and associated 
greywackes and arkoses. However, geochemically the Sinclair lavas are mainly 
calc-alkaline, often shoshonitic, and thus differ from the predominantly 
tholeiitic Koras Lavas (Fig. 6.11). 
Two major structural trends dominate the Sinclair Sequence and although 
structural correlation over 500km is speculative, these trends are similar to 
the two structural trends seen in the Koras Group i.e. the first is 
northwesterlylwestnorthwesterly and is expressed by bedding strike and major 
faults; the second NINE trend has rlisplaced the Guperas and Auborus 
Format i ons in large horst and graben structures and is paralleled by numerous 
dyke swarms. 
Thus the Koras Group is petrologically similar to the Sinclair Sequence 
al though geochemical di fferences between the respective 1 avas exi st . However, 
the conc l 'lsi on reacherl here, that the Kora s Group represents a late-syntectonic 
cover sequence whi ch f ormed rluri ng the Namaqua event is s imil a r to the 
ib 
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Figure 6.10. Geological succession and evolutionary cycles of the Sinclair 
Group (after Watters, 1977) 
explanation provided by ~·'iller (1980, p.23) for the Sinc lair Sequence: 
"Several major faults in the Helmeringhausen area parallel this (early NW-WNW) 
trend. This obviously indicates a strong basement structural control during 
the Sinclair event. The orientation of the Excelsior mylonite belt parallel 
to this trend could be taken as an indication that it is a feature with a long 
hi story, i. e., that it is primari ly a feature of syntectoni c Namaqua age 
(despite its present late- to post-tectonic expression) and that the Sinclair 
event is directly related to and is the surface expression of the Namaqua 
event. Sinclair rock s are thus preserved on the edge of the Namaqua orogen." 
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6.6 Comparison with the Wilgenhoutsdrif Group 
The "spatial, lithological and petrogenetic similarity" between the Koras Group 
and the unrler1yi ng deformed and metamorphosed Wil genhoutsdrif Group has been 
noted by Moen (1980, p.245): 
"No intraformational unconformities could he recognized in the Hi1genhoutsdrif, 
hut the two successions are similar in the ratio of felsic to basic lava, and 
to some extent also the type of sediments that intersperse the volcanics. In 
both cases the volcanic activity was not widespread; in fact both successions 
are of relatively small areal extent and apparently formed under tectonically 
unstable conditions". 
The suba1kaline, tholeiitic lavas of the Wilgenhoutsdrif Group consist of two 
or three bimodal cycles of low-K to "average-K" basalts and low-K to high-K, 
peraluminous (up to 1-2% normative corundum) rhyodacites (quartz-feldspar 
porphyries), and are thus similar to the Koras lavas. Trace element averages 
are compared in Table ~.4. The Lambrechtsdrif Member differs from the 
Wilgenhoutsdrif basic lavas by having higher Rb, Cr and V contents and lower 
Nh concentrations while the Rouxville Member has higher Rb, Zr, Y, Nb, Cr, V 
and lower Cu values when compared to the Wilgenhoutsdrif basic lavas. Koras 
quartz porphyries have significantly higher Rb, Sr, Zr, Y, Nb and lower Cr and 
Ni concentrations. 
TABLE 6.4. Compari son of Trace Element Abundances (ppm) of the Koras Group 
witfi tfie Wi1genhoutsarir ~roup 
LMA Rr~A 101GB S.D. SlMA SkMA WGR S.D. 
Rb 53,2 34,1 9 7 186,8 223,2 67 49 
Sr 279 310 257 141 250 183 78 31 
Zr 144 296 144 53 387 424 255 117 
Y 32,6 54,9 31 5 70,3 74,3 46 11 
!'lb 10,6 22,1 19 8 28,8 39,6 20 7 
Cr 127 212 70 69 16 10 55 28 
V 237 281 121 28 93 36 27 20 
Co 50 52 47 17 19 21 27 13 
Ni 64 90 78 24 20 11 30 17 
Cu 84 32 85 40 12 8 6 3 
In 85 111 95 23 98 65 47 26 
U1A - Lambrechtsdrif Member average (9 analyses) 
RMA - Rouxvi11e Member average (8 analyses) 
WGB - Wi1genhoutsdrif Group basic 1 avas (average of 17 analyses from Moen, 
1980) 
SlMA - Swartkops1eegte Member average (8 analyses) 
SkMa - Swartkop Member average (4 analyses) 
WGR - Wil genhoutsdrif Group rhyodac i tes (quartz- fe1 dspar porphyri es; 
of 14 analyses from Moen, 1980) 
average 
S.I). - Standar~ deviations of Wi1genhoutsdrif Group averages. 
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Although there is a general absence of intermediate volcanics in the 
Wilgenhoutsdr if Group, r·10en (1980 p.14l) proposes a qualitative crystal 
fractionation model which suggests that the Hilgenhoutsdrif volcanics could 
possibly be related to a single parent magma. However, he (op.cit., p.1S3) 
does not rule out the possiblity that the Wilgenhoutsdrif rhyodacites could 
have originated as separate magma "y llartial or complete melting of crustal 
material. Finally ~1oen (1980) proposes a plate tectonic model to accolln t for 
the geotectonic hi story of the region :--
"The Hil genhoutsdri f Formation is situated in a zone characteri zed by 
prominent faults and numerous, though small, ultramafic intrusions, and is 
overlain by undeformed lava and sediments of the Koras Group. It would thus 
seem to occur in a zone of crustal weakness which persisted for a considerable 
tir.Je. A geotectonic model, accounting for these features in terms of plate 
tectonics postulates the Wilgenhoutsdrif Group to have developed in the early 
stages of a coll ision between two continental plates, during which time the 
ultramafics were emplaced and the tholeiitic lavas were extruded. After 
cessation of the ensuing deformation, the geosuture remained as a zone of 
deeply penetrating faults and abnormal heat flow, which gave rise to the Koras 
volcanics". 
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6.7. .omparison with the Lavas of the Witwatersrand Triad. 
The Koras Group has been correlated lithologically with the Dominion Group by 
Vi sser (1959, p. xxvi) and with the Ventersdorp Supergroup by Rogers and Du 
Toit (1910, p.73) and Le Roex (lQ43, p.2). Truter (1949, p.1x) correlated the 
Koras Group wi th the Zoet1 i ef Group whi ch is present1 y bel i eved to be of 
Dominion Group/Lower Ventersdorp Supergroup age (SACS, 1980). Although 
radiometric age determinations of the Koras Group and its immediately 
underlying sequences (Wilgenhoutsdrif Group; Su1tanaoord Group) yield younger 
ages than those determined for the above cratonic sequences, it is of interest 
in view of the above lithological correlations to compare the Karas lavas with 
those of the Witwatersrand triad on the basis of geochemistry. A unifying 
general feature is that both associations are subalkaline, are "average-K" to 
K-rich with tholeiitic affinities, and consist of cyclic, bimodal 
basaltic/andesitic and rhyodacitic lavas. 
The results of a comparison with Witwatersrand triad volcanics from the 
Klerksdorp area indicate that the Rouxville and Swartkop Members of the 
Leeudraai formation are not similar to any of the lava units of the 
Wi twatersrand tri ad in thi s area. However, the Swartkopsl eegte Member 
(Boomrivier FJ11 . ) is similar to the Makwassie Formation in the Ventersdorp 
Supergroup. The Makwassie Formation exhibits a fairly close grouping (17 
analyses) for most elements and the average is presented in Table 6.5 together 
with the Swartkops1 eegte average. The Lambrechtsdrif 11ember is simil ar to 
some of the Dominion basic ld vas as well as the Alberton Formation 
(K1ipriviersberg Group). The basic lavas of the Dominion and Klipriviersberg 
Groups exhibit considerable within-group geochemical variation as well as 
between-group similarities ULP. Bowen, pers.collll1.). 
Clearly, simil ar processes of magma generati on, probably i nvol vi ng simil ar 
source rocks, have probahly operated at different times in the region and 
thereby produced geochemically similar lavas. This explanation conforms with 
the presently accepted age relationships of the region and seems plausible 
because of the frequent occurrence of bimodal basalt-rhyolite volcanics 
through time in Southern Africa, e.g . , Zoet1ief Group, Wilgenhoutsdrif Group, 
as well as in other regions of the earths crust. Further discussion on the 
origin of bimodal volcan i~m is continued in section B.2. 
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TABLE 6.5. Geochemical Comparison of the Swartkopsleegte and Lambrechtsdrif 
Members wlth Wltwatersrand Triad Lavas. 
Si02 
Ti02 
A1 203 
Fe 203 
MnO 
MgO 
CaD 
Na20 
K20 
P205 
Nb 
Zr 
y 
Sr 
Rb 
Zn 
Cu 
Ni 
Co 
Cr 
V 
La 
Ce 
Nd 
SMA 
67,30 
1 ,12 
12,99 
7,12 
0,09 
1 , 15 
2,65 
2,43 
4,71 
0,45 
29,2 
393 
71,4 
254 
19,0 
100 
12 
20 
19 
16 
94 
79 
164 
81 
MFA 
64,56 
1,22 
14,46 
7,62 
0,09 
2,43 
3,34 
3,02 
2,72 
0,52 
32,4 
535 
71 ,6 
621 
89,2 
112 
14 
25 
22 
22 
107 
93 
193 
92 
S. D. 
3,91 
0,18 
1 ,51 
1 ,98 
0,03 
1,27 
1 ,55 
1,30 
1,96 
0,07 
5,1 
79 
8,2 
688 
64,9 
32 
5 
6 
5 
6 
19 
24 
43 
28 
LMA 
55,21 
1 , 10 
14,85 
10,69 
0,13 
5,47 
8,96 
2,24 
1 ,21 
0,14 
10,8 
147 
33,2 
284 
54,2 
87 
86 
65 
51 
129 
241 
17 
46 
24 
AFA 
55,40 
1,07 
14,95 
11 ,44 
0,13 
5,12 
7,19 
3,40 
1 ,13 
0,16 
5,5 
116 
22,2 
393 
39,4 
85 
92 
158 
61 
124 
184 
12 
30 
14 
SMA Swartkopsleegte Member average (8 analyses) 
MFA Makwassie Formation average (17 analyses) 
S.D. Standard deviation 
LMA Lambrechtsdrif Member average (9 analyses) 
AFA Alberton Formation average (19 analyses) 
S.D. 
1 ,61 
0,05 
0,66 
0,67 
0,02 
0,78 
1 ,45 
0,94 
0,60 
0,01 
1 ,2 
16 
1,57 
184 
23,2 
8 
17 
30 
4 
105 
12 
3 
5 
3 
DGB 
57,24 
1,02 
14,56 
11 ,79 
0,15 
3,91 
6,70 
3,08 
1,28 
0,26 
6,5 
153 
26,5 
512 
32,9 
105 
54 
49 
58 
18 
276 
22 
46 
25 
S. D. 
1,90 
0,18 
0,85 
1,84 
0,02 
1 ,13 
1,20 
0,62 
0,83 
0,07 
1 , ° 
12 
2,6 
184 
21,9 
18 
15 
23 
7 
15 
91 
3 
7 
4 
DGB Dominion Group basic lavas (average of 13 analyses selected from 
72 analyses; samples with similar Zr and Ce contents to the 
Lambrechtsdrif Member were selected). 
The major element analyses are volatile-free and recalculated to 100%. Trace 
element concentrations are adjusted to the volatile free analyses. The data 
for the Witwatersrand tri ad volcanics of the Klerksdorp area were obtained 
with permission from M. Bowen (in prep.) and T. Bowen (in prep.). 
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7. ASSOCIATEfl INTRUSIVE qOCKS 
7.1. Distribution and Correlation 
I n the Upi nqton-Grobl ershoop area vari ous undeformed i ntrusi ve rocks such as 
quartz-porphyry dykes, t101erite dykes, granites and syenites are regarded as 
intrusive equivalents of the Koras Group IDu TO l t, 1965; Geringer and Botha, 
1976; Smit,1977; Grobler et al., 1977; '~oen, 1980; Van Zyl, 1981). 
Although it is possible to simply correlate any relatively undeformed 
intrusive \~ith the Koras Group, certain field and lithological evidence as 
well as age ~eterminations are required to show that the intrusives are 
associated with the tectonothermal event that produced the Koras lavas. 
Geochemical evidence, particularly trace element geochemistry, together with 
isotope geochemistry, if possible, is needed to show comagmatic relationships. 
In thi s chapter all the rel ati vely undefonned intrusive rocks that coul d be 
associ ated with the Koras Group are bri efly descri bed and di scussed. No 
evidence is led here to show comagmatic relationships and to date, the only 
published attempt to show such relationships is the work of Geringer and Sotha 
(1976). 
7.2. Quartz-Feldspar Porphyry and Dolerite Ilykes 
7.2.1. Quartz-Porphyry Dykes on Leeudraai Farm 
(Figure 4.3.1, p41; map 2A : T-19, 20, 21) 
t~edi um-grai ned quartz-fel dspar porphyry dykes are 
Leeudraai-Kal kwerfputs faul t on Leeurjraai fann. 
reddish-brown and are fractured and veined with 
intruded along 
These porphyri es 
malachite filling 
the 
are 
the 
fractures at some localities. In thin section (LIJ-27, LD-32) the porphyries 
cons i st of corroded and stra i ned quartz, corroded and altered fe 1 dspa rand 
epidotized mafic minerals set in a microcrystalline to partially devitrified 
groundmass. Opaques and apatite are associ ated with the epi doti zed mafic 
minerals and some epidote is also present in the groundmass. These porphyries 
are generally simila r" in texture and mineralogy to the quartz-feldspar 
porphyri es of the Koras Group, but are 
author, s np~ ifically similar to the 
particular member of the Koras Group. 
not, in the opinion of the 
quartz-feldspar porphyries 
present 
of any 
The rjykes are intruded into the faul t zone between Koras rocks and the 
Wilgenhoutsdrif Group 
dykes are probably 
ann are therefore probably all post-Koras in age . These 
not intrusive equivalents of the Koras lavas ann 
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may represent a period of minor magmatic activity during post-Koras times 
where quartz-porphyry was intruded into areas or zones of structural 
weakness such as the Leeudraai-Ka I kwertputs fault. A lternati vely these 
porphyries may have been produced at depth as a result of movement along 
the Leelldraai-Kalkwerfputs fault and are localized dykes. 
7.2.2. Quartz-Porphyry Dykes on Ezelfontei n Noord 
Three northeasterly striking dykes were encountered at or near Ezelfontein 
Noord in the Southern Domain. The porphyry dykes to the east and west of 
the Ezelfontein Noord farmhouse (map 2B : S-29, R-29) are poorly exposed, 
xenolith-bearing, medium- to coarse-grained quartz-feldspar porphyries 
that are brOlm to grey-brown in colour and are generally similar in 
appearance to the porphyries of the Leeudraai Formation. In thin section 
(EN-25, -26, -32), they are composed of corroded and strained quartz 
crystals, altered and corroded feldspars, chloritized mafic minerals, 
xenol iths and resorbed rock fragments (gl omeroporphyri tic aggregates?). 
This mediu'11 to coarse-grained crystalline material is set in a 
mi crocrystall i ne groundmass composed of quartz, fel dspar I aths, chlorite 
and opaques. 
The dyke at the north of Ezelfontein Noord (map 28 : Q-28) appears to be 
an inclined sheet dipping to the northwest at a moderate angle. The dyke 
rocks are resistant and form piles of slightly rounded boulders which 
protrude above the adjacent terrain underlain by volcanic rocks of the 
Lambrechtsdri f Member. On fresh surfaces, these fine-to medium-grainer! 
rocks are speckled white, yellow, brown and black, with an overall light 
greyish-brown appearance. In thin section (EN-5J corroded and strained 
Quartz crystals, corroded and altered feldspars (some of which are 
perthitic) and chloritized mica are set in a granophyric groundmass with 
accessory epidote, chlorite, sphene, opaque minerals and apatite. The 
qUd r tz and feldspar that are set in the granophyric groundmass are 
texturally similar to those set in the microcrystalline groundmass of the 
Swartkopsl p" 'lte porphyri es. Thi s micrograni te dyke may well be a feeder 
to the Swartkopsleegte porphyries in this area, however, major and trace 
element geochemical data are required to substantiate this statement. 
7.2. J . Strallssburg-Rouxville Oyke Swarm 
In the area from ~ ' r a u- '~urg village in the east, across the Orange River 
to ROllxvil1e farm in the west, numerous 'luartz-feldspar porphyry and 
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dole r'i t:' dykes with a dominant northeast-trending strike intrude 
granite-gneiss (map 2A : 8-16) and the Sultanaoord Group. The dykes have 
been described by Du Toit (1965, p.58) and ~4oen (198D, p.233) who hoth 
noted that the quartz-felrlspar porphyries are similar in texture and 
mineralogy to those of the Swartkop Member. Although the groundmass of 
the dyke rocks is fine-grained and ' aplitic compared to the aphanitic 
reddi sh-brown groundmass of the Swartkop porphyri es, the dyke porphyri es 
are, in the opinion of the presesnt author, very similar to the porphyries 
of the Swartkop t4ember. The dykes which vary in width from less than a 
metre to more than 20 metres contai n i rregul ar to rounded xeno 1 i ths of 
fine-grained to aphanitic basic rocks as well as some gneiss fragments. 
Some of the dolerites have large (up to 2cms) rounded and corroded 
fel dspars (xeno1 iths?) tha ! protrude 1 i ke warts from the desert 
-varnished, weathered surfaces. 
Moen (1980, p 174) noted that "there is a marked parallelism between the 
northeast trending faults and a swarm of dolerite and Koras dykes" and 
suggested that the faulting and dykes are associated and "occurred during 
a period of NW-SE tension". The strongly preferred northeast-southwest 
strike of "aplite dykes" in this area was also noted by Van Zyl (1981, 
p.32) who considered that some of the dykes "may in fact be 
quartz-porphyry rlykes relater! to the acid volcanics of the Koras Group". 
The Swartkop Member is interbedded with the basaltic lavas of the 
Rouxvil1e ~4ember and it is therefore sugges ted that the Straussburg-
Rouxville dyke swarm, which consists of closely associated quartz-feldspar 
porphyries and do1erites, could represent the intrusive equivalent of the 
Swartkop and Rouxville Members. 
7. 2.4. Dolerite Oykes (Southern Oomain) 
Two dolerite dykes are intruded into the Swartkops1eegte r~ember at 
Eze1fontein ~oord (map 2B R-29) a~ d could possibly be intrusive 
equivalents of the Rouxville r4ember basalts in this area. Do1erites 
\~ithin the Lambrechtsdrif Hember are discussed on p.22 . In addition, 
re1 ati vely undeformed dol erite dykes intruded into the Wil genhoutsd r if 
Group that are regarded by G. 140en (pers. comm.) as possible equivalents 
of the Koras Group WE're located on l3uchuberg Sett1 ement (map 2B : U-27, 
V-2 ~ , V-29) . The possibility that these do1erites are Karoo-age dykes 
also ex i sts. 
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7.3. Granitic Rocks 
Various post-tectonic (relative to the Namaqua Event) granitic rocks are 
regarded as plutonic equivalents of the Koras Group. A small (300m) circular 
syenite plug at Buchuberg Settlement (map 2B : T-29) has been described and 
correlated with the Koras Group by Smit (1977, p.24l). The plug is undeformed 
and intrudes granite-gnei ss. Post-tectonic granites outside the study area 
occur near the farmhouse of Die Poort which is 5km east of Kl e inbegin as well 
as in the area anjacent to, but west of the 8rakbos fault. These granites are 
exposed on Hartbeesvlakte and Trooilapspan, northwest of Kleinbegin (Moen, 
pers. comm.). Granites in the southwestern corner of the farm Karos are 
regarded as post-tectonic intrusives by Stowe (1981), but it is unknown 
whether these are considered as equivalents of the Koras Group. 
Grobler et al. (1977, p. 169) a "non-foliated granite on Boks 
considered a sub-volcanic equivalent of the acid Koras lavas". 
According to 
Puts 115 is 
In the Northern Domain the Blauwbosch granite is believed by Geringer and 
80tha (1976) to be an intrusive equivalent of the Koras Group. This 
interpretation is based on close field relationships that exist between the 
granite ann the quartz porphyries as well as similarities in the major element 
geochemistry, and mineralogy. Although the Blauwbosch granite could well be 
associ ated with the tectonothermal event that produced Koras 1 avas, major 
el ement chemi stry and mi nera logy are i nsuffici ent to prove a consangui nou s 
rel ati onshi p between the grani te and the quartz-fel dspar porphyri es. Trace 
element geochemistry, at least, is also required. In addition the correlation 
of the quartz porphyry on Steenk <lmpsputs with the lower porphyry 
(Swartkopsl eegte Member) by the absence of pyroxene is improbabl e because 
pyroxene (augite e.g., CS-13) has been found in the Swartkopsleegte porphyries 
of the Central Domain. Moen (in prepn.) correlates all the porphyries in the 
Northern Domain with the upper porphyries (Leeudraai Formation) in the Central 
Domain. 
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8. AGE, PETROGENESIS AND DEPOSITIONAL SETTING 
8.1. Age of the Koras Group 
The numerous age determinations of Karas Group rocks are presented in Table 
8.1. The ages ran')e from 1344 Ma to C)76 r~a although most ages are within the 
wide range of 1000 - 1200 Ma. The Rb-Sr dates require reconsideration in view 
of the stratigraphy proposed here i.e., the division of the single basalt 
formation (Lambrechtsdrif Fm. of SACS, 1980) into two geocfJemically distinct, 
basalt members that are separated in time by sedimentation of the Karos ~~ember 
(Centra 1 Doma in), the extrus i on of the Swartkopsl eegte Quartz Porphyry Member 
and sedimentation of the Ezelfontein Member (Southern Domain). If the samples 
that were used for the Rh-Sr isochrons are all from one or all from the other 
of the two basalt members proposed here (Lambrechtsdrif or Rauxville), then 
the dates obtained will still be valid. If not, then the date obtained is 
under' questi on because the primary assumpti on for a Rb-Sr i sochron (i. e., that 
samples are from a geochemically related suite and have the same initial 
Sr-isotope composition) may not be fulfilled. 
The wide range of U-Pb dates using quartz-feldspar porphyries (average age = 
1140 Ma) has bl"en questioned by Moen (1980, p.236) and could possibly be the 
result of inherited zi .ons. The zircons may be present in xenoliths or be 
unmelted phases left over during magma generation. According to Faure (1977) 
zircon is a ve ry refractory mineral anrl may survive melting of pre-existing 
rocks. Burger and \/al raven (1978) suggest that inhe rited zircon could be 
responsible for their higher ages and pr oposed that these should be 
disregarded. The xenol iths and resorbed rock fragments that can be seen in 
all the quartz-feldspar po rphyries of the Koras Group (chapter 4), would 
support the view that inherited zircons are responsible for the wide range of 
U-Pb dates. 
Thus evaluation of age determinations of the Koras Group indicates that some 
results are at present controversial and that a r e-examination of the data is 
requi red. In additi on, the quartz-fel dspar porphyri es are probably 
contaminated with crustal material or may, in fact, represent crustal -derived 
magmas with relict unmelted zircons so that U-Pb dating of zircons can only 
yield the most likely maximum age limit for the Koras Group. 
T~RLE 8.1. ,A Summary of ,Age Detemi nati ons of rocks of the Koras Group 
Author Rock Type Formation Member Method A'Je 
(previous author) (tfii s study) 
Kroner et a1. basaltic-andesite Florida Fm. (KO-4) Rouxvi11e Mbr. and/or Rh-Sr whole 1176 + 9 Ma (1 qn) L ambrechtsdri f rock. 7 - point Ro = U.70606 
Mbr. i sochron + 0.00007 
-
Barton (1979),quoted ? Rb-Sr '170 t~a 
in Stowe (1981) 
Van ~iekerk quartz-feldspar Upper and Lower Kenilworth j·lbr. U-Pb 1085 + 80 r~a 
-
and gurger porphyry Quartz Porphyry Swartkop ~br. and/or 
( 1967) Members Swartkops1eegte Mbr. 
, Geri nger and granite Intrusi ve equivalent Keni1liorth Mbr. U-Pb 1 054 !~a 
Botha (1976) of Koras quartz Swartkop 11br. and/or 
fel~spar porphyry Swartkops1 eegte t~br. cc 
Burger and quartz-fel dspa ~ Lower Porphyry Swartkops1eegte U-Pb 976 + 20 Ma 
lola 1 raven (1976) porphyry (SM-205) Formation Mbr. -
quartz-feldspar Upper Porphyry Swartkop ~1br. U-Pb 1070 + 20 t~a 
porphyry (SM-204) formati on 1090 "+ 20 Ma 
-
Burger and quartz-fe1 dspar Avondale Fm. (r1oen, 1974): Leeudraa i Fm.: U-Pb 1148 + 30 Ma 
Walraven (1978) porphyry (HFM-428) Upper phase Swartkop "1br. 1313 "+ 30 Ma 
(HFM-429) Lower phase Kenil worth t1br. 1344"+ 30 Ma 
-
granite porphyry Instrusive equivalent of Koras quartz-feldspar U-Pb 1448 + 30 
(H!'"M-415) porphyry 1550"+ 40 
-
Botha et al. quartz-feldspar Leeudraai Fm. Swartkop Mbr. U-Pb 1180 + 7if Ma 
(1979) porphyry -
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8.2. Review of Hypotheses for the Origin of Bimodal Basaltic-Rhyolitic Lavas 
8.2.1 Introduction 
The contemporaneous or associated extrusion or intrusion of contrasting mafic 
and felsic magmas, with intermediate members absent or of neglible volume, is 
one of the oldest problems in petrology, and this relative paucity of 
intermediate rocks hils often been described as the "Daly Gap" (Yoder, 1973). 
Walker and Skelhorn (1966) suggest that these "associations are so common that 
their understanding is likely to be of major significance in igneous 
petrogenesis". The brief review presented here is mainly concerned with 
bimodal basaltic-rhyolitic lavas as it is these rock types which are found in 
the Koras Group. However, some of these hypotheses can be appl ied to the 
alkaline rocks and also, in general, to intrusive bimodal associations. 
Some general features of bimodal basal tic-rhyol itic associ ati ons recorded in 
the literature are listed below. 
1. These associations are present in many volcanic provinces, from Archaean 
greens tone belt times to the present, ina wi de variety of tectoni c 
settings. 
2. They are geochemica11y variable; the mafic mode may consist of olivine 
basalts, basalts, basaltic andesites or andesites; the felsic mode 
usually comprises trachytes, quartz trachytes, dacites or rhyolites. 
3. There is usually a clear compositional break between the two modes, but in 
a few cases, intermediate rock types are sporadically developed. It would 
appear then that bimodal associations might grade into fully represented, 
differentiated suites. 
4. The modes may be geochemically fairly uniform, homogeneous units as in the 
Island park caldera of eastern Idaho, U.S.A. (Hamilton, 1965), or they may 
be differentiated and exhibit short trends on variation diagrams e.g., the 
Tertiary volcanics of Eastern Queensland, Australia (Ewart et al., 1976). 
5. The mafic mode may be more or less voluminous than the felsic mode or the 
two modes may be subequal in apparent volume. In other words, the mories 
vary in their relative abundance. 
6. The modes can be extruded simultaneously and may be interbedded and/or 
mixed, or erupted sequentially, in either order, and may be separated by a 
short hiatus. 
7. Almost every occurrence has 
distinct types but gradational 
(1971). 
its own characteristics; there are no 
relationships appear to exist e.g., Roobo1, 
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In a short review, Yoder (1973, p.154) quotes numerous field and petrographic 
studies which show the contemporaneity of some bimodal magmas and he poses the 
question: "How are two magmas of such gr eat contrast in composition generated 
and maintained at the same place, at the same time?" Examination of th e 
literature on bimodal associations reveals that numerous explanations have 
been proposed. These are summarized below and discussed further in the 
sections that follow. 
1. Liquid Immiscibility. Splitting of a basaltic parent magma which has been 
prorluced by partial melting in the mantle, followed by eruption of the 
separate, immiscible magmas. 
2. Crystal Fractionation. The absence of intermediate members is explained 
by: 
(a) 1 ack of surf ace outcrop of i ntermedi ates poss i b ly as a result of 
their occurrence as unexposed intrusives. 
(b) sudden loss of vol atil es ina hydrous frac ti onati on process (Yoder, 
1973, p.154). 
(c) crustal contamination, e.g., Ewart et al., (1976). The evolved 
members of the fractionated suite are contaminated by crustal 
material and this produces a compositional gap. 
3. TI~o-stage partial melting of the same parent material, e.g., Yoder, (1973). 
4. Separate magma sources. Hypotheses in this category generally involve two 
melting episodes that are related to the same magmatic or geothermal 
event, but occur at separate source areas. 
8.2.2. liquid Immiscibility as a process for producing Bimodal Rasaltic-
Rhyolitic magmas 
L i qui d immi sc i bil ity was proposed early in the development of petrology to 
expl ain the juxtapositi on of rocks of qui te di sparate compositi ons, usually 
liithout intermediate types. Rocks such as basalt and rhyolite, and various 
pairs of dyke rocks were generally and conveniently assumed to have formed 
Simply by the splitting of a formerly homogeneous magma into two immiscible 
magmas of contrastin~ composition, which would separate due to density 
differences (Roedrler, 1979) . 
The Island Park caldera (Hamilton, 1965) is part of the Snake River -
Yell owstone Provi nce of intense Pl iocene and Quarternary vol cani sm of 01 i vi ne 
basalt and rhyol ite. The rocks of the caldera are bimodal consisting of 
uniform olivine basalt and uniform highly silicic rhyolite. According to 
Hamilton (1965), the eruptive sequence and geometry of the lavas in the 
caldera suggest that the large magma chamber beneath the caldera contained 
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liquid rhyolite overlying liquid olivine basalt and he interpreted the 
occurrence in tenns o' liquid immiscibility: 
"Several kinds of evidence indicate that the rhyolite of this and other 
bimodal volcanic provinces has fonned by differentiation of basaltic magma. 
This differentiation can be explained in tenns of an original tholeiitic 
basalt magma separating by liquid fractionation (liquid immiscibility) into 
rhyolite and olivine basalt liquids in the proportion of about 1 to 5. Such 
fractionation may possibly occur in the uppennost mantle or lower crust; 
there, rising tholeiite magma might split into immiscibl e phases, one rich in 
volatiles and fusib1es (rhyolite) and the other rich in refractories (olivine 
basalt), owing to instability of the initial homogeneous liquid caused by 
pressure decrease during ascent in a region of abnonnally high thermal 
gradi ent." 
Yoder (1973) argues against immiscibility as a general mechanism for the 
origin of bimodal associations because "the thermal and chemical properties of 
a conjugate rhyolitic magma would be most unusual compared with those of known 
rhyolitic magmas." In many cases, immiscibility has been rejected on 
pe t rographic, chemical and thennodynamic grounds, e.g., the composite dykes of 
Mount Desert Island, Maine, (Taylor et al., 1980). 
In recent years experimental laboratory proof of liquid immiscibility has been 
found with geologically reasonable compositions and temperatures in a variety 
of silicate systems usually yielding a felsic alkali-alumino-silicate melt and 
a mafic melt rich in Fe, Mg, Ca and Ti (Roedder, 1979, p.47). Although 
relatively small changes in composition can initiate or eliminate 
immiscibility, it has been verified in such a wide range of rock compositions 
that it might be a general feature of many systems. This is supported by 
Philpotts (1976): 
"The interpreted mi sc i bil i ty gap covers a wi de range of compositi ons 
corresponding to intermediate rock types, which are typically less abundant 
than either more basic or felsic varieties. Immiscibility may, therefore, be 
an important petrogenetic process, one that could have played a major role in 
the rtevelopment of the crlJst duri ng early earth hi story". 
However, according to Roertder (1979), the possible significance of metastable 
i mmiscibility in petrology, the limits under which silicate immiscibility 
occurs in compositions simulating natural rocks have yet to be investigated. 
One can conclude th,,"'efore that the evaluation of the relative importance of 
liquid immiscibility as a process for producing bimodal basaltic-rhyolitic 
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magmas must await the results of further research. 
B.2.3. Crystal Fractionation 
Although crystal fractionation is not a popular hypothesis for explaining the 
compositional variation in bimorla1 basaltic-rhyolitic associations, it has 
been inferred, e.g., Macauley Island, Kermadec Arc (Brothers and Martin, 
1970), the Tertiary volcanics of Southern Queensland (Ewart et a1., 1976) and 
the absence or re 1 Hi ve paucity of data for i ntermedi ate members has been 
explained by various processes as suggested in section 8.2.1. Ewart et al. 
(op.cit.) pro ~use that the rhyolites in Southern Queensland were derived by 
crystal fractionation from the basaltic magmas, but were modified by crustal 
contaminati on to produce a compositional gap. However, they did not rule out 
the possibility that the rhyolites may have been localized lower crustal melts 
which were modifi ed by subsequent crystal fractionat ;"'n. 
By far the most serious objection to crystal fractionation hypotheses is the 
bimodal frequency distribution (Hamilton, 1965; Yoder, 1973). Yoder 
(op.cit . ) suggests that, "in general, the volume of successive 1 iquids and 
hence the rocks crysta 11 i zed therefrom wou1 d be expected to decrease ina 
petrogenetic process controll ed primarily by crysta 1 fracti onati on. 
Furthermore, no gap or hiatus in liquid composition would be anticipated in an 
anhydrous crystal fractionation process. However, sudden loss of volatiles in 
a hydrous crystal fractionation process may produce major gaps in liquid 
composi ti on" . 
Thus, although each association must be evaluated on its individual merits, 
the lack of a continuous differentiation trend in bimodal associations tends 
to 1 imi t the importance of crystal fracti onati on as a process for produci ng 
the compositional variation in these associations. 
8. 2.4. Two-stage Partial r~elting of the Same Parent Material 
Yoder (1973) ~ s s i 9ns a dominant role to partial melting in the generation of 
bimodal rock associations and uses the data of Kushiro (1969) on the 
diopside-forsterite-si1ica system as an example to illustrate a possible 
mechanism for the generation of both magmas from a common parent (Fig . B.1) . 
A parental magma (X) of quartz-normat i 'le composit i on i s heated to 9600 • 
Melting (in the presence of excess H20) begins and yields an initial liquid 
Figure 8.1. 
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The ~iopside-forsterite-silica system at P(H20) = 20 kbar 
(Kushiro, 1969, in Yoder, 1973, p.165). The X marks an 
assumed parental composition, and the arrows from it indicate 
the change of its composition resulting from continuous 
removal of liquids A and B with heating. The dotted lines are 
construction lines. Dashed lines indicate limits of three 
phase assemblages stable immediately below invariant point 
temperatures of A and B. 
of composition ,1\. Removal of the initial melt as soon as it is formed causes 
the bulk composition of the parent to move away from the liquid composition. 
Continuous isothermal removal of 1 iquid A eventually causes the bulk 
composition to move to C. Alternatively the liquid may be left in equilibrium 
with the parental material and removed after all possible liqui d is produced 
at 960 0C. In either event the bul k compositi on of the remai ni ng parental 
material has changed to a point on the Di-En join. Here the phase quartz of 
the parent material is exhausted and melting ceases after about 20% of 
siliceous liquid (rhyolitic magma) has been removed from the original bulk 
composition. This liquid may migrate up a fracture away from the site of 
generation, may be erupted or find a suitable reservoir. 
Before the resumption of melting of the remaining parent material (C), i _ is 
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necessary to rai se the temperature to 12200 C (poi nt 13). Conti nuous removal 
of liquid B in a similar way drives the bulk composition of the remaining 
parental material toward !) ~/here depletion of another major phase, diopside 
solid solution (Cpx) occurs . About 22% of parental material C has been 
removed as basic liquid 13 (andesitic magma) which may follow up the fracture 
behind the siliceous liquid A, occupy the same reservoir as liquid A, seek a 
separate reservoir or be erupted. 
In an ideal situation, two homogeneous liquids have been removed from a common 
parent without the production of liquids of intermediate composition. 
Critical aspects of this hypothesis e.g., volume of parent material involved, 
are discussed by Yoder (1973, p.166) and will not be repeated here. However, 
as regards a heat source, Yoder suggests that the local source of heat for 
production of successive small batches of magma can possibly be provided by: 
(a) successive adiabatic decompressions of relatively small plates. 
(b) a convection cycle carrying new parental material within range of a fixed 
hot spot. 
(c) heat focusing and fluxing by volatiles in zones of lower pressure or 
tension (D.K. Bailey in Newall and Rast, 1970, p.177-186). 
In passing, on the mechanism of eruption and magma mixing, Yoder (1973) writes: 
"Vesiculation of the magmas on pressure reduction as they rise to higher 
levels in the crust may initiate the explosive eruptive phase. Some mixing 
may take place during the turbulent per iod of simultaneous eruption while 
mechanical mi xing and diffusion to fo rm hybrid intermediate magmas at depth 
may al so occur." 
According to Robinson et al., (1976), the bimodal basalt-rhyolite assemblage 
of the Salton Sea geothermal field has formed by partial fusion in two stages 
of mantle peridotite forming successive rhyolitic and basaltic melts in the 
manner proposed by Yoder (op.cit . ) . They cite Sr-isotope evidence to rule out 
a crustal source for the rhyolites and consider crystal fractionation unlikely 
due to the bimodal character of the association and the failure to intersect 
cumulates by drilling . 
The main ohjection to this hypothesis is the production and removal of silica 
oversaturated l i quids from the mantle and the problem has been discussed in 
the literature e.g., Mysen et al., (1974), Ring\~ood (1974). Experiments by 
Kushiro et al . , (1972) showed that silicic liquids of dacitic composition can 
be formed by partial melting of hydrous mantle material but the production of 
rhyolites in the mantle seems less likely. In general, it appears that 
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two-stage partial melting in the mantle is not favoured as a common process 
for producing bimodal basaltic-rhyolitic magmas. 
8.2.5. Separate Magma Sources. 
This hypothesis for the petrogenesis of bimodal associations generally 
involves partial melting in the mantle to produce the mafic mode and melting 
of crustal rocks to form the felsic mode. These separate melting episodes are 
usually re1 ated to the same geothermal or magmatic event and some authors 
e.g., Blake et a1., (1965), suggest that the upward movement .of basaltic magma 
with associated high heat flow initiates a melting episode in the crust from 
where contemporaneous or associ ated bimodal vol cani sm takes p1 ace. The 
general "separate magma sources" hypothesis is frequently invoked as evidenced 
by numerous examples in the literature which commonly also describe possible 
mechanisms of extrusion : 
Pecos greenstone belt, New t4exico, (Robert son, 1981l. 
Dubois greenstone belt, Colorado, (Condie and Nuter, 1981). 
Mid-Proterozoic sequences, southwestern U.S.A., (Condie, 1982). 
Karoo volcanics, Lebombo region, (Betton and Cox, 1979; Cleverly et al., 1981). 
Some mid-Miocene basaltic-rhyolitic associations of Fiji, (Gill and Stork, 
1979). 
Medicine Lake, California, (Condie and Hayslip, 1975). 
Lassen Peak, California, (MacDonald and Katsura, 1965). 
The main objections to the derivation of the felsic mode from the crust are: 
(a) the difficulty in producing granitiC melts in oceanic areas (Hamilton, 
1965; Yoder, 1973), and 
(b) in some cases, isotope data do not support crustal melting. 
8.2.6. Conclusion 
More complex hypotheses for the origin of some bimodal associations have been 
proposed, and these involve multistage partial melting, crystal fractionation 
and/or magma mixing e.g., Sigurdsson and Sparks, (1981). For the present it 
appears that the question of the origin of bimodal associations is best 
answered using multiple Ylorking hypotheses as suggested by Chamberl in (1965), 
because there is evidence for and objections against each of the four main 
hypotheses. In addition some associations can be interpreted in terms of more 
complex oY'i gins involving two or more of these hypotheses. Clearly, then, 
each bimodal occurrence must be evaluated using all available field, 
petrographic and geochemical data so that the more likely answer is selected. 
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8.3. Application to the Koras Lavas. 
In this section the hypotheses proposed for the origin of bimodal volcanics 
are evaluated qualitatively for the Koras lavas. The limited data do not 
preclude any possibilities and further detailed geochemical work (including 
isotope studies) is required to test the validity of the interpretations made 
here. In the author's opinion the two-cycle bimodal basaltic-rhyol itic 1 avas 
of the Koras Group were derived from separate sources; the basalts represent 
partial melts produced in the mantle while the rhyolites (quartz-feldspar 
porphyries) are probably crustal melts. This view is based on the following 
interpretations: 
1. The Koras quartz-fel dspar porphyri es contai n abunrlant crustal xeno1 iths 
and these are regarded as relict, unme1ted phases leftover" during the 
crustal melting episodes. Such interpretations are not uncommon in the 
literature, but it is well known that they can be ambiguous e.g., Rittman 
(1962), Keller (1969). 
\ 
2. The 1 imited geochemical data show that four 1 ava members of the Koras 
Group are geochemically distinct and probably not related by any simple 
crystal fracti onati on process. Crystal fractionation cannot be ruled 
out, however, because: 
(a) complex, multistage crystal fractionation may be involved, and 
(',) the effect of possible contamination of the rhyolites by crustal 
material has not been examined. 
3. There is no specific evidence, such as the presence of rhyolitic globules 
in basic lava on an outcrop scale or in thin section to suggest that 
liquid immiscibility may be involved at some stage in the petrogenesis of 
the Koras Lavas. Thus liquid immiscibility is considered less likely to 
have occurred. 
4. The Koras qllartz-fe1 dspar porphyri es are reasonably si 1 i ceous 1 avas : 
rhyodacites to rhyolites, and an origin in the mantle by partial melting 
of peridotite is considered unlikely. Here again, the interpretation is 
subject to the results of an examination of the effects of possible 
crustal contamination. Andesite to dacite melts from the mantle 
contaminated by siliceous crustal rocks may produce rhyodacitic and 
rhyo1 itic magmas. 
Although the "separate source" origin for the Koras lavas is speculative, a 
generalized explanation is proposed and various mechanisms and processes that 
take place before and during the volcanism are suggested (Fig.8 . 2). 
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Fi gure 8 .2 . General i zed expl anati on for the petrogenesi s of the Koras 1 avas 
(see text for explanation). 
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The diagram centres around a zone of high heat flow e.g., Scheinmann (1968), 
Hildreth (1981, p.10172), Rice (1981, p.412). Heating within this zone in the 
mantle results in a progressive rise of the isotherms and eventually the 
rising heat reaches the earths crust. Later, the heat flow terminates 
gradually and the temperatures at depth decrease. 
Formation of felsic magmas is caused by the heating of the crust, in the upper 
part of the Zl'lne, to high temperatures so that a selective, and perhaps, 
locally, a complete fusion of crustal material begins after or during the 
production and transfer of basaltic magmas from the mantle. In the case of 
the Boomrivier volcanics the Lambrechtsdrif basaltic andesites were erupted 
before the Swartkopsleegte rhyodacites and are separated from them by a short 
hi atus (represented in the Central Domain by the Karos Sed imentary Member). 
Later the process repeated itself producing the Leeudraai volcanics where the 
eruptions of the Rouxvi lle basalts and the Swartkop rhyol ites were 
contemporaneous. The absence of evidence for mixing suggests that these 
magmas were re 1 at i ve ly independent of one another and may have moved through 
separate subsurface access routes, although the Straussburg-Rouxville dyke 
swarm (section 7.2.3., p.114) may well represent the intrusive system of the 
Leeudraai volcanics. 
8.4. General Depositional Setting. 
The general depositional history and the tectonic conditions during the 
deposition of the Koras Group can be inferred from two main lines of evidence: 
1. The stratigraphy, spatial distribution (map 3), lithological· composition 
and petrography of the sedimentary and volcanic rocks. 
2. The evaluation of the regional structural setting (section 5.4). 
The poorly developed Basal Sedimentary Member marks the interformational 
unconformity between the Koras Group and the underlying pre-Koras sequences. 
A reasonable period of uplift and erosion can be inferred during which this 
major unconformity developed and left residual pockets of heterogeneous, 
typically locally derived sediments that are here incorporated into the Basal 
Sedimentary Member. 
by Moen (in prep; 
A thick basal sequence in the Northern Domain is reported 
Christiana Formation) and this suggests that sedimentary 
conditions were different in this area during early Koras times or possibly 
that a thick basal sequence was deposited in the Central and Southern Domains, 
but was eroded before the onset of Lambrechtsdrif basaltic andesite volcanism. 
The basic lavas of the Lambrechtsdrif Member were erupted over a fairly wide 
area which included the northern part of the Southern Domain, the southern 
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part of the Central Domain and possibly part of the Northern Domain as 
indicated by the present outcrops and they probably covered much of the 
adjacent areas. If the estimated 20 kilometre dextral, strike-slip movement 
on the Leeudraai-Kalkwerfputs fault is assumed to be correct then a possible 
southern limit for the Lambrechtsdrif Member is suggested by its pinching-out 
agai ns t gran ite-gnei ss in the northern part of the Southern Doma in 
(Ezelfontein Noord), because the large sliver-shaped mass west of this major 
fault would be moved back to the Central Domain and occupy an area presently 
underlain by Wilgenhoutsdrif Group rocks. However, this suggested southern 
limit would depend on the amount of Lambrechtsdrif basaltic andesite that was 
eroded in post-Lambrechtsdrif/pre-Swartkopsleegte Member times. 
Following the eruption of these basaltic andesites, the immature 
conglomerates, lithic greywackes and shales of the Karos Member were formed 
possibly in a relatively restricted basin covering the southern part of the 
Central Domain and adjacent areas, but here again the interpretation is 
restri cted by the poss i b le eros i on of a presumed Karos Member corre 1 at i ve in 
the Southern Domain. In addition, the two phases of infolding of the 
Boomrivier Formation that have taken place, as suggested in section 5.2, have 
considerably shortened the extent of the Karos Member. Added to this, 
movement along the Karos fau lt in the Central Doma in probab 1 y dis sected the 
Boomrivier Formation and the resultant uplift west of the fault, followed by . 
erosion, removed the westward extension of this formation. 
The extrusion of the Swartkopsleegte rhyodacites followed Karos Member 
deposition and may have occurred after the first phase of infolding started. 
Th i sis sugges ted by the mi nor di sconformi ties between the beddi ng of the 
Karos Member sandstones and the rhyodacites, and by geological contacts where 
rhyodacite directly overlies Lambrechtsdrif basaltic andesite (e.g., see map 1 
: A15-JJ/KK). The extrusive event may have been less widespread than the 
Lambrechtsdri f volcani sm, because present-day Swartkops 1 eegte outcrops occur 
in the Southern Domain and the southern part of the Central Doma in, but 
according to G Moen (pers. comm.), Swartkopsleegte correlatives are absent 
from the Northern Domain. 
Deposition of the Ezelfontein Member followed and like the Karos Member in the 
Central Domain, the Ezelfontein outcrops are restricted to the Southern 
Domain, a feature that suggests a relatively restricted extent for this 
sedimentary unit. Major fault movement on the Karos and 
Leeudraai -Ka 1 kwerfputs faults together with weak fi rst phase info 1 di ng makes 
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it difficult to determine the original extent of the Ezelfontein Member. In 
addition, the upper part of this unit is complicated by the early, intermittent 
erupti ons of the Rouxvi 1 1 e basalts whi ch have produced the interbedded and 
intertonguing relationships that are seen at Ezelfontein Suid (map 2B). 
Rouxville basalts were erupted over a very wide area as represented by 
outcrops throughout the Central and Southern Domains as well as correlatives 
in the Northern Domai n. Swartkop Member rhyol ite extrusi ons and i gnimbri te 
flows were relatively contemporaneous with the Rouxville basalt extrusions in 
the Central Domain. The succession on the northern flank of the Kalkpunt 
basin (Central Domain) suggests that the Kenilworth quartz-porphyries 
(rhyol i tes) were probably extruded before the Rouxvi 11 e basal t and Swartkop 
rhyolite extrusions in this ared . 
The Kalkpunt red beds mark the final depositional event in the evolution of 
the Koras Group and a significant 
probably by infolding associated 
faulting. It is clear, however, 
evol uti on of the Koras Group rests 
evaluation presented in chapter 5. 
part of its basin has been preserved, 
with the major dextral, strike-sl ip 
that the above interpretation of the 
to a certai n extent on the structural 
I t assumes that early info 1 di ng of the 
Boomrivier Formation was related to some pre-F4 regional stresses of the 
Namaqua Event and that the major dextral strike-slip faulting was responsible 
for late-Koras tectonic instabilities, assumptions that are difficult to prove 
conclusively. 
However, the immature character of the sedimentary rocks supports the 
generally accepted view that there was continued tectonic instability 
throughout Koras times. This is al so suggested by another aspect of the 
composition of the sedimentary members i.e., the conglomerates and sandstones 
of the Karas, Ezelfontein and Kalkpunt units contain fragments derived from 
thei r respecti ve underlyi ng members in the Koras successi on whi ch i ndi cates 
continual uplift and erosion of lower Koras rocks so that they acted in part 
as source areas for overlying sedimentary members. 
Grobler et 'al . (1977) proposed that the major faults of the area were active 
before, during and after Koras times and despite the present post-Koras 
expressi on of the Karos and Leeudraai -Ka 1 kwerfputs faults these faults may 
well have had a longer history and may even have been initiated as normal 
faults ina regi onal rift zone and then with a gradual change in the 
orientation of the stress field, were converted to major strike-Slip faults. 
Exactly how the faults were initiated is almost impossible to determine and 
Hobbs et al. (1976, p.386) point out : 
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"The role and importance of wrench faults in the early history of orogens is 
almost completely unknown. One difficulty here is that it may be difficult to 
recognize whether or not a given mapped discontinuity originated as a wrench 
fault or, for example, as a thrust faul tOO • 
In the western part of the Central Domain there is some evidence to support 
wrench fault movement by Leeurlraai Formation times. If the 15 kilometre 
strike-slip movement of the Brakbos fault, as proposed by Stowe (1981), is 
correct and seems quite likely to the present author, then this movement must 
have taken place in pre-Kalkpunt Formation times because the Brakbos fault 
does not appear to affect the Ka 1 kpunt Formati on. In additi on the Rouxvi 11 e 
basalt outcrop at Rouxville f~ ~ ln overlies the step-uplifted block between the 
Dagbreek and Brakbos faults but Dagbreek faulti ng with upthrow to the west 
continued probably after the Brakbos fault movement ceased. This is shown at 
Rouxville where the basalt outcrop is cut off by the Dagbreek fault. In fact, 
the early cessation of Brakbos faulting in this area probably accounts for the 
preservation of the Rouxvi ll e basalt outcrop in this block. In any event, 
there is evidence in this area for major strike-slip faulting with steplike 
dip-slip faulting (downthrow to the east) in pre-Rouxville Member times, an 
interpretation that suggests the possible regional development of the Koras 
Group in basins controlled by major strike-slip faulting. 
In conclusion it is suggested that the 
must remain to some extent speculative. 
structure was that controll ed Koras 
reconstruct but it is suggested here 
deposition were: 
tectonic setti ng of the Koras Group 
Exactly where or wh at the regional 
deposi ti on is very diffi cult to 
that the major controls of Koras 
1. late regional stresses of the Namaqua Event during early Koras times and 
2. major strike-slip anrl subordinate dip-slip faulting during middle and late 
Koras times. 
8.5. The Koras Group and Plate Tectonic Theory. 
To infer the tectonic and 
present day (Cenozoi c) 
depositional setting of the Koras Group in terms of 
plate tectonic theory various geological and 
geochemical parameters are required: 
1. The extent, strati graphy, 1 i thol ogical composi ti on and character of the 
sedimentary, volcanic and associated intrusive rocks of the group. 
2. The recogniti on of ri fts or geosutures and the positi on and di recti on of 
movement of possible plates with respect to subduction zones. 
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3. Geochemistry of the volcanics and associated intrusive rocks. 
4. The position, extent and type of basement. 
For many Precambri an sequences, structural deformati on (and metamorphi sm) 
commonly eliminates much geological evidence so that unequivocal recognition 
of parameter 2 (above) and the general extent of a group or sequence is 
virtually impossible. In addition the stratigraphy, composition and character 
of a sequence can vary quite considerably and are frequently not diagnostic 
even for particular plate 
can be made. Thus to 
tectonic settings, although some 
determine plate tectonic-type 
general inferences 
environments for 
Precambrian associations, heavy reliance must be made on the available 
geochemical data for the igneol;s rocks. 
In the case of the Koras Group, the regional structural setting suggests that 
the outcrops seen today represent the i nfol ded and faulted remnants of a 
somewhat more wi despread sequence. On the questi on of basement rocks there 
seems little doubt that a considerable thickness of crustal material 
(including Proterozoic supracrustal sequences) existed during Koras times. 
Indeed, if Moen's (1980) "continental collision" model is assumed to be 
correct, then the Koras Group can be interpreted as a post-collision sequence 
that formed on an ancient geosuture. This zone of crustal weakness with high 
heat flow (Moen, 1980), developed into a regional lineament consisting of 
major strike-slip faults during Koras times and certainly after the Koras 
Group was deposited. Modern analogues are, therefore, the San Andreas fault 
system in California and the Alpine fault system of New Zealand. 
Recent work has shown that the chemical compositions of modern volcanic rocks 
are related to their tectonic environments. Statistically valid graphs are 
drawn on which some or all of the chemical data of modern volcanic rocks are 
plotted, e.g. the 
Boundaries marking off 
Ti02-K20-P205 diagram 
areas of specific tectonic 
(Pearce et al., 1975). 
environments can be drawn in 
on these graphs so that the chemical compositions of ancient volcanics can be 
used to determi ne thei r tectoni c envi ronments. Thus the pri nc i p 1 e behi nd 
these methods is the comparison of the chemical compositions of volcanic rocks 
whose tectoni c envi ronments are unknown with the chemical compos iti ons of 
present day volcanic rocks whose tectonic environments are known. 
(Considerable controversy exists over the application of such methods because, 
to a large extent they assume that modern plate tectonic theory can he applied 
to the Precambrian, an assumption that is not generally accepted). 
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In general, unusual rocks e.g., fractionated rocks, which do not appear to 
follow the general trends are screened out by 1 aying down certain conditions. 
Therefore, when using these methods the chemical composition of the rock whose 
tectonic environment you wish to determine must satisfy those conditions. In 
, 
this respect, the limited data from this study has been restricted so that only 
a prel imi nary determi nati on can be carri ed out, the results of whi ch are 
presented in Table 8.2. 
The ambiguity of the results is obvious and no reasonable conclusion can be 
reached mainly because of the paucity of data. Further tests of the 
applicability of this method must await a more detailed geochemical study of 
the Koras Group and further resPil rch into the geochemi ca 1 characteri zati on of 
ancient tectonic environments. 
TABLE 8.2 Results of a Preliminary Geochemical Evaluation of the Tectonic Environment 
of the Koras Group using the Basaltic Lavas. 
Author(s) Discriminant Member (no. of Suggested Tectonic 
Diagram samples used in Environment 
parentheses) 
Pearce Ti02-K20-P205 Rouxville (4) Non-oceanic (continental) 
et a 1. , ternary Lambrechtsdrif (6) Non-oceani c (continental) 
(1975 ) 
Pearce MgO-FeO(T) -A1203 Rouxville (3) Continental 
et al. , ternary Lambrechtsrlrif ( 9) Continental/Orogenic 
( 1977) 
Ti/1OO-Zr-Y.3 Rouxvi 11 e (5) Not classified 
ternary Lambrechtsdrif (8 ) Volcanic Arc (calc-alkaline) 
Pearce Ti vs. Ir Rouxville (3) Ocean Ridge (tholeiitic) 
and Cann, Lambrechtsdrif (8) Volcanic Arc (calc-alkaline) 
(1973) 
Ti/1OO-Zr-Sr/2 Rouxvill e (4) Volcanic Arc (calc-alkal ine) 
ternary Lambrechtsdrif (8 ) Volcanic Arc (calc-alkaline) 
Pearce Zr/Y vs. Zr Rouxvill e (4) Within-plate Setting 
and Norry Lambrechtsdrif 
(1979 ) 
(8 ) Within-plate Setting 
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9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The Central and Southern [)omains of the Koras Group are situated on the 
Doornberg Lineament, a northeast-trending zone of major strike-slip and 
subordinate dip-slip faulting that separates the Namaqua metamorphic belt in 
the west from the Kaapvaa 1 craton in the east. Eval uati on of the regi ona 1 
structural setting of the Koras outcrops suggests that these two domains are 
the i nfol ded and faulted re 1 i cts of a once more wi despread 1 ate-syntectoni c 
cover sequence that formed during the 1 ate stages of the Namaqua Event in 
middle or late-Proterozoic times. 
Detailed mapping has resulted i n the proposal of a new g@ological succession 
which consi sts of three formations, the lower two each consisting of four 
members. The lowermost Boomrivier Formation consists of a poorly developed 
basal sedimentary member which is overlain by basaltic andesites 
(Lambrechtsdrif Member) and these, in turn, are overl ai n by fi ne-grai ned, 
quartz-fel dspar porphyri es (Swartkopsl eegte Member). The Lambrechtsdrif and 
Swartkopsleegte r>1embers are separated by the Karos Sedimentary r~ember which is 
present only in the Central Domain, a feature that suggests a relatively 
restricted extent for the basin of the Karos Member with its immature 
congl omates, lithic greywackes and shales. In the Southern Domain, the second 
(Leeudraai) formati on compri ses the Ezelfontei n Sedimentary Member which is 
generally overlain by basalts of the Rouxville Member. In the Central Domain, 
Rouxvi 11 e basalts underl i e the SwartKop '~ember porphyri es at Karos 
Nedersetti ng but generally overl i e the Swartkop and Kenilworth porphyri es in 
the area north of the Kalkpunt basin. This is taken to indicate 
contemporaneous basalt and rhyolite volcanism in Leeudraai Formation times and 
is supported by the exposures at the type area on Leeudraai farm where basalts 
both underlie and overlie the Swartkop Member porphyries. 
The uppermost Kalkpunt Formation occupies a roughly ell iptical basin in the 
Central [)omain and consists of basal, immature, polymictic orthoconglomerates 
overlain by red arkosic sandstones. As a whole, the character of the 
sedimentary rocks of the Koras Group suggests that tectonically unstable 
conditions prevailed and that the pre-existing members of the group as well as 
the adjacent underlying pre-Koras sequences acted as the sediment source 
areas. Thi sis particul arly well-shown by the Kal kpunt conglomerates which 
are made up of pebbles from all the underlying members of the Koras Group and 
pebbles from the adjacent, pre-Koras sequences . 
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Geochemically, the volcanics of the Koras Group are poorly understood and a 
limited geochemical study using 30 ne~1 analyses (all major elements and 14 
trace elements) suggests that the Koras lavas can be classified as an 
"average-K" to high-K, tholeiitic, subalkaline association consisting of 
bimodal basaltic-rhyolitic lavas. Although the Lambrechtsdrif basaltic 
andesites are transitional tholeiitic/calc-alkaline rocks, their low A1 203 
- contents supports the general classification as tholeiitic. On the basis of 
detaile~ mapping and the new stratigraphy proposed here a more detailed 
petrological and geochemical investigation can be carried out to examine the 
following features: 
1. The effects of flol"l-diffprentiation on chemical analyses from the 
Rouxville Member. 
2. The effects of possible crustal contamination in the quartz-felrlspar 
porphyri es. 
3. Correlation of the Central and South~rn Domain volcanics with those of the 
Northern Domain. 
4. Inter-member relationships and the origin of the basaltic and rhyolitic 
magmas. 
5. Relationships between the lavas and the associated intrusive rocks . 
Geochemical comparison with the previous work of Grobler et al. (1977), 
i ndi cates that simi 1 ariti es exi st but differences can only be resol ved by a 
more detailed study. However, using the results of Morrison's (1980) review 
of the shoshonite association, the data from the present study suggests that 
the Koras lavas do not represent a shoshonitic association. The Koras Group 
is petrologically similar to the Sinclair Sequence of southern S.W.A./Namibia 
which is at present considered to be its coeval equivalent, but the dominantly 
calc-alkaline igneous rocks of the Sinclair Sequence distinguishes them from 
the dominantly tholeiitic Koras lavas. Major element similarities exist 
between the Koras lavas and the tholeiitic, bimodal, basaltic-rhyolitic lavas 
of the Wilgenhoutsdrif Group, but they are distinguished using trace elements. 
Comparison of the Koras lavas with those of the Witwatersrand triad sequences 
(Klerksdorp area) shows that the Swartkopsleegte Member exhibits a major and 
trace element similarity to the Ma·kVlassie Formation (Ventersdorp Supergroup) 
and that the Lambrechtsdrif Member is similar to the Alberton Formation of the 
Klipriviersberg Group (Ventersdorp Sgp.), as well as some of the basic lavas of 
the Domin i on Group. This geochemical similarity might be used to correlate the 
Boomrivier Formation with the above cratonic sequences, but this is constrained 
by the presently accepted ages of these sequences as well as ages for the 
immediately underlying pre-Koras sequences. The alternative, suggested 
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explanation is that similar magma generating processes, probably involving 
similar source rocks, have operated through time. 
A review of the literature on bimodal basaltic-rhyolitic associations reveals 
that four main hypotheses have been invoked for their origin: 
1. Liquid immiscibility. 
2. Crystal fractionation. 
3. Two-stage partial melting of the same parent material. 
4. Separate magma sources. 
Other more complex, multistage, petrogenetic models involving two or more of 
the above processes (and magma mixing in some cases), have also been proposed 
for bimodal associations. Using the field, petrographic and limited 
geochemical data for the Koras lavas, a generalized explanation is proposed, 
in which two cycles of mantle-derived basalts and crustal-derived rhyolites 
are produced in a zone of high heat flow and erupted at the margin of an 
orogenic region. 
The general extent and setting of the Koras depository is speculative but the 
evidence from the volcanic and sedimentary rocks suggests a somewhat more 
widespread occurrence in a setting that was possibly controlled by: 
(a) folding of the underlying basement-forming sequences during the late 
Namaqua tectogenesis. 
(b) major strike-slip and subordinate dip-slip faulting. 
Economi c Aspects. 
general signs of 
Southern Domains 
Apart from very minor occurrences of malachite, no other 
poss i b 1 e mi nera 1 i zat i on were noted with i n the Central and 
of the Koras · Group and the group exhibits very little 
potential as an exploration target. However, the geophysical picture has not 
been examined and this may provide some possibilities. (The economic geology 
of the adjacent pre-Koras sequences is discussed by Moen, 1980, p.238). As 
far as industrial rock potential is concerned, Karos Member sandstone has been 
excavated from pits at Karos and near Lambrechtsdrif and used for gravell ing 
roads, and Lambrechtsdrif basaltic 
near beacon 84 (map 1: A7-EE) 
construction. 
andesite has been excavated 
and crushed, presumably 
from a 1 oca 1 ity 
a 1 so for road 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX 1 : Localities and Brief Descriptions of the Analyzed Samples: 
Boomrivier Formation: 
Lambrechtsdrif ~'ember (Central Domain), Basaltic Andesites 
CS-l (Map 2A : J-1S. Also as KS-S on map 1 : A8-FF) 
Hand specimen: dark grey, aphanitic. 
Hyalopilitic texture made lI iJ of acicular plagioclase and augite with 
interstitial dark brown glass and some quartz. 
CS-2 (Map 2A : 0-20) 
Hand specimen: grey, generally aphanitic, with small dark mafic minerals (up 
to lmm in diameter), and sparse thin (less than lmm width) white veins. 
Intersertal texture made up of highly saussuritized plagioclase, subophitic 
augite, zoned chloritized pigeonite and opaque euhedra. The interstitial 
brown glass contains skeletal opaque minerals. 
CS-3 (Map 2A : P-2l) 
Hand specimen: light greenish-grey, aphanitic with sparse thin (less than 
lmm) white veins. 
Hyalopilitic texture. Plagioclase laths are set in a devitrified light brown 
glass with quartz and epidote. 
CS-4 (Map 2A : R-22) 
Hand specimen: greeni sh-grey, aphanitic. 
Hyalopilitic texture. Plagioclase laths and granular augite are set in a 
slightly epidotized hrown glass with quartz. 
CS-S (Map 2A : R-20) 
Hand specimen: greenish-grey, aphanitic. 
Hyalopilitic texture. Plagioclase laths and granular augite are set in a 
partially devitrified groundmass with quartz. For a more detailed description 
see Sanderson (1979), appendix 2, KA-724. 
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Lambrechtsdrif Member (Southern Domain), Basaltic Andesites 
CS-6 (Map 28 : U-33) 
Hand specimen: greenish-grey, aphanitic, sparse thin white veins (1/2 mm - lmm 
wi de) pre sent. 
Hyalopilitic texture. Plagioclase laths and augite are set in a partially 
devitrified dark brown glass with quartz and minor epidote. 
CS-7 (Map 2R : T-32) 
Hand specimen: light greenish-grey, aphanitic. 
Hyalopilitic (quench) texture. Acicular, hollow, plagioclase laths are set in 
a brO\~n gl ass wi th mi nor epi dot '. and quartz. 
CS-8 (Map 2B: R-2R) 
Hand specimen: grey, subporphyritic; dark mafic minerals (less than lmm in 
diameter) set in an aphanitic groundmass. Occasional veins (1/2mm in width). 
Hyal opil itic texture. Pl agi ocl ase 1 aths, acicul ar and subophitic granul ar 
augite together with some chloritized phenocrysts (pigeonite?) are set in a 
dark brown partially devitrified groundmass with minor quartz. 
CS-9 (Map 2B : R-2R) 
Hand specimen: grey, aphanitic. Thin (1/2mm) white veins are rare. 
Hyalopilitic texture. Plagioclase laths and acicular augite are set in a 
partially devitrified dark brown glass. 
CS-10 (Map 28 : S-29) 
Ha~d specimen: dark grey, aphanitic. 
Porphyritic texture. Sparse phenocrysts of faintly pleochroic orthopyroxene 
are set in 1\ n intergranular groundmass. The groundmass consists of 
p 1 agi ocl ase 1 aths, granul ar augite, abundant opaque gra ins and mi nor patches 
of glassy mesostasis. 
Swartkopsleegte Member, Rhyodacites 
In hand specimen these porphyritic volcanic rock samples are all similar and 
cons i st of abundant \~hiti sh fel dspar and gl assy quartz with mi nor mafi c 
mi neral s set i n ~ reddi sh-brown to browni sh-grey aphaniti c groundmass. In 
thin section the following general features were noted: 
Quartz: corroded, rounded, strained crystal s wi th fractures and spherul itic 
rims. 
Feldspars: corroded, rounded, fractured, altered, rarely subhedral. 
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Mafic minerals: usually completely altered to epidote, chlorite and/or 
opaques and associated with opaque phases and apatite. Glomeroporphyritic 
aggregates (resorbed rock fragments ?) are commonly present. 
Groundmass: devitrified glassy to microcrystalline. 
Central Domain: Southern Domai n: 
CS-ll (Map 2A O-lB) CS-15 (Map 2B R-29) 
CS-12 (Map 2A N-19) CS-16 (Map 2B T -31) 
CS-13 (Map 2A 0-19) CS-17 (Map 2B S-32) 
CS-14 (Map 2A P-2l) CS-1B (Map 2B S-33) 
Let?udraai Formati on: 
Rouxville Member (Southern Domain), Basalts to Basaltic Andesites. 
CS-19 (Map 2B : S-32) 
Hand specimen: dark grey, aphanitic, with sparse white amygdales (lmm to 2 cm 
in diameter). 
Intergranular texture made up of plagioclase laths and subophitic augite with 
inte r stitial quartz, chlorite, opaques and glassy mesostasis. 
CS-20 (Map 2B : S-32) 
Hand specimen: dark purplish-brown, aphanitic with white amygdales (lmm to 
1/2cm in diameter). 
Hyalopilitic texture. Saussuritized plagioclase laths and subophitic 
prismatic augite (with brown Ti-biotite alteration) are set in a dark brown 
almost opaque glass with skeletal opaques and some chlorite. Amygdales 
consist of calcite, chlorite and an unidentified (zeolite ?) mineral. 
C~-2l (Map 2B : S-32) 
Hand speci r.le n: dark grey, aphanitic, no amygdales. 
Hyalopilitic to intersertal texture consisting of zoned plagioclase 
(labradorite), chloritized subophitic augite and interstitial chlorite, quartz 
and a dark brown glassy mesostasis with skeletal opaques. 
CS- 22 (Map 2B : S-32) 
Hand specimen: dark brownish-grey, aphanitic, with white to greenish amygdales. 
Hyalopilitic texture made up mainly of saussuritized plagioclase set in an 
almost opaque (probably devitrified) glass with minor epidote and Ti-biotite. 
Amygdales are made up mainly of quartz and calcite with minor chlorite and an 
unidentified (zeolite ?) mineral. 
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Rouxville Member (Central Domain), Basalts to Basaltic Andesites. 
CS-23 (Map 2A : R-20) 
Hand specimen: grey-brown, aphanitic, with occasional amygdales. 
Intergranular texture made up of plagioclase laths, opaque euhedra with 
Ti-biotite alteration, ophitic augite (plus some pigeonite ?) and interstitial 
quartz. Some of the augites have chloritized cores. 
CS-24 (Map 2A : R-20) 
Hand specimen : gl omeroporphyri tic; pale green plagioclase phenocrysts are set 
in a non-amygdaloidal aphanitic brownish-grey groundmass. In thin section, 
slightly saussuritized plagioclase (labradorite) phenocrysts are set in an 
intergranular groundmass which consists of plagioclase laths, augite and 
opaques with interstitial quartz, calcite and K-feldspar. Altered mafic 
phenocrysts (augite ?) are associ ated wi th the gl omerporphyri ti c p 1 agi ocl ase 
and are completely altere~ to chlorite and opaque phases. 
CS-L5 (Map 2A : R-20) 
Hand specimen: dark purplish-brown, aphanitic, with white amygdales. 
Hyalopilitic texture. Seriate plagioclase laths (up to 2mm in length) are set 
in an opaque glassy groundmass with minor quartz and augite. Amygdales 
consist of quartz and calcite. 
CS-26 (Map 2A : R-20) 
Hand specimen : dark purplish-brown, aphanitic, with white amygdales. 
Hyalopilitic texture. Seriate plagioclase laths (up to 4mm, but generally 
less than lmm) are set in an opaque glassy groundmass. The amygdales are 
composed mainly of quartz with minor calcite. 
Swartkop t~ember, Rhyol ites. 
(All samples are from Karos Nedersetting, Central Domain). 
CS-~7 (Ignimbrite) (Map 2A : P-19) 
Hand specimen: porphyritic, crystals of quartz and feldspar are set in an 
aphanitic brick-red to orange-red groundmass. In thin section, broken and 
corroded crystals of quartz, feldspar, altered mafic minerals and opaques are 
set in a brown to bright orange-red glassy groundmass. The groundmass 
consists of welded glass particles that are partially devitrified and exhibit 
flow texture . 
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CS-2B (Map 2A: P-19) 
CS-29 (Map 2A: Q-19) 
CS-JO (Map 2A: S-20) 
These samples are all si mi lar in hand specimen and thin section and exhibit 
the features described in section 4.3.3E, p.52. 
APPENDIX 2: Sample Preparation for Analysis. 
The samples were initially crushed by a hand-operated rock splitter and all 
visible weathered material was removed . The samples were then reduced in a 
jawcrusher to thumbnail-size chips. (At this stage, amygdales were extracted 
fr om the sparsely amygdaloidal rock, CS-19). The amygdaloidal samples, CS-20, 
22, 25, 26, were crushed to matchhead-size chips in a rollermill and chips of 
the amygdale-free matrix were extracted for analysis. (CS-25A and CS-26A are 
analyses of samples whose amygdales were not removed). A Herzog swingmill was 
used to crush all the samples to ~ 120 mesh size, using a manganese-steel 
container. This powder was further ground to less than 300 mesh size by hand 
with an agate mortar and pestl e. Pressed 
appr~ximately 4 g of the finely-crushed powder. 
the method of Norrish and Hutton (1969). 
pell ets were made us i ng 
Fusion discs were prepared by 
H20 was determi ned gravimetri ca lly by heati ng the sampl es at 11 OOC for 6 
hours. Similarly, L.O.I. (loss on ignition) was determined by heating the 
samples overnight in a furnace at 9500C. The samples were contained in 
silica crucibles for these ignition processes. 
APPENDIX 3 : X-Ray Fluorescence analysis 
The major element analyses (except fla) were obtained using duplicate fusion 
discs and all iron was determined as Fe203. Na and the trace elements 
were determined on pressed powder pellets. The analyses were carried out 
using a Phillips 1410 X-ray spectrometer and the data were processed using 
standard computer programs of the Department of Geology, Rhodes Uni versity. 
Lower limits of determination and average absolute errors for the trace 
element runs are given in Table A, and the dptails of analytical conditions 
for th~ ,ajor and trace element runs are presented in Table B. 
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Corrections were made for position factors, dead-time, background, instrumental 
drift and spectral line interferences. Mass absorption coefficients, used in 
the trace element data reduction, were derived from the major element data 
using Heinrich's (1966) values. Working curves were calculated using the 
following International and In-house rock standards: 
Major Elements: 
Na: 
Rb, Sr, Nb, Zr, 
Co, Cr, V: 
Zn, Cu, Ni : 
La, Ce, fld: 
Y: 
AGV, GSP-l, NIM-N, BCR, JG-l, G-2. 
AGV, GSP-l, NIM-N, RCR, JG-l, G-2, M-38, HIM-P, NIM-G. 
KRF-13, CAR-08, S-9, S-12, S-15, PRO-l. 
KRF-13, PRO-l, PCC, S-9, S-12, S-15. 
PCC, S-9, S-lO, S-12, S-15, CAR-08, KRF-13. 
GSP, G-2 , AGV-l, BCR, NIM-G. 
TABLE A: Average Lower Limits of Determination (L.L.D.) and Errors of 
Oetermination for Trace Element Analyses by X-ray Fluorescence 
Spectrometry. 
ELEMENT L.L.D. ABSOLUTE ERROR 
Sr 1.80 0.96 
Rb 1.87 O. Bl 
Y 2.05 0.71 
Zr 1.62 0.93 
Nb 2.23 0.68 
Zn 2.25 1.14 
Cu 2.56 1.11 
Ni 3.17 1.36 
Co 2.62 0.87 
Cr 2.67 1.19 
V 3.37 1. 54 
La 9.14 2.46 
Ce 12.51 3.35 
Nd 7.43 1.95 
TABLE B X-ray Fluorescence Analytical Conditions 
Element Emission Tube kV rnA Crysta 1 
Line 
Si Ka Cr 55 40 PET 
Ti Ka Cr 55 40 LiF(200) 
Al Ka Cr 55 40 PET 
Fe Ka Cr 55 40 LiF(200) 
fin Ka Cr 55 40 LiF(200) 
Mg Ka Cr 55 40 TLAP 
Ca Ka Cr 55 40 LiF(200) 
Na Ka Cr 55 40 TLAP 
K Ka Cr 55 40 LiF(200) 
P Ka Cr 55 40 Ge 
Sr Ka W 55 40 LiF(220) 
Rb Ka W 55 40 LiF(220) 
Zr Ka W 55 40 LiF(220) 
y Ka W 55 40 LiF(220) 
Nb Ka W 55 40 LiF(220) 
Co Ka W 55 40 LiF(220) 
Cr Ka W 55 40 LiF(220) 
V Ka W 55 40 LiF(220) 
Zn Ka Mo 55 40 LiF(220) 
Cu Ka Mo 55 40 LiF(220) 
Ni Ka Mo 55 40 LiF( 220) 
La La \~ 55 40 LiF(220) 
Ce LS W 55 40 LiF( 220) 
Nd La W 55 40 LiF(220) 
Time Counter 
(secs) 
40 flow 
10 flow 
40 flow 
20 flow 
20 flow 
200 flow 
10 flow 
100 flow 
10 flow 
20 flow 
200 scinto 
200 scinto 
200 scinto 
200 scinto 
200 sc i nt. 
200 flow 
200 flow 
200 flow 
200 flow + scinto 
200 flow + scinto 
200 flow + scinto 
200 flow 
200 flow 
200 flow 
Collimator 
coarse 
fine 
coarse 
fine 
coarse 
fine 
fine 
fine 
fine 
coarse 
fine 
fine 
fine 
fine 
fine 
fine 
fine 
fine 
fine 
fine 
fine 
fine 
fine 
fine 
Specimen 
fusion disc 
fusion disc 
fusion disc 
fusion disc 
fusion disc 
fusion disc 
fusion disc 
powder pellet 
fusi on di sc 
fusion disc 
powrler pellet 
powder pe 11 et 
powder pell et 
powder pellet 
powder pell et 
powder pellet 
powder pellet 
powder pell et 
powder pellet 
powder pellet 
powder pellet 
powder pellet 
powder pell et 
powder pe 11 et 
-
>--' 
-I> 
." 
APPENDIX 4 : Major Element Analyses (H20- and L.O.I. included) and Trace Element Analyses. 
TAIlLE C: Lambrechtsdrif Member, (Roomrivier Formation), Basaltic Andesites. 
Central Ilomain Southern Ilomain Avera~e 
CS-l CS-2 CS-3 CS-4 CS-5 CS-6 CS-7 CS-8 CS-9 ( 1-9) S.D. CS-l0 
Si02 54,25 53,60 52,88 54,24 55,25 54,46 54,57 54,55 54,27 54,23 0,63 51,64 
Ti02 1 ,06 1,08 1,13 1,10 1,06 1,06 1,02 1,20 1,04 1 ,08 0,05 2,71 
A1 203 14,95 14,38 14,52 14,47 14,54 14,38 14,25 14,84 14,87 14,59 0,23 13,01 
Fe203 10,40 10,63 11 ,44 10,55 10,34 10,29 9,88 10,73 10,26 10,50 0,41 14,36 
MnO 0,14 0,10 0,10 0,10 0,15 0,15 0,15 0,14 0,14 0,13 0,02 0,19 
t~gO 5,80 5,22 5,20 5,52 5,34 5,13 5,23 5,30 5,63 5,37 0,21 4,71l 
CaO 8,28 9,38 9,44 8,92 6,55 9,92 8,81 8,98 8,88 8,80 0,91 8,30 
Na20 1,96 2,42 2,01 1,92 3,18 1,50 2,66 2,14 2,01 2,20 0,46 1 ,87 
K20 2,00 1,37 1,00 1,70 1,13 0,76 0,88 1,18 0,71 1,19 0,41 1,68 ~ U1 
P205 0,13 0,13 0,13 0,14 0,13 0,13 0,14 0,15 0,14 0,14 0,01 0,81 
L.O.I. 1,76 1,56 2,16 1 ,15 1,84 2,28 2,49 1,25 2,01 1,83 0,43 0,57 
H 0-2 0,11 0,06 0,07 0,11 0,12 0,10 0,13 0,11 0,08 0,10 0,02 0,07 
TOTAL 100,84 99,93 100,08 99,92 99,73 100,16 100,21 100,57 100,04 100,16 99,99 
Rb 63,3 93,3 45,8 57,6 49,1 43,4 44,7 45,~ 36,4 53,2 16,0 46,1 
Sr 223 215 316 245 312 296 454 237 213 279 73 333 
Zr 139 144 154 149 136 139 146 147 140 144 6 313 
Y 32,1 32,1 35,3 32,6 30,2 31,7 32,2 34,5 32,3 32,6 1 ,4 66,2 
Nb 11,9 11,2 10,8 9,8 10,3 8,6 10,4 12,4 10,2 10,6 1 , 1 31,4 
Cr 167 160 63 83 117 119 152 116 165 127 35 163 
V 239 221 254 241 238 239 219 251 232 237 11 354 
Co 50 49 51 52 50 51 46 52 50 50 2 53 
Ni 62 70 66 67 50 59 59 67 54 64 4 88 
Cu 90 79 85 78 80 85 79 98 86 84 6 45 
Zn 79 85 93 85 92 78 82 84 83 85 5 112 
La 20 19 19 17 20 13 15 13 20 17 3 51 
Ce 49 47 53 49 52 44 46 50 44 45 11 112 
Nd 27 24 25 23 25 23 24 24 22 24 2 63 
APPENDIX 4 fcontd). TABLE 0 : Swartkops1eegte 11ember, (Boomrivier Formation), Rhyodacites. 
Central Domain Southern Domain Average 
CS-ll CS-12 CS-13 CS-14 CS-1S CS-16 CS-17 CS-18 (11-18) S.D. 
Si02 63,39 68,83 65,36 65,73 67,62 66,01 67,45 65,75 66,27 1,56 
Ti02 1,21 1 ,06 1,14 1 ,15 1 ,00 1 ,OS 1 ,02 1 ,13 1,10 0,07 
A1 203 13, li5 11 ,R7 13,24 12,80 12,52 12,68 12,53 13,02 12,79 0,50 
Fe203 7,1l5 6,67 5,98 7,49 6,42 6,76 6,77 7,52 7,01 0,40 
MnO 0,07 0,05 0,12 0,06 0,08 0,11 0,14 0,11 0,09 0,03 
MgO 1,50 1 ,02 1,46 1,02 1,04 0,99 0,69 1,36 1 ,13 0,26 
CaO 2,35 1,83 2,42 2,17 2,74 3,61 3,07 2,67 2,61 0, S2 
Na20 3,17 2,90 2,67 2,47 1 ,79 2,18 2,14 1 ,76 2,39 0,48 
K20 4,57 4,37 4,98 4,87 4,74 4,30 4,67 4,64 4,64 0,22 
P205 0,48 0,40 0,56 0,44 0,40 0,41 0,43 0,43 0,44 0,05 ... 
L.O.1. 1 ,16 0,81 0,96 1,09 1,23 1,41 0,99 1,71 1 ,17 0,27 '" 
H2O- 0,06 0,03 0,05 0,07 0,12 0,09 0,06 0,10 0,07 0,03 
TOTAL 99,06 99,84 99,94 99,37 99,70 99,60 99,96 100,20 99,71 
Rb 142,3 155,6 187,8 243,0 180,1 190,6 184,6 210,5 186,8 29,0 
Sr 331 188 220 344 172 248 243 253 250 57 
Zr 4'11 365 404 394 375 390 377 389 387 13 
Y 72,7 67,4 72,9 71 ,1 70,0 71,3 69,3 67,8 70,3 1 ,9 
Nb 29,8 27,7 28,0 28,4 30,1 29,7 28,7 27,8 28,8 0,9 
Cr 15 15 9 20 15 17 19 18 15 3 
V 96 86 102 99 76 84 87 115 93 12 
Co 20 18 21 18 19 17 20 21 19 2 
Ni 21 24 18 25 20 18 17 17 20 3 
Cu 9 9 11 7 17 16 13 13 12 3 
Zn 136 76 106 89 86 90 97 102 98 17 
La 83 72 85 82 75 78 77 75 78 4 
Ce 175 149 172 158 156 159 157 159 161 8 
Nd 89 74 85 76 74 82 79 81 80 5 
APPENDIX 4 (Contd). TABLE E : Rouxvi11e r~ember, (Leeudraai Formation), Basalts to Basaltic Andesites. 
Southern Domain Central Domain Average 
C5-19 C5-20 C5-21 C5-22 C5-23 C5-24 CS-25 C5-26 C5-25A CS-26A ( 19-26) S.D. 
Si02 47,77 49,07 51,84 49,66 50,18 '52,84 53,46 51,52 S5,82 59,15 50,79 1,83 
Ti02 1,65 1,'13 1,73 1,78 2,29 2,17 2,54 2,66 2,12 1,95 2,09 0,36 
A1 203 15,68 14,45 14,47 14,75 14,1)0 14,73 13,54 12,69 12,14 12,32 14,36 0,83 
Fe203 13,43 14,54 12,23 13,90 13,33 11,59 13,21 16,91 11 ,13 10,57 13,64 1 ,50 
MnO 0,18 0,19 0,15 0,18 0,13 0,18 0,08 0,04 0,06 0,03 0,14 0,05 
MgO 6,91 6,24 5,87 5,28 5,50 3,11 2,68 1,39 2,08 1 ,37 4,62 1,84 
CaO 9,07 7,50 8,72 7,09 7,43 7,47 5,62 6,18 7, 33 5,73 7,39 1 ,08 
Na20 1,69 2,46 2,14 2,65 2,16 2,30 4,45 5,07 3,77 4,73 2,87 1,14 
K20 0,97 0,82 0,65 1 ,55 1,98 2,87 1 ,00 0,06 0,91 0,24 1,24 0,82 
P205 0,34 0,39 0,38 0,39 0,72 0,78 0,83 0,90 0,70 0,64 0,59 0,22 ..,. 
L.O. I. 2,15 2,58 1,52 2,55 1,60 1 ,68 1 ,99 1 ,15 3,24 2,04 1 ,90 0,47 " 
H2O- 0,08 0,15 0,17 0,11 0,11 0,10 0,12 0,24 0,07 0,09 0,14 0,05 
TOTAL 99,92 100,32 99,87 99,89 100.03 99,82 98,52 99,81 99,37 98,86 99,77 
Rb 27 ,4 29,6 19,8 42,2 51),8 81 ,5 15,7 0,1 15,3 8,0 34,1 24,0 
5r 304 427 303 335 387 434 212 78 183 97 310 111 
Zr 160 178 202 173 322 397 449 484 380 351 296 126 
Y 39,5 44,4 42 ,2 43,S 58,0 63,7 70,3 77 ,5 59,8 55,2 54,9 13,6 
Nb 12,2 12,8 13 ,1 13,9 25,4 28,0 34,8 36,0 31,0 28,0 22,1 9,5 
Cr 2~~ 342 269 330 188 74 95 118 79 83 212 101 
V 2 .:3 325 264 292 266 227 267 314 220 176 281 30 
Co 60 62 55 59 49 37 46 45 37 31 52 8 
Ni 113 113 102 120 90 56 59 68 53 49 90 24 
Cu 41 25 42 29 32 27 49 14 39 17 32 11 
Zn 111 120 107 110 136 120 116 Fi4 90 57 111 20 
La 24 28 28 27 48 67 80 92 57 65 49 25 
Ce 59 62 78 69 119 150 161 195 133 131 112 49 
Nd 29 31 42 35 62 77 85 104 67 79 58 27 
APPE~DIX 4 (contd.). TABLE F: Swart\c.op Member, (Leeudraai Formation), Rhyolites. 
All samples are from Karos Nedersetting (Central Domain) 
CS-27 CS-28 CS-29 CS- 30 Average S.D. 
(27-30) 
Si02 69,76 70,13 69,96 71 ,12 70, 24 0,52 
Ti02 0,72 0,69 0,67 0,64 0,68 0,03 
A1 203 12,50 12,70 12,42 12,68 12,58 0,12 
Fe203 4,44 4,27 4,33 3,99 4,26 0,17 
t~nO 0,02 0,02 0,02 0,07 0,03 0,02 
MgO 0,156 0,69 0,62 0,65 0,65 0,03 
CaD 1 ,46 2,05 1 ,93 1 ,50 1,74 0,26 
Na 20 2,86 2,56 2,41 2,83 2,67 0,1 q 
K20 5,62 5,35 '5,43 5,39 5,45 0,10 
P205 0,17 0,17 0,16 0,20 0,17 0,02 
.". 
L.O.!. 0,60 1,06 0,99 0,88 0,88 0,18 0:; 
H2O- 0,04 0,07 0,06 0,06 0,06 0,01 
TOTAL 98,85 99,76 99,00 100,01 99,41 
Rb 227,9 220,3 223,2 221,4 223,2 2,9 
Sr 201 159 185 186 1113 15 
Zr 444 405 409 436 424 17 
Y 74,4 73,4 73,5 75,7 74,3 0,9 
Nb 40,7 38,6 38,6 40,3 39,6 1 ,0 
Cr 13 9 12 4 10 4 
V 33 35 38 36 36 2 
Co 16 21 23 23 21 3 
Ni 11 11 11 11 11 0 
Cu 10 8 9 6 8 2 
Zn 66 61 65 69 65 3 
La 99 104 102 107 103 3 
Ce 213 190 194 203 200 g' 
Nd 89 82 81 85 84 3 
APPENDIX 5: Major Elements J1nal,tses (H20-free, normalized to 100%) and CIPW Wei2ht Percent lIorms (Fe203 
= Ti02 + 1.5). TABLE G: Lambrechtsdrif Member, (Boomrivier Formation), Basaltic Andesites. 
Central Domain Southern Domain Average 
CS-l CS-Z CS-3 CS-4 CS-5 CS-6 CS-7 CS-8 CS-9 (1-9) S.D. CS-l0 
SiOZ 54,80 54,52 54,04 54,98 56,51 55,70 55,92 54,99 55,41 55,21 0,71 51 ,98 
TiOZ 1,07 1,10 1 ,16 1,11 1,08 1,09 1,04 1,21 1,07 1,10 0,05 2,72 
A1 203 15,10 14,63 14,84 14,67 14,98 14,71 14,61 14,96 15,18 14,85 0,20 13,10 
Fe203 10 , 51 10,81 11 , '59 10,69 10,57 10,52 10,13 10,82 10,47 10,69 0,40 14,45 
MnO 0, 15 0,10 0, " 0,10 0,16 0,15 0,15 0,14 0,15 0,13 0,02 0,19 
MgO 5,87 5,31 5,32 5,59 5,47 5,24 5,36 5,34 5,75 5,47 0,21 4,81 
CaD 8,36 9,54 9,64 9,04 6,70 10,14 9,03 9,05 9,07 8,95 0,92 8,35 
Na20 1,98 2,46 Z,05 1,95 3,25 1,54 2,73 2,15 2,05 2,24 0,47 1,88 
K20 2,02 1,39 1,02 1,72 1,16 0,78 0,90 1,19 0,73 1,21 0,41 1,69 
P205 0,14 0,14 0,14 0,14 0,13 0,13 0,14 0,15 0,14 0,14 0,01 0,82 
-I'> 
'"' 
CIPW Weight % ~orms. (Fe203 = Ti02 + 1,5) 
Ap 0,32 0,32 0,33 0,33 0,31 0,32 0,34 0,36 0,33 0,33 0,01 1 ,96 
I1 2, 03 2,09 2,19 2,10 2,05 2,06 1,97 2,28 2,02 2,09 0,09 5,16 
Or 1 2 , ')3 8,30 6,07 10,28 6,91 4,64 5,34 7,07 4,34 7,22 2,44 10,12 
Ab 16, 90 20,95 17,51 16,58 27,75 13, " 23,24 18,38 17,48 19,10 4,06 16,09 
An 26, 56 24,98 28,54 26,42 23,03 31 ,18 25,16 27,85 30,31 27,23 2,63 22,52 
Mt 3,78 3,84 3,94 3,86 3,83 3,83 3,77 3,97 3,80 3,85 0,06 6,20 
DiEn 3, 117 5,05 4,17 4,25 2,27 4,35 4,55 3,84 3,40 3,93 0,76 3,16 
DiFs 2. 25 3,73 3,46 2,91 1,59 3,14 3,05 2,73 2,23 2,79 0,63 2,46 
DiWo 6,00 9,13 7,86 7,48 4,03 7,80 7,95 6,84 5,90 7,00 1 ,42 5,82 
HyEn 11 ,25 8,29 9,20 9,79 11 ,45 8,81 8,91 9,57 11 ,03 9,81 1 ,10 8,95 
HyFs 7,32 6,12 7,63 6,70 8,02 fi,35 5,97 6,81 7,26 6,91 0,66 6,98 
Q 8,09 7,21 9,12 9,30 8,78 14,42 9,77 10,28 11,92 9,88 2,04 10,62 
TOTAL 100,01 100,01 100,01 100,01 100,02 100,01 100,01 100,01 100,01 100,14 - 100,05 
APPE~DIX ? (contd.). TABLE H: S\~artko~slee~te ~1ember, (Boomrivier ~onnation), Rhyodacites. 
Central Domain Southern Domai n Average 
CS-ll CS-12 CS-13 CS-14 CS-15 CS-16 CS-17 CS-18 (11-18) S.D. 
Si02 64,79 69,53 66,06 66,93 68,76 67,29 68,20 66,82 67,30 
---
1 ,42 
Ti02 1,23 1,07 1 ,15 1,18 1,02 1,07 1 ,03 1,15 1 ,11 0,07 
A1 203 13,95 11,99 13,38 13,04 12,73 12,93 12,67 13,23 12,99 0,54 
Fe203 7,62 6,74 7,06 7,52 6,53 6,89 6,85 7,64 7,12 0,42 
r1nO 0,08 0,05 0,12 0,06 0,08 0,11 0,14 0,12 0,10 0,03 
MgO 1 ,54 1,03 1 ,48 1 ,04 1 ,06 1 ,01 0,70 1,38 1 ,16 0,27 
CaO 2,40 1,85 2,45 2,21 2,79 3,68 3,10 2,72 2,65 0,53 
Na20 3,24 2,93 2,70 2,51 1 ,82 2,22 2,17 1,79 2,42 0,48 
K20 4,1;7 4,41 5,04 4,96 4,82 4,38 4,72 4,71 4,71 0,22 
P205 0,49 0,41 0,57 0,45 0,41 0,42 0,44 0,44 0,45 0,05 t.n 0 
CIPW Wei2ht 't ~onns. (Fe203 = Ti02 + 1,5) 
Ap 1,16 0,97 1 ,35 1 ,07 0,97 0,99 1 ,04 1,05 1 ,08 0,12 
I1 2,32 2,01 2,18 2,23 1,92 2,02 1,94 2,17 2,10 0,14 
Or 27,72 26,20 29,90 29,46 28,59 26,00 28,00 27,98 27,98 1,29 
Ab 27,58 24,89 22,93 21,35 15,45 18 ,87 18,42 15,18 20,58 4,13 
An 8,74 6,51 8,48 8,07 11 ,22 12 , 2 10,97 10,65 9,63 1,85 
C 0,37 0,02 0,40 0,60 0,43 1 ,32 0,39 0,41 
Mt 4,03 3,76 3,89 3,95 3,70 3,79 3,70 3,90 3,84 0,11 
DiEn 0,56 0,23 0,10 0,19 
DiFs 0,75 0,48 0,16 0,28 
Oil40 1 ,32 0,68 0,25 0,46 
HyEn 3,85 2,57 3,71 2,59 2,li4 1 ,97 1 ,51 3,46 2,79 0,78 
HyFs 3,91 3,11 3,43 4,11 3,02 2,67 3,16 4,37 3,47 0,56 
Q 20,34 29,98 23,78 26,50 32,10 28,65 29,92 29,94 27,66 3,64 
TOTAL 100,03 100,02 100,05 100,03 100,02 100,02 100,02 100,02 100,03 
APPENDIX S (contd.). TABLE I: Rouxvi11e r~ember, (Leeudraai Formation), Basalts to Basaltic Andesites. 
Southern Domain Central Domain Average 
CS-19 CS-20 CS-21 CS-22 CS-23 CS-24 CS-25 CS-26 CS-25A CS-26A (19-26) S.D. 
Si02 48,90 50,28 52,80 Sl,07 51 ,04 53,90 54,89 52,89 58,13 61,15 51 ,97 1,86 
Ti02 1,69 1,98 1,76 1,83 2,33 2,21 2,61 2,73 2,21 2,02 2,14 0,37 
A1 203 16,05 14,81 14,74 15,17 14,86 15,03 13,90 13,03 12,54 12,74 14,69 0,84 
Fe203 13,75 14,90 12,46 14,30 13,56 11,82 13,56 17,36 11 ,59 10,93 13,96 1 ,57 
MnO 0,19 0,20 0,16 0,19 0,13 0,18 0,08 0,04 0,06 0,03 0,14 0,05 
~1g0 7,07 6,40 5, 98 5,43 5,60 3,17 2,75 1,42 2,16 1,41 4,73 1,88 
CaD 9,29 7,68 8,88 7,29 7,56 7,62 5,77 6,34 7,63 5, 93 7,55 1 ,09 
Na20 1 ,73 2,52 2,18 2,73 2,20 2,34 4,57 5,21 3,92 4,89 2,94 1 ,17 
K20 0,99 0,84 0,66 1,59 2,01 2,93 1,02 0,06 0,94 0,24 1 , 26 0,83 
P205 0,35 0,40 0,38 0,40 0,73 0,79 0,85 0,92 0,73 0,66 0,60 0,23 
en 
-
CIPW Weight % Norms. (Fe203 : Ti02 + 1,5) 
Ap 0,83 0,95 0,92 0,96 1,74 1 ,89 2,04 2,22 1,73 1,58 1,44 0,54 
11 3, 20 3,76 3,33 3,48 4,41 5,19 4,95 5,19 4,18 3,81 4,06 0,70 
Or 5, 92 5,01 3,94 9,51 12,00 17,43 6,09 0,37 5,61 1,45 7,53 4,96 
Ab 14,78 21,56 18,65 23,34 18,76 19,97 39,01 44,62 33,45 41,67 25,09 10,03 
An 33, 48 26,93 28,73 24,73 24,99 22,04 14,56 12,17 14 , 22 12,19 23,45 6,64 
r~ t 4,72 5,15 4,81 4,95 5,54 5,48 6,08 6, 27 5,51 5,21 5,39 0,54 
DiEn 2,54 2,01 3,15 1,94 1 ,93 2,34 1,66 1,24 3,64 2,05 2,10 0,54 
OiFs 1 ,78 1,64 2,10 1 ,81 1 ,29 2,07 1 ,95 4,82 4,30 3,51 2,18 1 , 03 
DiWo 4, Sl 3,77 5,51 3,84 3,37 4,53 3, 63 5,68 7,99 5,47 4,36 0,81 
HyEn 15,25 14,11 11 ,87 11 ,72 12,15 5,63 5,25 2,35 1,78 1,50 9,79 4,41 
HyFs 10,71 11,57 7,89 10,95 8,16 4,99 6,18 9,15 2,11 2,56 8,70 2,20 
Q 2,30 3,55 9,11 2,79 5,62 9,48 8,64 5,97 15 , 53 19,04 5,93 2,71 
TOTAL 100,02 100,02 100,02 100,02 100,04 100,04 100,04 100,05 100,04 100,04 100,02 
APPENDIX 5 (contd.). TABLE J : Swartkop t~ember, (Leeudraai Formation), Rhyolites. 
All samples are from Karos Nedersetting (Central Domain) 
CS-27 CS-28 CS-29 CS-30 Average S.O. 
(27-30) 
Si02 71,04 71,12 71,43 71 ,79 71 ,35 0,30 
Ti02 0,73 0,70 0,fi8 0,65 0,69 0,03 
A1 203 12,72 12,87 12,68 12,80 12,77 0,07 
Fe203 4,52 4,33 4,42 4,02 4,32 0,19 
MnO 0,02 0,02 0,02 0,07 0,03 0, 02 
r~gO 0,67 0,70 0,63 0,65 0,66 0,03 
CaO 1,49 2,08 1,97 1 ,51 1 ,76 0,27 
Na20 2,91 2,60 2,46 2,86 2,71 0,19 
K20 5,72 5,42 5,55 5, 44 5,53 0,12 '" N 
P205 0,18 0,17 0,16 0,21 0,18 0,02 
CIPW Wei2ht 't Norms. (Fe203 = Ti03 + 1,5) 
Ap 0,41 0,40 0,38 0,50 0,42 0,05 
11 1,37 1 ,31 1,28 1 ,22 1 ,30 0,05 
Or 33,89 32,10 32,84 32,21 32,76 0,71 
Ab 24,69 22,02 20,83 24,20 22,94 1 ,58 
An 4,76 7,48 7,22 6,05 6,37 1 ,08 
Mt 3,28 3,22 3,21 3,13 3,21 0,05 
DiEn 0,40 0,50 0,40 0,40 0,33 0,18 
DiFs 0,18 0,16 0,19 0,01 0,13 0,07 
OiWo 0,63 0,73 0,63 0,05 0,51 0,27 
HyEn 1 ,28 1,25 1,18 1 ,58 1 ,32 0,15 
HyFs 0,57 0,41 0,57 0,38 0,48 0,09 
Q 28,~5 30,43 31,27 30,66 30,23 1 ,02 
TOTAL 100,01 100,01 100,01 100,03 100,00 
APPENDIX 15, TABLE K: CIPlo/ \~eight Percent Norms using Fe203/FeO = 0.2 
The Fe203/FeO values calculated using Irvine and Baragar's (1971) equation 
('t Fe203 = Ui02 + 1.5) are presented in column A of Table L (Appendix 
7) and are considerably higher than the value of 0.2 which is used by previous 
workers in this department. The lower Fe20/FeO value does not affect the 
amounts of normative feldspars in this case, but reduces the amounts of 
magnetite and quartz in the norm, increases the proporti ons of normati ve 
di opsi de and hypersthene and reduces the proporti on of MgO in the normati ve 
diopside and hypersthene. 
CS-1 CS-2 CS-3 CS-4 CS-5 CS-6 CS-7 CS-8 
Ap 
I1 
Or 
Ab 
An 
Mt 
DiEn 
DiFs 
DiWo 
HyEn 
HyFs 
Q 
TOTAL 
0,33 
2,03 
12,05 
16,92 
26,58 
2,33 
3,20 
2,61 
6,00 
11 ,54 
9,43 
6,96 
100,01 
0,33 
2,08 
8,33 
20,98 
24,98 
2,41 
4,64 
4,28 
9,14 
8,71 
8,04 
6,08 
100,01 
0,33 
2,20 
6,09 
17,51 
28,57 
2,61 
3,86 
3,B6 
7,B6 
9,51 
9,52 
8,09 
100,02 
0,33 
2,12 
10,28 
16,58 
26,45 
2,39 
3,90 
3,36 
7,47 
10,17 
8,76 
8,20 
100,01 
0,31 
2,05 
5,91 
27,75 
23,05 
2,35 
2,08 
1 ,84 
4,02 
11 ,67 
10,30 
7,68 
100,01 
0,33 
2,07 
4,67 
13,11 
31 ,20 
2,33 
3,98 
3,63 
7,BO 
9,20 
8,40 
13,28 
100,01 
0,33 
1 ,97 
5,32 
23,27 
25,19 
2,25 
4,17 
3,59 
7,99 
9,30 
8,02 
8,60 
10(', 01 
0,36 
2,29 
7,09 
18,36 
27,89 
2,42 
3,50 
3,19 
6,86 
9,92 
9,04 
9,09 
100,01 
CS-9 
0,33 
2,03 
4,37 
17,51 
30,33 
2,33 
3,13 
2,60 
5,91 
11 ,31 
9,39 
10,76 
100,01 
CS-10 
1 ,97 
5,18 
10,16 
16,16 
22,53 
3,23 
2,64 
3,17 
5,85 
9,48 
11 ,38 
8,27 
100,01) 
en 
w 
APPENnIX, TARLE ~ ICnNTD . ) 
CS-19 CS-20 CS-21 CS-22 CS-23 CS-24 CS-2S CS-26 CS-2SA CS-26A 
APPENDIX 7, TAB LE L: Selected Intere1ement Ratios. 
(A Fe203/FeO values , Irvine and Baragar's, 1971, equation: 
·e203 Ti02 - uSlng = 
+ 1.5) 
A K/Rb Zr/Nb Zr/Y Ti02/P205 La/Ce La/Nd Ce/Nd Zr/Ce Y/"Id 
. 
CS-1 0,36 262 11,77 4,35 7,98 0,408 0,741 1,815 2,836 1,189 
CS-2 0,36 122 13,09 4,50 8,31 0,404 0,792 1,958 3,064 1 ,338 
CS-3 0,33 181 14,00 4,40 8,69 0,358 0,760 2,120 2,906 1,412 
CS-4 0,36 245 14,90 4,52 7,86 0,347 0,739 2,130 3,041 1 ,417 
CS-5 0,37 191 13,60 4,53 8,15 0,385 0,800 2,080 2,615 1,208 
CS-6 0,37 145 16,15 4,40 8,11 0,295 0,565 1 ,913 3,159 1 ,378 
CS-7 0,38 163 14,12 4,54 7,31 0,326 0,625 1,917 3,174 1 ,342 
CS-8 0,37 215 11 ,89 4,26 7,91 0,260 0,542 2,083 2,940 1,438 
CS-9 0,37 162 13,75 4,35 7,73 0,454 0,909 2,000 3,182 1,468 
CS-10 0,46 303 9,98 4,73 3,32 0,455 0,810 1,778 2,795 1 ,051 
CS-ll 0,63 267 13,37 5,49 2 ,, ? , - 0,474 0,933 1 ,966 2,291 0,817 
CS-12 0,69 233 13,04 5,45 2,65 0,483 0,973 2,014 2,450 0,911 
CS-13 0,68 220 14,43 5,53 2,04 0,494 1,000 2,024 2,349 0,858 
CS-14 0,61 166 14,07 5,55 2,64 0,519 1 ,079 2,079 2,494 0,936 <.n <.n 
CS-15 0,71 218 12,46 5,36 2,51 0,481 1,014 2,108 2,404 0,946 
CS-16 0,67 187 13,11 5,47 2,56 0,491 0,951 1,939 2,453 0,870 
CS-17 0,66 210 13,17 5,45 2,35 0,490 0,975 1,987 2,401 0,877 
CS-18 0,60 183 14,00 5,73 2,61 0,472 0,926 1 ,963 2,447 0,837 
CS-19 0,34 294 13,04 4,04 4,88 0,407 0,828 2,034 2,712 1,362 
CS-20 0,34 230 13,89 4,02 5,02 0,452 0,903 2,000 2,871 1,432 
CS-21 0,40 273 14,57 4,81 4,58 0,359 0,667 1,857 2,590 1 ,005 
CS-22 0,34 305 12,42 3,97 4,57 0,420 0,771 1 ,971 2,507 1 , 243 
CS-23 0,44 289 12,88 5,55 3,18 0,403 0,774 1,9]q 2,706 0,135 
CS-24 0,52 292 14,18 6,20 2,78 0,447 0,870 2,113 2,647 0,827 
CS-25 0,49 529 12,83 6,41 : . 06 0,497 0,941 1,894 2,789 0,827 
CS-26 0,36 4981 13,44 6,29 2,96 0,472 0,885 1 ,875 2,482 0,745 
CS-25A 0,54 494 12,26 6,33 3,03 0,429 0,851 1,985 2,857 0,893 
CS-26A 0,54 249 12,54 6,38 3,05 0,496 0,823 1 ,658 2,679 0,699 
CS-27 1 ,11 205 10,83 6,00 4,24 0,465 1,112 2,393 2,085 0,836 
CS-28 1 ,17 202 10,38 5,55 4,06 0,547 1 ,268 2,317 2,132 0,895 
CS-29 1 ,11 202 10,49 5,53 4,19 0,526 1,259 2,395 2,108 0,907 
CS-30 1 ,28 202 10,90 5,74 3,20 0,527 1 ,259 2,388 2,148 0,891 
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